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ABSTRACT

This thesis focuses on the development of a robust, low power consumption and
cost effective wireless data acquisition, system to be used for civil infrastructure health
monitoring. The complete solution that has been developed for this application integrates
micro-electromechanical sensing elements (e.g. PVDF sensor); a wireless data
acquisition system based on a Bluetooth-enabled radio, a microcontroller with analog to
digital conversion capabilities, a power source including a solar cell array for long term
operation, and a weatherproof enclosure for on-site installation. The complementary part
of the solution is a weatherproof On-site Remote Access Point (ORAP) which collects,
stores, and transmits the wirelessly acquired data through the internet to a web server for
further analysis. Finally, Blue-Scope which is a user-friendly front end with plotting
capabilities that provides full control of the remote access point is presented.
The advantages of a distributed sensor network are described. This type of
network provides coverage for a very large total space through the union or
intercommunication of many wireless sensor nodes. Sizing the system for a complete
coverage consists of determining the appropriate number of smart sensor nodes.
Technical challenges and problems associated with the development of a wireless
distributed sensor network, various possible solutions, and the trade offs involved are
discussed. These problems are classified into two categories: the design of the smart
sensor cluster and the design of the solar-based power source which provides a long
battery life. Design constraints, power operation modes, and the implementation of the
solutions are described.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND SCOPE
Many railroad Bridges in service today were built before World War I (19141918), and some are even more than 100 years old. These Bridges were built to carry the
heavy steam locomotives, used at that time, and today’s railroad trains. Railroad Bridges
and Bridge components built of heavy timber are specially designed to carry railroad
loads but require a proper maintenance in order to provide many years of service. All
railroad Bridges in the U.S. Nationwide receive an inspection once a year [1]. This allows
the Bridge inspectors to detect developing problems and have them corrected before they
affect the safety of a Bridge. The problem is clear, major accidents occur suddenly and
there is a chance to detect any source of problem before it occurs on the structure by
using a health monitoring system for the security and safety o f railroad Bridges. The
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) was created in 1966 to promote and enforce
safety throughout the U.S. railroad system and is one of the eleven government agencies
within the U.S Department of Transportation.
The University of Missouri - Rolla conducted a project called “FRP Repair and
Health Monitoring of Railroad Steel Bridges” [2] funded by the Federal Railroad
Administration”. This research project includes the health monitoring of railroad steel
Bridges, which has been identified as a priority area in the proposed R&D plan. The main
objective of this research is to design a deployable remote wireless data collection system
for structural health monitoring. Data received from the wireless sensors will be sent to a
web server and a further development of a smart system-engineering based on neural
network concept will be used to process the data wirelessly collected.
This thesis’s scope is the development of a reliable cost effective, low power
consumption wireless health monitoring system capable of collecting important civil
infrastructure parameters such as: vibration, acceleration, temperature, etc., this in order
to obtain relevant information about how the structure is behaving in service under
different load and weather conditions. The principal attractiveness for a smart wireless
sensor node, that is to say its low power consumption, it enables the creation of a portable
wireless node to be used on the health monitoring for civil infrastructure. Low power
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consumption, however, follows from simplicity and results in the smart wireless node’s
main disadvantage: the node needs to be powered up for a long period of time without the
physical replacement of batteries principally because power lines will not be available on
the structure.
Another problem that is addressed on this thesis is that an average dimension for a
railroad steel bridge is about one mile long and needs to be totally covered by the
wireless smart sensor network. Currently Bluetooth wireless technology supports piconet
and scatternet network for a large network deployment.
This solution presented on this thesis is divided into three main phases: (a)
Development of a wireless smart sensor node based on Bluetooth; (b) Design of power
supply source including a solar panel for each of this smart sensor node; (c) Form a
wireless network topology capable of covering an entire civil engineering structure (i.e.
railroad steel Bridge).

1.2. JUSTIFICATION FOR A BLUETOOTH BASED NETWORK
Recognizing the literal jungle of connectivity options as an impediment to the
ability to allow different gadgets to interoperate was more than likely one of the reasons
for the development of Bluetooth. Bluetooth, which is a standard wireless technology,
eventually will allow different manufacturers to overcome with new Bluetooth based
modules. Bluetooth represents a technology that will afford users the ability to replace an
existing wired health monitoring network with one universal short-range wireless
communications method. Bluetooth operates in the 2.4 GHz unlicensed Industrial,
Scientific, Medical band (ISM). Due to the use of radio frequency Bluetooth does not
have a line of sight restriction and penetrates most of the physical barriers. Bluetooth
currently divides its 2.4GHz band into 79 channels of 1 MHz each starting at 2.402 GHz
and ending at 2.480 GHz. Frequency hopping is employed, Bluetooth employs 1600
slots/sec and each slot is 625 psec long, this in order to be able to reduce the effect from
signal interference and fading. The frequency can hop each slot, but remains fixed during
multi-slot packets.
One of the problems encountered on the deployment for a large structural wireless
network is to have it totally covered, and Bluetooth technology provides the solution by
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providing piconet and/or scattemet network topologies. Bluetooth device may play either
master or slave roles, although specific connections are limited to a single master with
one or more slaves. Bluetooth support piconets which are initiated and formed by a
master wireless node and consist of up to eight Bluetooth devices. The master establishes
a hopping sequence, performs the discovery of slaves in its vicinity and pages them to
join the piconet. The master controls the data flow for transmission. In order to support
full-duplex communications, Bluetooth employs a time- division multiplexing (TDM)
scheme. A master device can commence transmission using an even-numbered slot,
whereas a slave can commence transmission through the use of an odd-numbered slot.
Ideally many Bluetooth based smart sensor nodes would cover the entire civil
infrastructure by the formation of various piconets then forming scattemets for this large
wireless sensors deployment. Scattemets are a logical extension of the piconet concept.
Scattemets permit a wireless sensor node to participate in multiple piconets
simultaneously. By doing this, any of this wireless sensor nodes can potentially serve as a
Bridge between two piconets, making possible the creation for a large network of smart
wireless sensor nodes.
A potentially useful characteristic for a Bluetooth based wireless sensor network
is its low power consumption. Bluetooth specification version 1.1 [3] classifies the radio
into three different power classes: (a) Class 1 with a maximum output of 100 mW at -20
dBm; (b) Class 2 with a maximum output of 2.5 mW at -4 dBm; and (c) Class 3 which
handles a maximum output of 1.0 mW at 0 dBm. The three power modes, which
transcend the available Bluetooth power classes, include sniff mode, hold mode, and park
mode.
A description of these power conservation modes is given next. When in the sniff
mode, a device listens to the network at a reduced operating rate operating rate that
results in a reduction in its power requirements. In the hold mode, the device’s clock
continues to operate and remains in synchronization with the master; however, the device
is not a participant in a Bluetooth network. The third and lower power mode, which is the
park mode, is similar to the hold mode, but the device does not retain its active member
address because that address is relinquished when it goes into park mode. The power
requirement decreases as a device goes from sniff to hold to park mode. It should be
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noted that the time to regain participation in a Bluetooth based network is generally
inversely proportional to the power operating mode of a device.
Another reason why Bluetooth is used to deploy a distributed sensor network is its
multiple interface support. Accordingly with the Bluetooth specification version 1.1
currently defines the use of four physical interfaces: (a) Universal Serial Bus (USB); (b)
RS232; (c) PC card; and (d) Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART)
interfaces. The main goal is to provide some source of control to the radio and this could
be done by using a standard serial connection.

1.3. PROPOSED SOLUTION
To assist the required wireless health monitoring network based on Bluetooth,
four devices have been developed and their required software has been written as well.
First of all, Smart Wireless Sensor Cluster (SWSeC) prototype has been
developed and its required software for the correct implementation has been written.
After analysis performed to SWSeC, a final design called “Autonomous Smart
Unwired Link” (ASUL) has been developed for on-site implementation of the wireless
data acquisition. Right after that, power requirements during the testing phase for ASUL
were acquired and accordingly, a solar-based power supply (SoPS) has been designed, to
be used as a long term power source for ASUL.
Finally, an On-site Remote Access Point (ORAP) has been developed, to be used
for the collection, storing, and transmission of data through the IEEE 802.1 lb wireless
LAN to a predefined web server for further analysis and plotting; having full control of
ORAP. All the equipment described above acting as a whole will lead to a complete
wireless health monitoring solution.
The SWSeC is a prototype for the wireless data acquisition unit that is able to
handle four differential channels (4 differential analog inputs). The prototype consist of a
microcontroller Cygnal C8051F05 development kit which contains an 8051 variant with
integrated analog-to-digital converter and a channel analog multiplexer, an Ericsson ROK
101 107 Bluetooth radio, a portable power supply generating two different voltages, and
a plastic weatherproof enclosure; this subsystem is referred to as a smart wireless sensor
cluster (SWSeC). The dimension for the Ericsson module is about 5/8x 1 5/16in
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(17x33mm). However, smaller, single chip, solutions are currently under development in
the market such as Taiyo Yuden ESSFAXX, a Bluetooth compliant module [4].
The power source from SoPS basically contains four rechargeable NiMH batteries
size AA rated at 1.2 volts and a peak current of 1800mA each. The solar panel that SoPS
utilizes to acquire sun energy uses twelve single-crystalline solar cells rated at .58 volts
with a nominal current output capacity of 250 mA. Ideally, the maximum output for the
solar panel is 6.96 volts with a peak current of 250 mA. For on-site implementation the
solar panel has been sealed with a very low reflective plastic film make it optimum for
any weather condition.
After laboratory analysis and on-field testing a final design called ASUL has been
created and consist of the Cygnal C8051F123 which is an 8051 variant with integrated
analog-to-digital converter and a channel analog multiplexer. ASUL is a design capable
of handling four differential channels (4 differential analog inputs).
The Bluetooth radio that has been used for this final design is a Taiyo Yuden
module EYSF2SAXX power class 2. According with the Bluetooth specification version
1.1 EYSF2SAXX is a fully compliant Bluetooth-based radio. The power distribution has
been designed and becomes into a highly efficient and reliable power savings for ASUL.
An external antenna approach for ASUL has been developed and for its power class, the
maximum possible range has been exceeded.
The complete solution for the infrastructure civil health monitoring ends up with
the development of the on-site remote access point (ORAP). This system consist of five
major components which are: (a) an industrial computer Versa Logic VSBC-6 specially
designed for OEM control projects where there is not airflow; (b) the required power
supply for VSBC-6 which a regular ATX type capable to work on free air environment
has been selected for this current application; (d) a modified Cisco series 350 PCMCIA
wireless LAN card to gain access to the internet; (e) a Taiyo Yuden radio EYSF2SAXX
acting as a master for data collection; and finally (f) a sharp 10” LCD screen for in-site
configuration. All the electronic components described above have been placed inside a
rugged steel enclosure NEMA type 4 weatherproof enclosure, which have two external
SMA 500 antenna connectors. One antenna on ORAP is used for the IEEE802.1 and the
other 50 ohm antenna it’s being used for the Bluetooth radio communication.
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Finally, a front end called “Blue-Scope Interface” has been developed and
consists of a friendly integrated solution for the monitoring and sampling of the
wirelessly data collected. The main view looks like a regular oscilloscope with options
such as: volts/div, start/stop collecting data, power conservation options, selection for the
channel inputs, the current address for the active Bluetooth network devices, and the
sampling rate as well. A password protected web site which grants access to this interface
installed on ORAP system. A block diagram depicts the proposed solution including its
integrated counterparts is depicted in Figure 1.1.

The wireless sensor cluster will not be in active state all the time; only for a
predefined given time the system will start sampling. The remaining time will be into
sleep mode. The main goal is to acquire data at a specified time. For example is a train
schedule is at 5:30 pm everyday then the system will starts collecting data from 5 pm to 6
pm, then sleeping the remaining 23 hours. This is the power operation of the devices in
order to have a battery package design that leasts for 1 year. Furthermore, the system is
user configurable to change operation modes.
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Chapter two will present an overview of the current state of the art on other’s people
research and development on the wireless health monitoring field. The next two chapters
will be more focused on the Bluetooth protocol and hardware design. The hardware
design section will describe in detail the counterparts for the proposed solution. Software
plays an important role for the functionality of the system and chapter five addresses its
nature for this issue. Finally, chapters six and seven describe the testing done on the
wireless health monitoring system and discuss the results obtained.
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2. STATE OF THE ART

2.1. OUTLINE
I n this chapter a review of the current publications that discuses how the
Bluetooth technology is applied into structural health monitoring is presented. This
chapter is divided into three sections. The first section addresses a discussion of the
papers presented for power management for the Bluetooth technology. Next, companies
and researchers have developed several Bluetooth-based products and a discussion of the
most important papers is taking place here. Finally, over the years different approaches
have been made for structural health monitoring, consequently several papers are
reviewed in this section.

2.2. POWER CONSERVATION IN BLUETOOTH
The principal problem encountered in a low power design for battery powered
devices is it power consumption. The main goal for designing low power applications is
to extend their battery life while meeting the required performance.
Pedram, et al., [5], shows that it is essential to consider the characteristics of the
battery that powers a portable electronic circuit in deciding the effectiveness of various
low power optimization techniques. They divided the battery types into two main
categories: (a) primary batteries which are typical non rechargeable; and (b) secondary
batteries which are rechargeable. Accordingly they classify the chemistry of the batteries
as the following description: Lead-acid, Ni-Cd, Ni-Zn, Ag-Zn, Zn-Air, Nickel-Metal
Hydride, Lithium-Ion, Lithium-Polymer, etc. Among these chemistries, the Nickel-Metal
Hydride battery and the Lithium-Ion battery are currently the most popular batteries.
They proposed a simple, yet accurate, integrated model of the battery and VLSI sub
systems. Then a study about the relationship between battery lifetime and different
current distributions has been discussed.
They present an analysis for the problem of assigning a voltage level to the VLSI
circuit which minimizes the product of delay and the battery discharge in the combined
system and it is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1 Battery subsystem

The DC/DC converter efficiency n is defined as:

7j-V0 ■I0 = Vdd • Idd

( 1)

They point out an important characteristic of the battery which is that some
amount of energy will be wasted when the battery is delivering the energy required by the
circuit. If the circuit current requirement for the battery is I, the actual current that is
taken out of the battery is shown in equation 2.

jA C T

(2)

= — ,0</

M

Where, I ACT is always larger or equal to I and ju is the battery efficiency.
Defining CAP as the amount of energy that is stored in a new battery and CAP act as the
actual energy that can be used by the circuit, equation 2 is equivalent to equation 3.

CAP act = CAP, •ju,0 < n < 1

(3)

The efficiency factor // is a function of discharge current I:

P = /(/)

(4)
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Where, f is a monotonic-decreasing function. Only the low-frequency part of the
current is relevant to changing the battery efficiency. Therefore, I must be the average
output current of the battery over a certain amount of time. The actual capacity of the
battery decreases when the discharge current increases.
Pedram, applied two simple functions to obtain an analytical form to appropriate
the battery efficiency factor:

( 5)
( 6)

The battery discharge delay (BD-D) product states that the design goal should be
to minimize delay and maximize battery lifetime at the same time. They define the
Battery Discharge (ED) as:

(7)

E aci will be different for different current profiles. They assumed that the current
distribution being used follows the simplest profile, and it is shown in equation 8.

( 8)

The ideal energy needed for the circuit to complete its operation is:

(9)

Where, Csw is the total switched capacitance during circuit operation. From
equations 2.1, 2.6, and 2.7 BD can be written as a function of Vdd.
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(10)

Where k = C„l (2-f t -V0)
Finally substituting 2.5 into 2.10:

BD

C„
V^dd
2 - tj-CAP0 n(k ■V 2ddIT)

(H)

Results in Table 2.land
Table 2.2 show that the optimal V« for minimum BD-D product in an integrated batteryhardware model can differ by about 10% to 15% from the one which does not consider
the battery chemistry. A fixed operation latency (FOL) means that T is constant for any
Vdd values while a variable operation latency is then T changes when Vdd changes.

Table 2.1 Optimal Vdd for minimum BD-D product (FOL)
p
O p tim al

Vddiy)

0

0.0 8

0 .0 9

0 .1 0

0.11

0 .1 2

0 .1 3

0 .1 4

1.2

1.080

1.068

1 .0 5 7

1.047

1 .0 3 7

1.027

1.018

Table 2.2 Optimal Vdd for minimum BD-D product (VOL)

P
O p tim al

Vddiy)

0

0 .0 8

0 .0 9

0 .1 0

0.11

0 .1 2

0.1 3

0 .1 4

1.2

1.073

1.063

1.0541

1.046

1.038

1.031

1.024

So far a discussion about the important role that batteries play in low power
electronic design has been presented.
In Szewczyk, et al., [6], the authors compare and analyze the power dissipation
for two architectures for networked sensors: one based around a single CPU handling
multiple I/O devices, and one based around two general purpose processors: one handling
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the wireless communications system, and one handling other I/O devices. First, they
analyze the power consumption in a small, networked sensor. In order to do that, they
have a simple hardware model consisting of an Atmel AVR 90LS8535 processor
externally clocked at 4 MHz. The radio that they use is a RF Monolithic 916.50 MHz
with a speed of 19.2 Kbps. The hardware model uses a temperature sensor AD7418 from
analog devices and a light sensor as well. As a model of execution for the network TinyOS operating system has been chosen. The application running monitors the temperature
and light conditions and broadcast periodically their measurements onto the radio
network. They started the study of power usage on a single processor system. The
processor is powered with 2.84 volts and their measurements were made with the aid of
an HP 16550A logic analyzer and a 16532A digital oscilloscope. Results of the power
consumption running on one single processor are shown in Table 2.3 (note
that\kWh = 3.6 x 106joules ).

Table 2.3 Energy consumption of instructions
Instruction typ e

E nergy p er c y c le (nJ)

E nergy per instruction (nJ)

Idle

1.70

1.70

noop

3 .3 9

3 .3 9

arith m etic/logic

3.41

3.41

m em ory read

3 .6 6

7 .3 2

m em ory w rite

3 .7 5

7 .5 0

D e v ic e

E nergy p er C P U c y c le

E nergy per quantum

LED

1.89

1.89 n J /cy cle

photo

0 .0 8 -0 .2 8

0 .0 8 -0 .2 8 n J/cycle

ADC

0 .3 6 -0 .3 0

4 .6 2 - 3 .9 5 nJ/conv.

R FM send

2 .5 6

2 0 5 0 nJ/bit

R FM re ce iv e

2 .4 4

195 0 nJ/bit

Then the same hardware model but this time with overhead has been analyzed and
Table 2.4 shows how the events incur some overhead processing for every context
switch; the current consumption / is modeled by the equation 12.
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I ~ 11

IA (Pw

( 12)

+ Po )

Where, I, is the processor idle mode, I A is defined as the extra current needed
over Ij for executing instructions and p w + p 0is defined as the processor utilization.

Table 2.4 Optimal utilization with varying overhead
O ptim al

O ptim al

Energy

U tiliza tio n (%)

Frequency (M H z)

U sage (mJ)

B ase T in y O S

9 0 .6

2 .2 2

0.4 2

Cheap interrupts

76 .5

1.87

0 .3 4

Cheap sch ed u lin g

6 7 .6

1.65

0 .3 0

Next, they presented an analysis with multiple processors. In order to be able to
do that they basically partitioned the Tiny OS application. Their results show that the
application running on multiple processors can be more energy efficient than on a single
processor. They have shown that the energy saved is not only because of frequency
scaling, but rather from the elimination of various types of overhead. They conclude that
an optimal architecture for networked sensors should be built upon a single processor
with hardware support for multiple contexts.
It is clear to see how CPU instructions draw big amounts of current if not
implemented appropriatly. Now, it is time to go into detail about how other people are
concerned about power conservation in Bluetooth and what are their recommendations.
The first advice is taken from Mattisson [7], in his paper he addresses the air
interface power issues. In general he specifically says that minimizing the air interface
activity leads to lower power consumption. These activities are described as follows: (a)
the transmitter power; (b) the path loss (range); and the (c) receiver signal power
(receiver sensitivity). First let’s describe what he says about transmitting power. The
modulation that has been chosen for Bluetooth is similar to the one using frequency
hopping according with IEEE 802.11 standard that is GFSK. He mentioned that for
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example a class C transmitter only conducts during a fraction of the carrier waveform
period and can thus achieve a high efficiency even more than a liner amplifier. Mattisson
principally focused his idea on the path loss. For Bluetooth the following path loss,
Lpath, relations were assumed:

r i ™i
,4/rfT
Lpath = 201og10(
)

(13)

A

« 40 + 20log10(R), R < 8.5m,

(14)

Lpath =361og,0(47rR) 46.7

(15)

« 25.3 + 36\og{0(R),R > 8.5m,

(16)

Where, R is the range and X is the wavelength. Equation 13 is equivalent to lineof-sight conditions where the direct signal path dominates. For ranges exceeding 8.5 m it
is necessary to count the obstacles encountered and the attenuation will increase more
rapidly beyond this range. From the path loss relations it is possible to find the minimum
received signal power. A 0 dBm interferer level at a 1 m of distance will result in -40dBm
interference level, Pj .Two interferers transmitting at / 0 + A/ and f 0 + 2Af , respectively
will generate IM 3products at the desired radio channel, / 0, and the power level of these
on-channel inter-modulation products will be, in dB units:

/ > „ = / / > +3(/>-//>)

(17)

So far the conclusion is that Bluetooth power consumption is dominated by the
radio and a substantial part of this power drawn is due to RF transmission.
The discussion given implies that Bluetooth is capable of low power consumption
but what exactly does low power consumption mean? A possible answer is given by
Linsky, 2001 [8], the best way to understand current consumption in a Bluetooth product
according to the author is to realize that Bluetooth is just an adjective not a noun. Nothing
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is Bluetooth; devices are Bluetooth enabled. Bluetooth uses a time division duplex (TDD)
multiple access scheme that is based around 625 jus time slots. Within a time slot, current
consumption-related events may occur that vary power requirements. The author focuses
his point of view of power consumption on saying that the most important thing is to
analyze the average current for the Bluetooth different slot packets, everything is about
packets. Table 2.5 lists eight active mode cases for measuring average current
consumptions. DM and DH packets are essentially the same length for a given number of
slots, so it doesn’t matter which one is measured. If data is being transmitted the
measurements should be done in full packets.

Table 2.5 Active mode cases
N am e

D escrip tio n

T im e

O n eS lotR x

R ecep tion o f D M 1 o r D H l packet

6 2 5 ju s

T h reeS lotR x

R ecep tio n o f D M 3 or D H 3 packet

1875 JUS

F iv eS lo tR x

R ecep tion o f D M 5 or D H 5 packet

3 1 2 5 JUS

O n S lotT x

T ran sm ission o f D M 1 o r D H l p acket

6 2 5 JUS

T h reeS lotT x

T ransm ission o f D M 3 or D H 3 p acket

1875 JUS

F iv e S lo tT x

T ransm ission o f D M 5 or D H 5 p acket

3 1 2 5 JUS

S laveR xA C E rr

S la v e reception tim e slo t w ith a cc ess c o d e error

6 2 5 JUS

A c tiv e N o R x T x

A c tiv e tim e slo t n either R x or Tx

625 JUS

This method of measurement for current average consumption is a useful tool to
select a chipset or module which will be appropriate for a low power application.
In resource limited mobile computing devices, Bluetooth doesn’t behave well
enough for a long life battery application. This is because Bluetooth has a poor power
management scheme. Knutson, et al., [9], the authors mention that minimizing power
consumption is fundamental to extending mobility. When communication is not intended
the Bluetooth device should be OFF without consuming unnecessary power. Another
burden that is given in their paper associated with Bluetooth is the lengthy discovery
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time, which in some cases reaches 10.24 sec. To alleviate these problems they developed
a low power operation called “Rendez Blue” which works parallel with radio frequency
identification technology (RFID). The technique that they have developed consists of
placing a high-power radio in a power-down state and waking it only when needed. By
the way RFID is a low-power, low bandwidth wireless communication technology. RFID
provides intelligent external signals to bring the Bluetooth radio out of software standby
or hardware shutdown modes. Using RFID allows the Bluetooth device to maximize time
spent in idle mode, which extends battery life. Passive RFID tags can transmit up to 128bits of data, sufficient to communicate the Bluetooth device discovery information
required to bypass the inquiry phase. They mentioned that using RFID + Bluetooth can
reduce the inquiry time into 3.1 sec. instead of the 10.24 sec. mentioned before. Their
results for battery duration in hours are shown on Table 2.6 where his system was tested
for different batteries chemistries under different power modes.

Table 2.6 Battery lifetime
Lithium

L ithium B utton

O x y g e n S ensor

N iM H

Flat C ell

C ell

C e ll

Battery

C apacity (m A h )

25

30

400

1,050

S lave m o d e (h)

1

1.2

16

42

Idle m o d e (h)

1.67

2

2 6 .6 7

70

S oftw are stand by from RF (h)

16.67

20

2 6 6 .6 7

700

S oftw are stand by from U A R T (h )

100

120

1 ,6 0 0

4 ,2 0 0

H ardw are shutdow n (h )

2 5 ,0 0 0

3 0 ,0 0 0

4 0 0 ,0 0 0

1,0 5 0 ,0 0 0

Battery

Currently the work performed for different researchers has been reviewed and it is
clear to see the many options available to develop a low power Bluetooth wireless
application. From packets calculations to add an extra low power radio to power
management capabilities developers around the world has been seeking ways to reduce
power and create an efficient power management solution for Bluetooth based
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aplications. Each of the works reviewed so far implements different power conservation
schemes that need to be taken into consideration for further research and development.

2.3. BLUETOOTH COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORM
Several companies and researchers have been delivered wireless sensor networks
which are Bluetooth enabled. Crossbow was the pioneer which put on the market his
product called LT110, [10] and information provided by Jeff Nadler a representative
from Crossbow Technology who has been visited UMR for demo purposes.
Crossbow Technology produces the LT110 wireless data acquisition system
shown in Figure 2.2. This system is a complete wireless, four channel, data monitoring
and acquisition kit. The system consists of a four-channel, microcontroller-based data
acquisition system, 2.4GHz spread spectrum radio (Bluetooth). The approximate cost of
this system is $2,750.

Figure 2.2 LT110 Wireless Solution

With a built in ARM7 microprocessor and smart input/output (S I/O) module, the
sensor can automatically determine the type of sensor being connected and report the data
in appropriate engineering units. In addition, it supports a data rate of 64kbits/sec and has
an operating range of 100 meters. Four channels are available on each node and the peak
power consumption is 750 mW. It has a long range but the power consumption is quite
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high. Companies became more ambitious to have a wireless sensor and one of these
companies was the Rockwell Scientific who put on sale a module called Hidra, [11]. The
Hidra sensor node, shown in Figure 2.3, contains a 32-bit RISC ARM processor and is
capable of performing spectral analysis, historical data analysis, advanced DSP and other
data diagnosis on raw sensor data before transmitting to the host.
Additionally, it supports a maximum data rate of 100 kbits/sec and has an
operating range of 100 meters. Each node can support up to 5 sensor devices and has a
peak power consumption of 1W.

Figure 2.3 Hidra

After doing investigation into depth and despite the operation characteristics such
as 2.4GHz operating frequency and 100 meters operating range are similar to those
defined in the Bluetooth specification. This system is not based on the Bluetooth
technology and is therefore not compatible with other Bluetooth enabled devices. This
device drains a lot of power.
But not only companies have been working on developing new wireless
technologies, Kasten, et al., [12], at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (SFIT)
presented a Bluetooth based communication solution to be used as a wireless sensor
network, as shown in Figure 2.4. The system consists of an Atmel ATMega 103L SOC
microcontroller with embedded memory. It features an 8-bit RISC core with up to 4
MIPS at 4 MHz, 128 flash memory and 4 Kbytes SRAM. The radio chosen is an Ericsson
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ROK101007. An external antenna has been used. The system’s response to power
management is depicted on Table 2.7. Kasten explain that test 1 was performed with the
controller in power down and the radio turned off. Tests 2 consist of the controller
running but the radio turned off. For test 3 the controller was running and the radio
having normal data transmission / reception. Test 4 is at the maximum power mode that
is when the controller is running and the radio is trying to discover new devices (Inquiry
mode).

Table 2.7 System power consumption (Kasten)
(test 1) C P U P o w er D o w n , B lu eto o th detach ed

9 .9 m W

(test 2 ) R un ning, B lu e to o th d etach ed

2 6 .4 m W

(te st 3 ) R unning, B lu eto o th T x /R x m o d e

1 08.9m W

(te st 4 ) R unning, B lu e to o th Inquiry m o d e

14 8 .8m W

Figure 2.4 Minimal Bluetooth prototype

One of the first universities with a wireless specialized research group is the
University of California, Berkeley developed the Mica Platform and their partnership
Crossbow puts on the market a second generation of MICA Mote, [13]. MICA does not
use a Bluetooth radio, but its features are the ideal that every wireless network should
have. It consists of plug in sensor board, TinyOS a distributed software operating system,
an Atmega 128L processor, and a 916 MHz transceiver. Table 2.8 shows the features that
this wireless sensor node has.
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Table 2.8 MICA features
P rocessor/R ad io B oard

M PR 300C B

S p eed

4 MHz

Flash

128K b ytes

SRAM

4 K bytes

EEPRO M

4 K b ytes

Serial C om m s

UART

A /D

10 bit A D C

P rocessor current drawn

5 .5 m A

Serial flash

4M b it

RF

916 M H z

D ata rate

4 0 K b its/sec

R adio current drawn

12m A

R ange

100 fee t

P ow er

0 .7 5 m W

The base station allows the aggregation of sensor network data onto a PC or other
computer platform. The MICA architecture is unique in that any sensor node
(MPR300CB) module can function as a base station by plugging the MPR300CB
processor/radio board into a basic interface board, known as the Mote interface board.
During the last months Bluetooth-based devices have become a very popular
technology for short range wireless networks. Today different recognized manufacturers
offer Bluetooth modules complete with radio, baseband and firmware. Bluetooth enabled
modules offers different features for power management affecting the required range
between devices. However, to be able to connect a sensor or some other type of external
components, a microcontroller is needed to allow the necessary control features to be
implemented.

2.4. STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING
Today many civil infrastructures have been working for several years and
structural engineering researchers have identified the need for a rational and economical
method of monitoring the performance and safety of civil structures over their life spans.
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The current state includes the monitoring of some key parameters on structures in areas
of high traffic and loading conditions (i.e. Railroad steel Bridge). These structures have
been identified as special, due to the essential role they play in society because of their
high everyday demand. The high repair cost and installation of new technologies have
been a major concern on the civil engineering community, but such maintenance
activities are necessary in order to maintain a safe operability of the mentioned civil
engineering structures. A wired network is not suitable for old Bridges where wiring just
can not be taken into consideration; then the solution is the deployment of a well
organized wireless distributed sensor network.
Loren, et al., [14], in their paper addresses the need for distributed sensor
networks (DSN). First, they explain that intelligent sensor nodes function much like
individual ants that, when formed into a network cooperatively accomplish complex tasks
and provide capabilities greater than the sum of the individual parts. Many applications
will deploy sensor nodes by air or land to remote areas. These nodes will fall in
essentially random configurations. Further, they may be difficult to service in the field,
requiring the sensing system to operate unassisted for many weeks or months. Please
refer to Figure 2.5 which describes their proposal as follows: The first three layers, called
the autonomous stack, can be performed independently at any node.At the first and
lowest layer, a sensor node uses a special low-power circuitry that can perform this
processing for only allowable transceiver power-down modes. New network routing
algorithms are being developed at the Rocket Science Center (RSC) that use system
energy level as a metric, as opposed to delay or throughout.
Sensor information can perform this processing for only microwatts has been
prototyped to constantly sample its sensors and determine whether a threshold has been
exceeded. Once a potential event has been detected, the more powerful signal processing
engine activates on the second layer to perform sophisticated data analysis, such as
wavelet or fast Fourier transforms and event classification.
At the third layer, data from multiple onboard sensors is fused to improve the
classification. The next three layers, called the cooperative stack, require communication
between nodes. The fourth layer involves the simple exchange of information for
activities such as voting or comparing arrival times. The fifth layer exchanges the
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intermediate or feature data used in mathematical models. The sixth and highest layer
communicates raw data among a subset of nodes to perform beam forming, which
improves signal quality and localization.

Figure 2.5 A layered architecture for autonomous and cooperative signal processing

They also point out that theses still need a low power electronics and power
management, however, to perform their tasks using the marginal power available from
solar, heat, or vibration sources. Their proposal can be used to build an effective DSN
application. Loren has not mentioned the bandwidth to be utilized in their system and it is
assumed to be high speed bandwidth in order to have on-field processing.
It is possible to say that current health monitoring systems employ conventional
wired networks and are ready to jump into the wireless world.
Jerome, et al., [15], explains a rational and economical method of monitoring the
performance of civil structures in their paper which has been published for the MCEER
foundation. Monitoring systems are currently playing a dominant role in applications
such as nonlinear model validation, structural health monitoring and structural control.
The main problem that they focused on is the high cost of a wired network and due to
prices dropping on wireless technology it is better to jump in this new world. For
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example, they analyzed accordingly with their experience the installation time of a
complete measurement system for Bridges and buildings, and they said that it can
potentially consume over 75% of the total testing time. Installation labor costs can
approach well over 25% of the total system cost. Caltran reported that it costs over
$300,000 per toll Bridge to install a measurement system comprised of 60 to 90
accelerometers. To isolate the wires from the Bridge’s harsh environment, a wire conduit
is installed at a cost of $10 per linear foot [1]. Within buildings, wires are susceptible to
tearing, rodent nibbling and measurement corruption through signal noise. Their study
has clearly demonstrated the time and cost effectiveness of a wireless monitoring system.
A wireless modular monitoring system communication provides a “free infrastructure” in
that the need for the installation of wires is eradicated and the accommodation of direct
communication between sensing units is provided.
The state of the art for information technologies has been discussed in a paper
presented to SHM ISIS by Mahmoud, et al., [16], and how the implementation of such
technologies can be done for structural health monitoring. An effective structural health
monitoring (SHM) system should report accurate, real-time loading conditions, detect
when damage is induced in the structure and potentially inform the end-user of the
location and nature of this damage. Their proposed system will measure (sense) multiple
responses of the structure itself under unknown set of loads. Consider, Equation 18
describing the structural dynamic response of a structure with N degrees of freedom
under forced vibration:

mA(t) + cA(t) + kA{t) = Fit)

(18)

Where, F(t) is the force vector acting on the structure, A(r), A(t)andA(t) are Ax
1 vectors representing displacements, velocities and accelerations respectively, m, c and k
are the A x A mass, damping and stiffness matrices respectively.
In this system, Micro Electrical Mechanical Systems-based (MEMS) sensors,
accelerometers and inclinometers have been used. An important physical principle that
it’s being noted in this paper is that of Newton's second law of motion which states that a
force operating on a mass which is accelerated will exhibit a force with a magnitude
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F = ma. This force causes the mass to either compress or expand under the
constraint that F = ma = kx. Hence acceleration (a) will cause the mass to be displaced
by or alternatively, if a displacement of x is observed, that means the mass has undergone
an acceleration of:

kx

(19)

The accelerometers that will be used on Mahmoud’s proposed system are of force
balanced type. A force balanced accelerometer is a gravity referenced device that under
the application of tilt or linear acceleration detects the resulting change in position of the
internal mass by producing an error signal.
Artificial Intelligence (Al) attempts to develop solutions that intelligently
understand the problem space entities. The key Al technology used in the proposed SHM
system is Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Mahmoud’s system utilizes MEMS-based
sensors, accelerometers and inclinometers that are wirelessly connected to an on-site base
station using the Bluetooth or IEEE 802.1 lb wireless protocols. The bandwidth for their
proposed system is given as 11 Mbps, quite fast enough to handle on-site pre-processing
similarly Loren’s paper defines a similar approach and since the bandwidth is not given,
it is assumed to be high. The base station is composed of a “server” running Level-1. Al
systems will detect any abnormal performance.
The base station server alerts the off-site Level-2 Al system with any abnormal
performance, passing to it sensor readings that lead to this conclusion. The off-site Level2 reasoning front intelligently identifies damage and supervises the Level-1 learning
front. . A major contrast with Loren’s paper is that Mahmoud’s approach does not
separate layers into autonomous and/or cooperative sensor operation. Accordingly with
their proposal a commercial implementation of a similar system requires the deployment
of IT-based techniques and changes to traditional SHM systems.
Civil engineers have been worried about how to find a highly reliable system to
acquire data that will lead to further structure analysis. Intelligent Sensing for Innovative
Structures Canada (ISIS) intends to significantly change the design and construction of
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civil engineering structures through the world. Mufti, [17], in his paper explains the way
ISIS recommends to develop and integrate a reliable health monitoring system. In the
past, monitoring of structures was carried out by transporting measuring devices to a
specific site each time a set of readings was required.
Over the past two years, remote monitoring techniques have been developed using
lasers, fiber optic sensors (FOS) and remote data collection and processing as depicted in
Figure 2.6. The wireless technology is self-monitoring and issues alarm warnings to a
central computer. It can also report low battery or loss of solar power.

Figure 2.6 Remote monitoring system

This paper also focuses on the main economic expenditure that maintenance costs.
The report also states an example of the overall value of all buildings in Germany which
amounts to approximately $25,000 billion. There are an immense number of structures
and assuming a mean life cycle of about 100 years (optimistically), $250 billion will be
required annually to maintain existing structures.
The Crowchild trail Bridge, located in Alberta (Calgary) is outfitted with remote
monitoring technology: eighty-one strain gauges, nineteen embedded gauges, five
thermostats, three smart glass rebars and two fiber optic gauges are used. The Bridge is
being monitored for long-term behavior and to confirm innovative structural behavior, as
predicted theoretically.
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Figure 2.7 depicts the implementation of the remote monitoring system on the
Crowchild trail Bridge.

Figure 2.7 Remote monitoring system of Crowchild Trail Bridge

For the Bridges that have been instrumented with remote monitoring capabilities,
data is constantly collected at varying frequencies. One major problem that is addressed
by engineers at ISIS Canada is a web data server; as the data grows daily, so does the
need for a sophisticated archival management system. It becomes one of the most vital
aspects of structural monitoring.
According to his paper publication, kinawi, 2002 [18], a development of an
intelligent structural health monitoring (SHM) system is a multidisciplinary research area
that necessitates blending engineering knowledge in several areas being: structural
engineering, positioning and navigation, sensor technology, artificial intelligence,
wireless technology and damage mechanics. Accordingly to this paper an inherent
difficultly of deformation measurement of structures comes from its target to detect
relatively small changes in the structure characteristics with extremely high accuracy.
A small change occurring in the structure response due to damage should not be
lost within the noise of the measurement equipment and/or techniques. Therefore,
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effective deformation monitoring of a Bridge girder due to dynamic loading can be
accomplished by using inclinometers (accelerometers), which can measure the
instantaneous angle of rotation at any point of the structure. Application of principles of
structural mechanics shows that if the angles of rotation a (t) are measured at two
adjacent sections {dx apart) as shown in Figure 2.8, the member curvature if/ (t) at this
location can be determined as in equation 20.

Figure 2.8 Use of accelerometers in determining curvatures due to loading

^ (0 =
y (0 =

« i(0 -g j(0
dx
m

i

Stiffness

( 20)

(21)

The relation between the curvature and the applied loads at any section of the
structure is presented in equation (2.21) where M(t) is the bending moment due to the
applied loads at time (t). The data produced by the sensors needs to be collected and
communicated for processing. For Mufti’s approach the data is processed on a web server
principally because ISIS is developing an on-line archiving system whereby authorized
researchers submit raw data that will be accessible to users.
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The archive of raw data will enable interested parties to browse the content and
download data for their own analysis. Two Wireless LAN technologies are being
considered for the proposed system IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth. The proposed system
presented, consists of a series of Micro Electrical Mechanical Systems-based (MEMS)
sensors, accelerometers and inclinometers that are “wirelessly” connected to an on-site
base station using the Bluetooth or IEEE 802.1 lb wireless protocols.

2.5. SUMMARY
Civil infrastructure is an evolving field with constant research and development
that utilizes collaborative efforts from different engineering fields and IT-based
techniques and the papers reviewed implement different HMS techniques for different
load conditions and in-site implementation, all of this according with the lower power
consumption possible.
The literature reviewed during this chaper enables us to understand the various
requirements that a health monitoring system should have. Accordingly a proposal will
be presented for the deployment of a wireless sensor network, to be used for civil
infrastructure health monitoring.
Power consumption is the main goal to pursuit, this, in order to develop a sensor
capable for long term battery duration. The various papers reviewed, explained how this
power consumption issue can be reduced into a minimum current consumption during
active modes and ultra-low power consumption during sleep and stand-by modes.
Chapter three will describe the Bluetooth protocol in order to understand the
technology for further implementation of the proposed wireless solution for civil
infrastructure health monitoring. After that, chapter four will present a developed
prototype and final design integration for a realiable HMS proposal.
The chapters remaining will explain how the software was developed and how it
works. A series of laboratory and on-site tests will be discussed as well.
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3. BLUETOOTH PROTOCOL

3.1. INTRODUCTION
During this chapter three, the wireless sensor cluster that has been proposed will
be described according with the layer that will occupy each of the Bluetooth layers.
Having Bluetooth as the wireless technology to be used, the network topology that
Bluetooth offers will be suitable for large network deployment. A revision of the
Bluetooth specification version 1.1 has been made and important parameters that are used
for the proposed wireless sensor cluster are described.

3.2. BLUETOOTH ARCHITECTURE
In this thesis, Bluetooth technology has been identified as the wireless solution to
be implemented. The Bluetooth protocol has been described in order to give full
understanding of all its potential features and capabilities as well the different operability
states on which Bluetooth is based.
According to the Bluetooth specification version 1.1, and the provided Cygnal
documentation, the protocol stack based on Bluetooth is defined for the proposed
wireless sensor cluster in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3. Bluetooth-based protocol stack
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3.3. RADIO INTERFACE
The Bluetooth system is operating in the 2.4 GHz ISM (Industrial Scientific and
Medical) band. In the majority of the countries around the world the range of this
frequency band is 2400 - 2483.5 MHz. Some countries have however limitations in the
frequency range. In order to comply with these national limitations, special frequency
hopping algorithms have been specified for these countries.

3.4. BASEBAND AND LINK CONTROLLER
The baseband is the next layer after the Bluetooth radio and its responsibility is to
handle all the baseband protocols and lower link routines. All inquiry and paging
procedures are happening at this layer. Due to complexity of this layer, only relevant
parameters of it are discussed, to be used in the wireless sensor design.
3.4.1. Physical Channel and Links. The Bluetooth channel is represented by a
pseudo-random hopping sequence hopping through the 79 RF channels. The hopping
sequence is unique for the piconet and is determined by the Bluetooth device address of
the master; the phase in the hopping sequence is determined by the Bluetooth clock o f the
master.
The channel is divided into time slots where each slot corresponds to an RF hop
frequency. The nominal hop rate is 1600 hops/s. The channel is divided into time slots;
each 625 ps in length as shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2 Time division duplex timing
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The time slots are numbered according to the Bluetooth clock of the piconet
master. In the time slots, master and slave can transmit packets.
Between master and slave, different types of links can be established. Two link
types have been defined: (a) Synchronous Connection-Oriented (SCO) link; (b)
Asynchronous Connection-Less (ACL) link. The SCO link is a point-to-point link
between a master and a single slave in the piconet. The master maintains the SCO link by
using reserved slots at regular intervals. The ACL link is a point-to-multipoint link
between the master and all the slaves participating on the piconet. In the slots not
reserved for the SCO link, the master can establish an ACL link on a per-slot basis to any
slave, including the slave already engaged in an SCO link.
3.4.2. Packets. The Bluetooth specification version 1.1 defines seven packet types
for the ACL connections and five others defined for SCO voice oriented connections.
Since data needs to be transmitted the scope of this thesis is on asynchronous connection
less links (ACL).
ACL packets are us^d on the asynchronous links. The information carried can be
user data or control data. Including the DM1 packet, seven ACL packets have been
defined. Six of the ACL packets contain a CRC code and retransmission is applied if no
acknowledgement of proper reception is received.
Table 3.1 illustrates the different ACL packets. In addition to the seven ACL
packets discussed below, there are four other common packet types that are used for
signaling and connection establishment purposes.
The packets are as follows: (a) ID packet consists of the device access code
(DAC) or inquiry access code (IAC). It has a fixed length of 68 bits; (b) NULL packet
has no payload and therefore consists of the channel access code and packet header only.
Its total (fixed) length is 126 bits; (c) POLL packet which is very similar to the NULL
packet. It does not have a payload either.
In contrast to the NULL packet, it requires a confirmation from the recipient. It is
not a part of the ARQ scheme; (d) FHS packet is a special control packet revealing,
among other things, the Bluetooth device address and the clock of the sender. The
payload contains 144 information bits plus a 16-bit CRC code.
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Table 3.1 ACL Packets
Packet

Slot O ccu p a n cy

P ayload (b y tes)

P ayload H ea d er (bytes)

DM 1

1

18

1

DH1

1

28

1

DM3

3

123

2

DH 3

3

185

2

DM5

5

226

2

DH 5

5

341

2

AUX1

1
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1

The prototype SWSeC described in the next sections utilizes DH5 packets which
are said to be high reliable packets. The way that data-flow is performed in the final
design “ASUL” is using DM1 packets. The contrast is that while SWSeC sends fewer
packets with more information ASUL transmit more packets with less information
(higher data rate) but more reliability.
3.4.3.

Error Correction. According to the Bluetooth specification version 1.1.,

There are three error correction schemes defined for Bluetooth: (a) 1/3 rate FEC; (b) 2/3
rate FEC; and (c) ARQ scheme for the data. Table 3.2 shows a short description of each
of this error schemes. The purpose of the FEC scheme on the data payload is to reduce
the number of retransmissions while on ARQ, DM, DH and the data field of DV packets
are transmitted and retransmitted until acknowledgement of a successful reception is
returned by the destination (or timeout is exceeded). However, in a reasonably error-free
environment, FEC creates unnecessary overhead that reduces the throughput. Therefore,
the packet definitions have been kept flexible as to whether or not to use FEC in the
payload. The packet header is always protected by a 1/3 rate FEC; it contains valuable
link information and should survive bit errors.
An unnumbered ARQ scheme is applied in which data transmitted in one slot is
directly acknowledged by the recipient in the next slot. For a data transmission to be
acknowledged both the header error check and the cyclic redundancy check must be
okay; otherwise a negative acknowledge is returned.
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Table 3.2 Error correction schemes
Error

D escrip tion

C orrection
S ch em e
1/3 rate FEC

A sim p le 3 -tim e s repetition F E C co d e is u sed for the header. The rep etition co d e is
im plem en ted b y repeating the b it three tim es.

2/3 rate FEC

T h e other FEC sch em e is a sh ortened H am m in g c o d e u sed in the D M p ack ets, in the
data field o f th e D V packet, in th e F H S pack et, and in th e H V 2 packet.

ARQ

T o determ ine w heth er the p ayload is correct or not, a c y c lic redundancy ch eck (C R C )
c o d e is added to the packet. T h e A R Q sc h e m e o n ly w o rk s on the p a y lo a d in the p acket
(o n ly that p ayload w h ich has a C R C ).

3.4.4.

Flow Control. Since the RX ACL buffer can be full while a new payload

arrives, flow control is required. The header field flow in the return TX packet can use
stop or go in order to control the transmission of new data.
Two types of flow control could occur and are described as follows: (a)
Destination control, as long as data cannot be received, a stop indication is transmitted
which is automatically inserted by the link controller into the header of the return packet;
and (b) Reception control, on the reception of a stop signal, the link controller will
automatically switch to the default packet type. The ACL packet transmitted just before
the reception of the STOP indication is kept until a go signal is received.
The way that flow control is implemented in SWSeC and ASUL to ensure data
will not be sent faster than it can be transmitted, is basically to let each other (controller
and radio), about their buffer-memory limitation. Basically the controller acquires the
Bluetooth radio’s buffer limitation then it sends this information to the Bluetooth-based
device acting as a master.
The maximum size for an ACL packet should be determined ahead of time on
both sides of the link then this data should be segmented accordingly before any
transmission occurs. The flow control signals between the controller and the Bluetoothbased radio for setup flow control is depicted in Figure 3.3 .
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Figure 3.3 Flow control signals

3.4.5. Connection Establishment. The creation of a physical connection between
Bluetooth devices involves both the inquiry procedure and scanning procedure. An
inquiry state is used when a Bluetooth device is trying to find new Bluetooth devices in
its vicinity, collecting their device addresses and clocks respectively. The inquiry state is
continued until stopped by the Bluetooth link manager and this happens when it decides
that it has sufficient number of responses, or when a timeout has been reached.
For the inquiry operation, there is only a slave response, no master response. The
master listens between inquiry messages for responses, but after reading a response, it
continues to transmit inquiry messages. A slave device engaged in inquiry scan will
respond with an FHS packet carrying its own Bluetooth address (48-bit IEEE 802
address) and clock information. Then the master will choose whether it wants to connect
it or not.
3.4.6. Network Topology. Bluetooth wireless technology supports two types of
connection: (a) point-to-point connection (only two Bluetooth units involved); and (b)
point-to-multipoint connection. In the point-to-multipoint connection, the channel is
shared among several Bluetooth units. Two or more units sharing the same channel form
a piconet. One Bluetooth unit acts as the master of the piconet, whereas the other unit or
units act as slaves. In a piconet the maximum numbers of slave allowed is seven.
Multiple piconets with overlapping coverage areas form a scattemet. A graphical diagram
is depicted in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 Network Operation

Each piconet can only have a single master. However, slaves can participate in
different piconets on a time-division multiplex basis. In addition, a master in one piconet
can be a slave in another piconet. Each o f the piconets has their own hopping channel.

3.5. LINK MANAGER
The link manager protocol (LMP) is used for link setup, security and control
issues. Power management is part of LMP and all low power operation modes are
handled here to be able to reduce power drawn for each of the devices. Link manager
messages have higher priority than user data and should not receive any major delay
unless normal retransmission occurs.
Three power conservation modes are described on LMP which are: (a) Sniff
mode, which is used when a slave shall participate in the piconet only in a sniff interval.
For the Sniff Mode negotiation, the Host specifies the Sniff_Max_Interval and the
Sniff Min lnterval so that HC/LM will be able to choose the one sniff interval in this
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range; (b) Hold Mode is useful when a BT Device doesn’t want to participate in the
connection for a Hold Mode Length. Using the command HCI Hold Mode
(ConnectionHandle, Hold_Max_Length, Hold_Min_Length), the Host specifies the
Hold Max Length and Hold Min Length; and (c) Park Mode is used to place the slaves
inactive but still synchronized to the master using the beacon interval. In park mode,
broadcast is performed.

3.6. HOST CONTROLLER INTERFACE (HCI)
The Host Controller Interface (HCI) provides a command interface to the
baseband controller and link manager, and access to hardware status and control registers.
This interface provides a uniform method of accessing the Bluetooth baseband
capabilities.
3.6.1. HCI Driver. The HCI driver is located in the host system and it is
responsible for sending HCI commands to the HCI firmware to control the operation of
the baseband module. The HCI provides a uniform interface method of accessing the
Bluetooth hardware capabilities. The HCI driver is also responsible for receiving and
interpreting the incoming events from the HCI firmware. ACL data are passed through
the HCI layer using HCI data packets.
3.6.2. HCI Commands. The HCI Policy commands are used to affect the
behavior of the local and remote LM. These Policy commands provide the Host with
methods of influencing how the LM manages the piconet. The host controller and
baseband, informational, and status commands provide the host access to various
registers in the Host Controller. The time may be different for the successful completion
for an HCI command. The HCI commands can be categorized into five main type: (a)
Link control, allow the host controller to control connections to other Bluetooth devices
by instructing the Link Manager to create and modify the link layer connections with any
remote Bluetooth devices; (b) Link Policy, provides methods for the host which affect
how the Link Manager manages the piconet.
Power management can be performed using these commands; (c) Host controller
and baseband, provides the host with access and control to various capabilities of the
Bluetooth hardware. These commands include reset, Write Scan Activity and
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Write_Scan_Enable; (d) Informational parameter, provides information about the
Bluetooth device like the Bluetooth address used during the connection establishment.
Information on the capabilities of the link manager and baseband can also be obtained
here; and (e) Status parameters, provides information about the current state of the link
manager and baseband as well.
3.6.3. HCI Events. HCI events are used for notifying the host when something
occurs. When the host discovers that an event has occurred it will then identify the
received event packet to determine which event occurred.
3.6.4. HCI Transport Layer. The main goal of this transport layer is
transparency. The host controller driver (which talks to the Host Controller) should not
care whether it is running over USB or a PC Card. Neither USB nor PC Card requires any
visibility into the data that the Host Controller driver passes to the Host Controller. This
allows the interface (HCI) or the Host Controller to be upgraded without affecting the
transport layer. The physical connection that has been used for this thesis is the UART
transport layer.
The objective of this HCI UART transport layer is to make possible to use the
Bluetooth HCI over a serial interface between two UARTs. The HCI UART transport
layer assumes that the UART communication is free from neither line errors nor
interference. The block diagram is presented in the Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6 UART Transport Layer

According to the Bluetooth specification version 1.1 there are four kinds of HCI
packets that can be sent via the UART transport layer; such packets are described as
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follows: (a) HCI command packet; (b) HCI event packet; (c) HCI ACL data packet; and
(d) HCI SCO data packet.

3.7. LOGICAL LINK CONTROL ADAPTATION PROTOCOL (L2CAP)
In the Bluetooth block diagram, the Logical Link Control Adaptation Protocol
(L2CAP) resides on top of the Host Controller Interface (HCI) and interfaces with higher
layers of the Bluetooth protocol. Basically this protocol supports higher level protocol
multiplexing, packet segmentation and reassembly, and handles the required quality of
service. L2CAP must support protocol multiplexing because the baseband protocol does
not support any ’type’ field identifying the higher layer protocol being multiplexed above
it. Compared to other wired physical media, the data packets defined by the baseband
protocol are limited in size. The maximum transmission unit (MTU) that could be
exported, associated with the largest baseband payload is 341 bytes for DH5 packets. The
L2CAP connection establishment process allows the exchange of information regarding
the quality of service (QoS) expected between two Bluetooth devices accordingly with
their resources.

3.8. RF COMM
The RFCOMM protocol (based on the ETSI standard TS 07.10) provides
emulation of serial ports over the L2CAP protocol. The RFCOMM protocol provides a
simulation of serial ports over the L2CAP protocol. Therefore, it provides a method for
existing software application utilizing the RS232 standard to access the lower layers of
the Bluetooth protocol and extract data from the L2CAP layer.

3.9. SUMMARY
The Bluetooth protocol is based on seven different protocol layers which basically
take care of physical and logical link connection and management of its features.
The information that has been reviewed in this chapter will lead to the integration
and design of the wireless sensor cluster explained in the following chapters.
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4. HARDWARE CONSIDERATIONS

4.1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter addresses all the hardware that has been integrated for a complete
health monitoring system to be used for civil infrastructure. Any major hardware design
should have a prototype in hand to prove functionality. A functional development process
is described on the first section and it serves at a start point for the product to be
developed. A solar-based power supply is developed to provide a long term source of
power for the wireless sensor cluster. Finally, an on-site access point including wireless
access to the internet will complete the system. All hardware constrains, design,
schematic and implementation of the system are presented.
SWSeC has been a successful integration o f an 8051 microcontroller and the
Ericsson ROK101007, utilized as a wireless data acquisition system. After several power
consumption and data transmission reliability test performed on SWSeC, a redesigned
wireless data acquisition called ASUL has been developed.
ASUL is composed basically of two components: one is the controller which is a
C8051F123 from Cygnal and the EYSF2SAXX which is a Bluetooth compliant radio
developed by Taiyo Yuden Corporation. Fewer extra components are included into
ASUL’s design and these components are: a power supply, an external oscillator, a
connector for the use o f an external 2.4 GHz antenna, and a standard IEEE 1149.1 JTAG
interface. Autonomous Smart Unwired Link (ASUL) promises low cost, and lower power
consumption than SWSeC. The board layout has been designed including all the
necessary drawings and schematics. For a future ASUL reproduction, details are given on
the hardware and design integration.
For a complete wireless autonomous operation, each of the wireless sensor
clusters (e.g. ASUL) should be connected to a self-charging solar-based power supply
(SoPS). SoPS has two major components, one is the four nickel metal hydride (NiMH)
batteries rated at 1.2 volt with a peak current of 1800mA connected in series, and a solar
panel which utilizes twelve solar cells rated at 0.58 volt with an open circuit current of
250 mA operating with sun-shiny conditions. It is said to be self-charging primarily
because SoPS stores into its storage battery pack o f NiMH batteries energy rendered from
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the sun and captured by each of the solar cells that composes the solar panel. Ideally,
SoPS has been designed to serve as a source of power rated at 4.8 volt with a peak
current o f 1800 mA.
On-site Remote Access Point (ORAP) is a device that will enable the data
collection, storing and transmitting to a web site using the IEEE 802.1 lb. Since ORAP is
to be on-site, its components should be weatherproof. In order to make ORAP a
weatherproof solution all o f it components are placed inside a rugged NEM A type four
enclosure.

4.2. DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
This section describes the development process to follow in order to successfully
develop a health monitoring system (HMS). This project will follow a development
approach which incorporates a series o f phases, each of which will serve as a guide
during the development process. This development process [19] is depicted in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Development process
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The development process starts on the review of the requirements. During this
phase it is important to focuses on all the functionality expected by the health monitoring
system. Current HMS should be reviewed in order to acquire a general understanding on
existing systems. The output on this phase is to have a pre-project proposal which will
serve as a guide through the rest of the process.
The next level is the concept and planning. Basically in this phase a proof of
concept for the HMS to be developed will be discussed. Next phase basically deals to the
creation of a prototype product. The importance on creating a prototype is due to test any
potential feature that the technology being used offers. On a prototype several
modifications can be performed as intended in order to fulfill the requirements
established previously. A prototype should be tested under several conditions to see if it
offers the required system response. A link exist to the testing layer, primarily because
the prototype may be tested and corrected if needed before focuses on a final design.
Every component that needs to be part of the HMS is under the scope during this layer of
the development process.
After a proven functionality of the prototype a final design approach needs to be
conducted. All gaps and question were answered during the design of the prototype layer.
A final design phase, the hardware / software integration for a final concept is conducted.
At this time of the project, all pieces that will integrate the HMS are putting together
forming a final version of the system. The next level is to test the system and ensure that
all the expected functionality has been reached. Finally, after ensuring the system is
reliable and fully operational the last layer involved is the system installation.

4.3. SWSeC: THE PROTOTYPE
In this section is described the SWSeC hardware integration interfacing a variant
of the 8051 microcontroller and a Bluetooth based radio. The SWSeC is composed of two
development kits: one from Cygnal containing an 8051 variant microcontroller [20] and
an ROK101007 from Ericsson [21]. Some extra components such as: power supply, an
external oscillator and a voltage coupler for serial communication are implemented as
well.
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4.3.1. Background on Components. The SWSeC hardware solution is based on
a Cygnal C8051F005 microcontroller coupled with an Ericsson ROK 101 007. Two
development kits as described earlier have been used.
First of all, let’s start explaining the features of the Cygnal C8051F005
development kit. Cygnal is a company that develops useful and powerful 8051 variant
microcontrollers, and for this prototype, a development kit C8051F005-DK is used.
C8051F005 is a powerful, low power, low cost 8051 microcontroller. This
microcontroller contains a built in 12-bit multi-channel ADC (used for analog inputs).
Another important feature is that it has a user programmable gain pre-amplifier
and two 12-bit DACs. The memory in this microcontroller is 32Kbytes of flash memory.
There is a UART serial interface implemented in hardware. Timing is always a concern
in software development and this 8051 variant has 4 general purpose 16-bit timers. The
C8051F005 has 2304 bytes of memory RAM, and it is able to execute up to 25MIPS.
Currently the program running on SWSeC occupies 494 bytes. This development kit
contains an internal clock oscillator, but also is able to accept external clock sources for
specific needs.
Power can be saved using the user-programmable power management function.
For real time in-system programming and/or debugging an on-board JTAG is provided.
Note that all the included analog and digital peripherals remain fully functional while
running in debugging mode using JTAG. C8051F005 comes in a 64-pin TQFP package,
which measures 12 mm by 12 mm.
Resetting the microcontroller is not a problem because of the hard and soft reset
sources provided. The power supply required to operate the C8051F005 is in the range of
2.7 to 3.6 volts with a maximum current consumption of 30 mA. These power
requirements are for the microcontroller; any extra components included on the
development kit are not considered.
The block diagram for the components that are used on the wireless sensor cluster
from this family of microcontrollers is depicted in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 C8051 Block Diagram

Overall this microcontroller is powerful, small size, fast enough and low power
consumption to implement the proposed solution.
Next, the radio is an essential part of SWSeC design and Ericsson provides a
functional development kit containing an ROK101007 Bluetooth based radio shown in
Figure 4.2. ROK101007 is a short range module which is based on Bluetooth wireless
technology. This module has an RF output power class 2; this means it is able to establish
a communication link to other modules within a range of up to 10 meters. Over UART
ROK101007 support a maximum data rate of 460 kbps.
Another of its multiple features is that this module is capable of multipoint
operation (scattemet). According to its specifications this module is fully compliant with
all the Bluetooth profiles. The ROK101007 consists of three major components which
are: (a) a baseband controller; (b) a flash memory; and (c) a radio that operates in the
widely available 2.4 GHz ISM band.
A 50-ohm “inverter F” antenna is included on the Ericsson development kit PCB
board. A firmware (FW) which performs specific Ericsson HCI commands to the module
that manages internal module components is also included.
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Figure 4.3 Ericsson ROK101007 Development Kit

FW provides support for the host controller interface (HCI) and the link manager
(LM). After hard reset the firmware defaults the ROK101007 UART into 57.6 kbps.
Some external components are included such as: a MAX3232E which basically is a
voltage converter for the UART/serial communication interface. Note that the maximum
achievable current consumption is only 50mA and this happen on the inquiry scan state.
The ROK101007 is a Bluetooth based module that has been specifically designed
according to the Bluetooth specification system version 1.1 and its small size (about 3cm
long), and low power consumption provides a wide range of wireless applications uses
(e.g. SWSeC).
The two main components that integrate the SWSeC were described, and just a
few extra electronic components are needed for the complete hardware integration: (a) a
double voltage power supply designed for battery operation consisting on two voltage
regulators, the LM2937 and the LT1171 which provides 3.3 volts and 5 volts
respectively; (b) a MAX233CP that is a voltage coupler for serial communications; and
an external 22.1184 MHz oscillator.
4.3.2. Description of Hardware Solution. Having a microcontroller interfacing
the Bluetooth radio makes this prototype a good platform with a wide range of
capabilities.
The C8051F005 microcontroller has a 12-bit ADC containing eight analog inputs
and with the use of the multiplexer this capability is used to provide four differential
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mode channel inputs for further implementation of a wide range of analog sensors; this in
order to have a wireless data acquisition cluster. The way that the radio and the controller
communicate is through UART serial communication. In order to make this UART serial
communication possible; the first step is to make sure that when the radio and the
controller are switched ON, the UART baud rate will default the same speed for both
devices.
Since the firmware provided for the Bluetooth radio after a hard reset, defaults
into 57.6 kbps and accordingly the controller’s UART must provide the same baud rate.
However, after hard reset of the microcontroller, its internal oscillator operates at 2 MHz
frequency. Therefore, an external 22.1184 MHz oscillator is used for the controller; the
implementation of this external crystal and the aim of some software coding lead the
controller to provide the required 57.6 kbps after turned ON.
The Ericsson development kit contains a built on MAX3232E which provides a
+/- 10 volts serial output while the controller’s UART provides TTL serial output ranging
from 0-5 volts. In order to provide the same voltage-level in both devices, the
MAX233CP integrated circuit is implemented at the controller’s side. A modification for
the TTL serial I/O on the Ericsson PCB board was not suitable due to the SMD circuitry
utilized. Thus, the solution of this problem was to simply add a serial voltage coupler at
the SWSeC side.
The next hardware consideration that needs to be taken care of is the need for a
power source for portability purposes. Power requirements for the SWSeC prototype are
as follows: the ROK101007 and the C8051F005 microcontroller needs 3.3 volts, while
the MAX3232E and the MAX233CP needs a power source of 5 volts. This power issue
can be solved after the development of a double power supply capable to use the same
voltage input but providing 3.3 volts and 5 volts simultaneously.
The power supply design utilizes LM2937 and LT1171 which are two voltage
regulators that with the aid of some capacitors will provide the required voltages with
efficiency greater than 80%.The voltage source input used consists of 4 AA batteries
providing 6 volts with a peak current of 1200mA. Now after powering the devices and
having the radio and the controller defaults the same UART speed when switched ON
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and the same RS232 voltage level, it is possible to say that the Bluetooth radio is ready to
interchange information with the controller or they are ready to talk.
In order to reduce the risk of a possible Bluetooth’s buffers overload, flow control
is provided for the host control interface. The hardware requirements to implement this
flow control are two pins: request to send (RTS) and clear to send (CTS); which are part
of the UART serial communication.
After setup flow control the transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) are used for data
flow. These four pins should be connected between the two UART sources; an old style
null-modem type of connection is used. SWSeC’s controller has in-system programming
capabilities through JTAG. The true name for JTAG is joint test action group and its
standard is IEEE 1149.1.
JTAG can be used either for real time in-system-programming or real time
debugging with all the controller’s peripherals remaining active. For SWSeC prototype
two reset sources are used: one is for the radio and one for the controller. Both reset
sources work as an active low-signal. One problem encountered is that every time a
Bluetooth based master device tries to discover the SWSeC was not possible unless a
hard reset is provided for the radio and the microcontroller.
The expected electrical characteristics for SWSeC are based on individual power
consumption plus any external device that was added. Since this is a prototype the
current will be much higher that the expected for a long-term battery life.
Table 4.1 shows the electrical characteristics for SWSeC measured using
laboratory equipment.

Table 4.1 SWSeC Electrical characteristics
O perating v o lta g e
R unning, B lu eto o th d etach ed

5- 2 0 volts
9 0 mA

R unning, B lu eto o th T X /R X m o d e

155 m A

R unning, B lu eto o th (in q u iry m o d e )

180 mA
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Figure 4.4 depicts SWSeC inside a plastic weatherproof enclosure. The radio
signal was able to travel across this plastic enclosure without reducing considerably the
RF power output.
Having the Ericsson development kit inside this plastic enclosure reduces by
about 10 to 15 % its maximum achievable RF power output. Figure 4.5 is a schematic
depiction o f the SWSeC that supports all the material given in this section.

Figure 4.4 SWSeC Prototype

Two prototypes are shown; one is the Ericsson Bluetooth development kit
containing an ROK101007 and the other development kit is a Cygnal 8051 containing a
power supply circuitry which serves as a source power for the radio and the controller.
The voltage coupler (e.g. RS-232) is soldered on the Cygnal board and requires 5 volts to
operate, while the radio and microcontroller operates with 3.3 volts.This prototype is
power hungry primarily due to its prototyping nature.

Figure 4.5 SWSeC Schematic
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4.4. ASUL: FINAL DESIGN
The following section discusses the autonomous smart unwired link (ASUL). This
discussion includes an overall introduction to the components utilized and why. After
that, a detailed explication of the ASUL’s hardware integration is given. A board has
been designed for ASUL and all drawings, schematics and design involved will be
observed. The process of the board fabrication is discussed in order to provide the reader
a general understanding if wishes to recreate ASUL.
4.4.1. Background on Components. Originally Intel developed the 8051. That
original design had a clock speed of 12MHz and 128 bytes of internal RAM. A second
generation came after Intel developed this family of microcontrollers. Basically these
companies were trying to implement the same command set that 8051 used at that time.
Cygnal is one o f this companies which copied the 8051 command set on its own family
of 8051 microcontrollers. Autonomous Smart Unwired Link (ASUL) interfaces one
variant of this 8051, the C8051F123, and a low cost, low power consumption and fully
Bluetooth compliant module, the EYSF2SAXX: developed by Taiyo Yuden Corporation.
The C8051F123 can directly access 8448 bytes of internal RAM and 128 Kbytes
of in system programmable flash memory. Currently the Taiyo Yuden version 1.1 utilizes
1813 bytes of RAM memory. The rest RAM memory in this microcontroller has been
chosen for a future implementation of routing tables and network organization. In order
to enable analog inputs this device has an on-board 10-bit ADC which is able to handle
speeds of up to 100 ksps. Currently Cygnal developed the fastest available 8051
microcontroller; in this case ASUL utilizes a controller capable of speeds up to 100
MIPS. The block diagram of the C8051F123 is very similar that the one for the
C8051F005 depicted in Figure 4.2 unless others feature are assumed.
This controller offers five general 16-bit timers/counters. The Taiyo Yuden
version 1.1 uses four of these timers. This controller has an on-board JTAG
(IEEE 1149.1) circuitry for allowing in-system programming/debugging.
TQFP package is the way that the 64-pin C8051F123 has been produced by
Cygnal, having one o f the smaller available sizes for an 8051 microcontroller.
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After testing the Ericsson ROK101007 it was observed that it has power
consumption higher than the provided by the specifications. The ROK101007 has a
difficult to solder ball grid array (BGA) fine pitch SMD option. These called to a search
for a replacement of the radio.
After going through several companies that develop Bluetooth modules, a high
tech company was chosen as the provider for the radio to be used in ASUL’s design:
Taiyo Yuden Corporation is the company.
Taiyo Yuden, a rapidly emerging leader in Bluetooth module development and
implementation, combines its expertise in multilayered component manufacturing, highfrequency circuitry design, advanced assembly techniques and evaluation technologies
with aggressive Bluetooth research, development and strategic partnerships.
Taiyo Yuden's certified module is built on the radio modem IC developed by
Silicon Wave, Inc., a San Diego-based high-frequency semiconductor research and
development company.
EYSF2SAXX is a single-chip radio modem which utilizes Silicon-on-Insulator
(SOI) BiCMOS process technology and direct conversion demodulation, resulting in
high-isolation, low switching loss, use of fewer subcomponents, e.g., SAW filters or LC
filters, and thus lower cost and smaller size.
EYSF2SAXX has an RF power class2 radio, capable o f scaning its Bluetooth
neighbors in its vicinity for up to 10 meters. Power conservation is always important and
the EYSF2SAXX supports almost all the power modes available for Bluetooth according
to the Bluetooth specification version 1.1, the only power mode that is not currently
supported is the park mode. Its UART defaults to 115.2 kbps after being switched ON.
Taiyo Yuden provides a user programmable firmware, having an extra add on
feature that Ericsson does not provide. Another reason for choosing this radio is its 24pin leadless chip carrier package, which makes it easier to solder than Ericsson’s ball grid
array package. Overall dimensions (in mm) of the EYSF2SAXX are depicted in Figure
4.6. Taiyo Yuden provides a replacement of the ROK101007 for the final design ASUL,
and promises lower power consumption.
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Figure 4.6 EYSF2SAXX Taiyo Yuden

EYSF2SAXX is divided into three main components: (a) the radio/modem; (b)
the controller; and (c) the baseband controller or microprocessor.
General descriptions of the two major components for ASUL’s design
have been revised. The rest of the components serve to complete the functionality of the
board. The power supply includes the LM2937-3.3, a positive voltage regulator capable
of providing 500mA of load current. LM2937 comes into a SOT-223 package and has
been developed by National semiconductor. Some of the protections provided on this IC
are: internal short circuit and thermal overload protection as well reverse battery
operation. This IC coupled with some low ESR capacitors and one inductor serve as the
power supply for the ASUL board. As described earlier an external oscillator of the value
of 22.1184 MHz is used. IEEE 1149.1 JTAG circuitry is also part of this design. One
push-button switch is used as a general reset active-low signal for the radio and the
controller. The next section will describe the hardware integration for ASUL.
4.4.2. Description of Hardware Solution. The purpose of this section of the
thesis is to provide a step by step process to follow in order to successfully integrate the
wireless sensor cluster ASUL. Autonomous Smart Unwired Link (ASUL) circuitry is
quite simple to build.
Similarly, to the SWSeC prototype the first step is to setup the radio and the
controller into the same UART baud rate, after switched ON or hardware reset.
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For a complete data acquisition system the 10-bit ADC is put into service in order
to have analog data channel inputs. This particular microcontroller has eight analog ports
that with the aid of an on-board multiplexer it is possible to have four fully operational
differential mode analog inputs. The controller allows the programmer to program an
amplifier gain having options like an oscilloscoipe for the necessity o f specific voltagelevels. The C8051F123 with the aid from an external 22.1184 MHz oscillator and the
required source code could default its UART baud rate into 57.6 kbps. The problem
encountered is with the EYSF2SAXX module; remember that it defaults to 115.2 kbps
after being turned ON. Taiyo Yuden provides a user programmable firmware utility
which can re-write the EYSF2SAXX’s firmware, thus it is possible to change the default
baud rate into 57.6 kbps. The reason of selecting to change the UART speed of the
EYSF2SAXX was because the microcontroller’s 10-bit ADC will not handle such UART
speed.
Because the voltage level is in the order of TTL (ranging from 0-5 volt) for the
UART sources in both devices; there is no need to have a serial voltage converter (e.g.
MAX233CP). Consequently, CTS, RTS, RX and TX of the UART should be coupled
with a known null-modem type of connection. Due to the lack of serial voltage converters
on this design approach, a double power supply is not needed (e.g. SWSeC power
source), instead a single voltage converter supplying 3.3 volt enables the board to
operate.
In accordance, with the power requirements already defined for the board the
power supply consisting of a LM2937 coupled with electrolytic 0.1/zF capacitors at Vin
and 47juF at the Vout, provides the required 3.3 volt output.
The power supply is divided into analog supply and digital supply in order to
reduce noise at the ADC inputs. Only one reset switch is used on the board; this switch is
an active-low signal which provides reset signal for the radio and the controller. This
reset source is only utilized when running in debugging mode. It is not necessary to press
the reset when the cluster is up and running, instead a soft reset is provided via the radio.
A voltage decoupling network is applied to the surrounding area of the microcontroller in
order to enforce the current drawn by the digital supply peripherals and also serve as a
noise filter.
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An essential component on this board is the IEEE 1149.1 or better known as
JTAG interface. JTAG allow the programmer to have real-time in-system
programming/debugging capabilities without sacrificing any of the digital/analog
peripherals. Two SMD LEDs are used to deliver to the user or maintainer a
diagnostics/status output. One of the LED outputs a signal when the device is powered;
this LED will ensure that there is enough voltage level for a safe operation. The second
LED turns ON when a packet is being sent and turns OFF at the time the master responds
with an acknowledgement.
A 6-pin denoted as X4 on the ASUL board allows a serial communication in order
to link the radio’s firmware. Using the firmware utility program the user could have full
access to the radio’s firmware. Furthermore, the programmer can modify and reprogram
the EYSF2SAXX’s firmware.
ASUL electrical characteristics are depicted on Table 4.2. Finally, an extended
port output will serve as general digital I/O and could be used for later systemimprovement or modification.

Table 4.2 ASUL electrical characteristics
Param eter

V a lu e

O perating v o lta g e

3 .3 volt

R un ning, E Y S F 2 S A X X d etach ed

45 mA

R unning, E Y S F 2 S A X X T X /R X m od e

80 mA

R unning, E Y S F 2 S A X X (in q u iry m o d e)

90 mA

A picture of the design ASUL is shown in Figure 4.7. A schematic depiction is
shown in Figure 4.8 supporting all the material explained in this section. The dimension
of the board is 4” long by 3” wide. SMD components integrate the board, only few
components are through hole.
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Figure 4.7 Autonomous Smart Unwired Link (ASUL)

The extended connection provides a future improvement or adding new functions
to the original source code. The antenna shown was developed by a UMR professor and
calibrated using a HP spectrum analyzer. X4 is the label given for the six pin serial
connection which basically allows accessing the radio’s firmware. A ten pin connection
labeled JTAG is provided for in-system debugging purposes. Vcc IN is the label that was
given for the connection of the solar-based power supply (SoPS).
The power electronics circuitry uses few capacitors and one inductor and provides
an output of 3.3 volts with efficiency greater than 80%. The crystal utilized ensures that
the UART speed reaches the required 57.6 Kbps by the Taiyo Yuden Bluetooth-based
radio. The label next the the name “ASUL” displays the name for the project’s sponsor,
the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), conducted by the Center for Infrastructure
Engineering Studies (CIES) at the University of Missouri - Rolla.

Tx/Qx LEO

Figure 4.8 ASUL Schematic

L/1
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4.4.3. Board Design & Fabrication. From the schematic depicted in Figure 4.8 a
printed circuit board has been designed. The purpose on this thesis section is to show how
the board layout design for ASUL was completed. First of all, a CAD tool which the user
feels comfortable should be chosen. Eagle [22] served as a CAD tool during ASUL’s
circuit board design. A freeware version of Eagle 4.0 was acquired from
www.cadsoftusa.com. Eagle 4.0 is a powerful, affordable, and easy to use schematic, and
printed circuit board design package.
The schematic was developed using Eagle and due to the lack of experience
utilizing it, several weeks were necessary in order to have a general understanding of this
CAD tool. The development process for the board layout is depicted in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9 Board layout development process

After learning to use the CAD tool, the first layer of the board layout development
process consists o f designing the schematic which is a consuming time process. This
process is directly related with the library design. A library is a file which contains the
required device symbol and its package.
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Eagle provides an extensive range of libraries, the problem is that some devices
no longer exist or new technologies replace them. The C8051F123 has comes in a 64-pin
thin quad flat pack (TQFP) package while the EYSF2SAXX is built on a 24 pin leadless
package. The problem is that Eagle does not provide the required libraries for these
devices. However, the problem was solved by writing the required libraries including
device symbol and package. Otherwise Eagle provides an extensive range o f options and
tools for designing the schematic.
After the schematic is drawn, the next step to follow is the creation of the board
layout. Eagle provides a tool for switching the schematic into the board layout. The board
layout generated shows all the connections that were performed on the schematic.
The components placed on the board layout are the symbols generated for each of
the added components during schematic design.
The next step is to setup dimensions and the number of layers to be used on the
board layout, and setup general rules that will apply during the board layout design.
Routing is a time consuming process and the way eagle helps to save time is by providing
a tool called auto-routing. However, auto-routing will not finish the board layout.
After completion of the board layout the next step is the generation of a set of
Gerber files that the company needs in order to create the printed circuit board. The
Gerber files basically are instructions that the milling machine understands.
Surface mount components (SMD) were utilized principally. The main reason for
having a majority of SMD components on ASUL’s design is because the Bluetooth based
radio and the microcontroller are this form o f package; just few components were
required to be through hole. In addition, SMD components provide low power
consumption and a good performance for heat dissipation.
Thus, the fabrication process starts with building the printed circuit board. The
required Gerber files were generated and sent to www.4pcb.com a company which did
the printed circuit board (PCB). Finally, to get an idea of the circuit layout that was sent
to the 4pcb company please refers to Figure 4.10. The size of the board is 4”long by 3”
wide. www.ffeeDFM.com does a check for the gerber files before they can be sent to the
4pcb company, this in order to ensure that the gerber files are correct and well
generated.The fabrication process takes around 3 weeks to complete.
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Figure 4.10 ASUL board layout seen from top layer (left) and bottom layer (right)

With the printed circuit board and all the required components on hand, soldering
and testing the board are the final steps. The PCB was put on a pre-heath soldering
station and by utilizing a solder tip, solder-flux, and with the aid of a magnifier the
components that form the power supply were soldered first. With the power supply
components already soldered, a test was conducted consisting on checking the pins that
will output voltage and ground signals. After that, all the components were placed
following the process described earlier. Routing problems were not found and the printed
circuit board design was as expected. A magnifier was needed to place and solder all the
surface mount components.
Eagle is a powerful CAD tool and www.cadsoft.com has a free version of it which
allows only a maximum of two layers. ASUL utilizes two layers and could be smaller by
increasing the number of layers if a professional edition of Eagle were used instead.
Overall the design ran smoothly. The next section addresses the design constrains
that took place during the solar-based power supply (SoPS) which will serve as a power
source for ASUL.
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4.5. SOLAR-BASED POWER SUPPLY
Even a wireless system needs a power supply. Rechargeable batteries are
commonly used for most wireless devices. A data acquisition system for outdoor use can
conveniently recharge its batteries with a properly designed solar power supply.
Therefore it was decided that each of the wireless sensor clusters (e.g. ASUL) should be
connected to a self-charging solar-based power supply (SoPS).
The following section provides a process to follow for the successful design for a
solar-based power supply (SoPS). The NiMH battery chemistry was chosen over a wide
range of available energy-storage technologies. A battery pack and the use of a solar
panel are required for the SoPS integration. The system including the solar panel and the
battery storage will be modeled according with the results obtained on a mathematical
analysis o f the ASUL’s power requirements.
4.5.1. Background on Components. The solar-based power supply (SoPS) is
partitioned into two parts. The first is the storage battery pack and the second is the solar
panel which provides the required electricity to the storage pack.
Four GP180AAHC nickel metal hydride batteries rated at 1.2-volt and 1800 mA
of peak current compose the energy-pack. Compared with the cadmium-based batteries,
this battery replaces the cadmium cathode with an environmentally benign metal hydride
cathode, allowing for higher energy density at the cathode and a correspondingly longer
lifetime or higher capacity.
The advantages of Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) batteries compared to other
battery chemistries include the following: (a) significantly longer run time compared to
NiCad (NiCd) batteries, (b) environmentally friendly and do not contain lead, mercury, or
cadmium as other battery types do, (c) does not have a "memory effect" like some other
battery types, (d) NiMH batteries can be charged any time and do not have to be fully
discharged prior to charging like NiCd batteries do.
Currently several companies developed NiMH batteries rated from 1200 mA-hr to
1800 mA-hr. The GP180AAHC batteries were acquired through www.gpbatteries.com.uk
which offers the most extended battery life (e.g. 1800 mA-hr). The GP180AAHC
electrical characteristics are shown in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3 GP180AAHC electrical characteristics
M o d el

G P180A A H C

N o m in a l

C ap acity (0 .2 C

D im en sio n

V o lt ( v )

disch arge)

(D ia-H t)

1.2

180 0

1 4 .5 -5 0 .5

W t(g )

26

Full ch a rg e

1 hr

current - tim e

charge

(m A -hr)

(m A )

1 8 0 -1 6

1 800

Having reviewed the batteries to be used, the next phase in the development of
SoPS is the selection of the cell technology which will form the solar panel that should
provide the required power requirements for ASUL as referred to in anterior chapters.
Progress in photovoltaic research and development is moving so rapidly that by
the time this thesis is read, the information on cell-technology could not be up to date.
Just for general information, the cell is fabricated from a purified and refined
silicon material. After an extreme purification of the material, then the pn-junction must
be formed. Principally on the market it is possible to find several types o f solar cells, but
two of the most promising technologies are single crystal and poly-crystal cells.
Single crystal cells are the most efficient and most robust of the silicon
photovoltaic cell family, but are also the most energy intensive in their production,
making these cells more expensive as well. Energy intensive happens when pure silicon
is processed and consists of the separation of oxygen from silicon. Poly-crystalline cells
are somehow less efficient, but are less energy efficient thus the production process is
quite less complicated and less costly.
An important issue to be considered is to affix contacts that are low resistance
(ohms) and will maintain a good contact with the cell thought extreme temperature
conditions. After revision on current photovoltaic technologies and in order to completion
of the solar panel, solar cells from www.siliconsolar.com were chosen.
SS-SC-200T is a high grade silicon single-crystalline solar cell rated at 0.58 volt
and 250 mA of maximum current. This cell is coated with antireflection compound which
increases efficiency and decreases reflection from the light spectrum.
A Schottky diode 1N5817DICT is used for banward current protection from the
energy-pack to the solar panel.
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4.5.2.

SoPS Design. Solar cells are devices that convert light into electricity, but

they do not store electric power [23]. In addition, the actual amount of power produced
varies depending on factors, such as installation, weather conditions, etc; there are few
requirements that should be considered. The SoPS system employs solar cells and they
are paired with a storage battery pack. A block diagram that displays the system basic
configuration to follow is depicted in Figure 4.11.

D iode to prevent reverse current flow

Figure 4.11 SoPS system basic configuration

Next, a mathematical analysis according with the proposed configuration and the
way that power conservation is proposed to work for the complete wireless health
monitoring solution is presented.
In the proposed solution for this thesis, ASUL will be in active status drawing
80mAh for only one hour while remaining into sleep mode consuming 30mAh for the
rest 23 hours a day.
The system should be in active mode during only a pre-defined operation time as
described in earlier and in sleeping mode the remaining time. This process is in a loop so
after remaining in a sleep mode (30mAh) for 23 hours the system automatically will
wake up coming into its maximum power mode (80mA) and so on. The power mode
operation for the sensor clusters is depicted in a block diagram shown in
Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12 Power mode operation

The next set of mathematical equations will enable the reader to easy follow the
solar panel design for SoPS accordingly with ASUL power requirements under different
power modes.
Step one, the load conditions to be driven for ASUL are determined, and
Iaverage(totai) consumption per day is calculated as shown in equation 22. Two main power
modes are used by ASUL so I merage is calculated for both power states.

1 average ( A f t 1

= 1 (A)xT(* > d a y )

(22)
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Where, I L(A) is the equipment power consumption, and T(h/day) is the
equipment operating time. Assuming that ASUL will be active for 1 hour the current
drawn is shown in equation 23.

/ average(ihr) (Ah / day) = 80mA x 1hr = 80 mAhr

(23)

Similarly,
= 30mA * 22hrs = 690

(24)

Then the total average current that ASUL consumes during a day is shown in
equation 25.

Iaverage(total) ~ ^average(]hr)

^average(23hrs) ~ 80mA + 690mA —HOmAh I day

(25)

Next, the solar cell operating current I p is calculated (equation 26).

I P(A) =

average(lolal)

k l x k 2 x Ts{h / day)

(26)

Where, kl is the battery deterioration value based on temperature change, surface
area of the battery that might become dirty after the time passes; k2 is the deterioration
value of the battery charge and discharge efficiency. And Ts is the solar cell average rated
output generation time per day. Assuming k l =0.85, k2=0.95 and Ts equal four hours
average, I P result into 27.

, ( A ) - W S * t!* 3 L
r
0.85x0.95x4

= 0 .238A
hrs

(27)

After that, the storage capacity Bcap, for the storage battery capacity is calculated
as shown in equation 28.
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Ba,p(Ah) =

I g

n

^

a

a

l )

X

D(day)

k3

(28)

Where, D is the number of non-illumination backup days; this is the number of
days that the equipment should be able to run without the sunshine; k3 is the safety factor
for self-discharge by the storage battery pack (approximately 0.90).
Due to the size expected on the final design a large battery can not be suitable
only two days for backup were assumed, thus equation 29 shows the result.

Bcae{Ah) =

110mA x 2days
= l.lllAh
09

(29)

Finally, the operating voltage, VP, of the solar cell is calculated (refer to equation
30).

VP ~ Vcharge + Vdiode + ^wire + Kemp

(30)

Where, Vchaige is the storage battery charging voltage, Vdiode is the voltage
required for preventing reverse current flow, Vwin is an additional voltage due to output
cable and Vlempis an additional voltage required due to temperature.
Assuming,Vcharge = 5.5volt, Vdiode =0.3volt , Vwirt = 0.\volt and Vlemp = 03volt;
using equation 30 the operation voltage (VP) is equal to 31.

VP = 5.5 + 0.3 + 0.1 + 0.2 = 6.1 volt

(31)

As a conclusion the battery storage pack should be able to provide a peak current
of 1.711Ah (equation 29), and the solar panel should be able to provide at least 6.1 volts
with a current o f 0.238A.
The battery storage provides 1800mAh that complies with the requirements
according with result obtained in equation 29.
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For the solar panel twelve SS-SC-200T single crystalline solar cells are used and
connected in series as shown in Figure 4.13. The output generated under optimal
conditions from the solar panel is 6.96 volt with a peak current of 250mA.

Since SoPS is to be used on-field, the solar cells were put into a very thin low
reflective plastic material. It is possible to appreciate the final looking for SoPS in Figure
4.14.

Figure 4.14 Solar panel for SoPS

The solar panel was constructed in order to save cost and to match the
requirements of the SoPS. Suitable commercial off-the shelf arrays are available at
different companies.
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4.6. ON-SITE REMOTE ACCESS POINT
This section will describe the hardware requirements and their integration for an
on-site remote access point (ORAP). An introduction of the components which integrates
ORAP is given. The steps to follow in order to modify a wireless LAN card are
discussed. This section will integrate a remote PC for data collection, storing and
transmission to a secure internet web site. ORAP has two wireless communication links
which will be discussed and justified.
4.6.1. Background on Components. As described in chapter one, the on-site
remote access point (ORAP) consist of five components. The first of the ORAP’s
components is the Versa Logic VSBC-6 that is an industrial computer running at 300
MHz with 128 Mb of RAM, a 4.6 Gb hard disk, and two RS-232/422/485 selectable
ports. VSBC-6 has eight channels for analog inputs o f 12-bit resolution. This computer is
designed for OEM control projects and it is designed in reliability and longevity as the
focus. On the major reasons of choosing this computer is because of its operating
temperature ranging from “ 20° C to + 85° C with no air flow required. A second device
that integrates ORAP is the power supply which consists on a regular computer ATXtype switching supply.
Next, in order to gain access to the internet a modified Cisco series 350 IEEE
802.1 lb PCMCIA card is utilized. Since this PCMICIA card is originally designed for
the use on a laptop, the antenna part was modified. This modification permits to have
connected a 2.4 GHz antenna and it’s shown in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15 Cisco 350 modified to add external antenna
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After that, the fourth part which composes ORAP is a Taiyo Yuden EYSF2SAXX
Bluetooth-based radio to be used for the collection of the data coming from the deployed
wireless network. Finally, a 10” LCD has been installed for on-site setup. In order to add
weatherproof functionality all the ORAP’s counterparts are placed into a rugged
industrial control enclosure NEMA type four.
4.6.2. ORAP: Hardware Integration. The on-site remote access point hardware
integration is quite simple and Figure 4.16 depicts a block diagram for all the ORAP’s
components. With the aim of some hand tools such as drill, screws, drivers, etc. ORAP
has been built into a rugged NEMA type four enclosure. The current operating system
installed on ORAP is Microsoft windows 2000 professional edition; the Versa Logic
computer accepts a wide range for an operating system, the problem is that the Cisco
PCMCIA wireless LAN card does not provide drivers for all of them.

Figure 4.16 ORAP block diagram
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ORAP has been designed from the block diagram depicted above and a picture of
the actual product is shown in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.17 ORAP seen from inside (left) and seen from outside (right)

4.7. SUMMARY
In this chapter the hardware integration for the Smart Wireless Sensor Cluster
(SWSeC) has been reviewed and explained into detail. This section addressed the most
important details of the development for ASUL, starting from the schematic through the
printed circuit board. In addition, a mathematical analysis for the solar-based power
supply (SoPS) has been revised. A storage battery pack is designed as well a solar panel
which provides it self-charging capabilities. Step by step the SoPS’s design has been
explained. Finally, the On-site remote access point has been presented. This solution will
handle all the communication constraints after the wireless network has been installed.
ORAP will be in charge of create the link between any Bluetooth-based slave in its
vicinity, then collect the data, store it and transmitting it to a secure web site by using the
IEEE 802.11b.
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5. SOFTWARE

5.1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter will be focused on the software developments that have been made
to add the functionality for the hardware design described in previous chapters. The first
section addresses the software architecture to follow in order to make a high reliable
system. Next, a modeling technique for the system has been chosen allowing
programmers future changes and/or maintenance if required. After that, the program
design guidelines which provide the user/programmer a general understanding of the
system developed. The software development began from a senior design project at the
University of Missouri - Rolla and finished on the thesis presented here; a timeline of the
software coding is shown. Finally, the software operation main states are described in
detail including flow charts and state diagrams as needed.

5.2. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
This section focuses on the description of the system in terms of its architecture
and gives details about the components that are used. A simple hierarchy of the entire
software developed is presented. The remaining section will address the process model
and life cycle applied to the system. Timeline for each of the coding-phases is discussed
including problems and bugs encountered and the solutions that took into place.
5.2.1. System Hierarchy. Typically a system hierarchy involves identifying
classes of objects that will allow the programmer to group the program’s required
components. By doing this the program will be split into different unique classes, making
easier to program and understand the overall system. Properties or attributes in a class
can be discussed by examining their internal relationships, this in order to define a system
hierarchy.
The proposed solution that chapter one has described will allow four different
analog sensors to be used on the structure. Then, ASUL will be integrating the Bluetoothbased radio and the microcontroller in order to successfully, collect and transmit the data
to an on-site remote access point (ORAP).
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The autonomous smart unwired link (ASUL) system may be able to acquire data
coming from sensors capable to measure vibration, acceleration, temperature, wind, and
other structural characteristics. It is better to deal with the class (e.g. sensor) rather than
its elements (e.g. electrical characteristics, weight, etc) in devising a software solution.
For the proposed system a simple hierarchy has been defined and illustrated in
Figure 5.1. The graphical notation used primarily describes the interaction of
objects and subprograms. The □ represents an object module, the {} illustrates
subprograms being called from the object module, and th e ---- indicates the direct
relation between the object module and the subprogram.

Figure 5.1 Simple hierarchy for ASUL
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This system hierarchy will serve as a start point for the programmer; furthermore
make easier the program design. By hiding some o f the details of the system, all
necessary code will follow the essential nature of the objects rather than several
unspecified classes which will overcome to faulty software coding o f the system.
An advantage of defining this hierarchy as described above is to allow users and
programmers to modify a specific object easily.
5.2.2. Process Model and Life Cycle. A process is a set of ordered tasks and
consists of a series of steps involving activities, constraints, and resources; this in order to
produce an intended system’s output. The life cycle is referred to this process involving
building a prototype or a final product.
Any software development usually involves a set o f predefined stages
such as: requirements analysis, system design, program design, writing programs, unit
testing, integration testing, system testing, system delivery, and maintenance. During the
early stages o f the HMS project the waterfall model with prototyping has been chosen as
a model to follow. The prototype ensures that the system does what is supposed to do.
This model is quite simple to follow as seen in
Figure 5.2; one development stage should be completed before the next begins.

Figure 5.2 Waterfall model with prototype
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Wireless Main version 1.0 is the software written for SWSeC. This software
functionality was accepted during the acceptance testing, the design for a final product
(ASUL) then started. Taiyo Yuden version 1.1 is the software written for ASUL and this
software suffered some changes to the original source code.
During system testing the source code has been revised, verified and translated
according with the new hardware integration. This model allows the developer to make
easier the required changes for ASUL.
5.2.3. Design of the System. The design of the system is the creative process of
converting the HMS’s software problem into a solution. At this point the software is fully
functional for ASUL and this part of the thesis addresses the technical design, parting out
from its conceptual design described in previous sections. The technical design allows the
understanding of the current hardware and software integration. The entire source code
was written in C using an integrated design environment (IDE) and compiled with Keil.
The front end that displays the data was written using C++. The system hierarchy for
Taiyo Yuden version 1.1 is depicted in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 System hierarchy for Taiyo Yuden version 1.1

Table 5.1 present a short description for each of the integrated modules according
with the system hierarchy described above.
Currently the software supports all compliant Bluetooth-based devices with some
minor changes on the source code. The ROK101007 that uses the SWSeC prototype
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utilizes packet types DH5 and as described earlier DH5 packets occupies 5-slot with a
payload header of 341 bytes. In contrast the EYSF2SAXX used by ASUL utilizes is able
to transmit DM1 data packets which occupies only 1-slot and its payload is 18-bytes.
A change has been made in order to let the Bluetooth-based devices automatically
detect and select the required packet type to be transmitted. This change took place into
the HCI.c module.

Table 5.1 Software description (Taiyo Yuden version 1.1)
M od u le

D escrip tio n

H M on.c

T his is the m a in program . G enerates a in d efin ite lo o p that a llo w s o th er d e v ic e s to d iscover
this sla v e .

B L U E T .c

C all a ll the requ ired fu n ctio n s for en a b lin g the B lu e to o th -b a se d radio.
Setup the L E D se rv in g for d ia g n o stic s. A d d sle ep fu n ctio n a lity for th e radio.

L O C A L .c

T his c o m p o n e n t setu p th e gen eral p ort co n fig u ra tio n in clu d in g th e p in u sed fo r U A R T .
In itia lizes th e 805 1 m icrocon troller.

T O O L S .c

P ro v id es so m e a p p lica tio n p rogram m ers in terface (A P I) for m em o ry h an d in g.

H C I.c

P ro v id es th e required fu n ctio n a lity fo r th e h ost co n tro ller in terface (H C I). S e r v e s as a
standard co m m a n d in terface for th e h o st to a c c e ss the B lu e to o th b aseb and ca p a b ilitie s.
A ll th e tim ers u tilize d b y the m ain p rogram are in itia liz ed h ere. B a sic a ly h a n d les all the

T im er.c

tim er’s interrupt se r v ic e rou tines.
G eneral U A R T setu p co m m u n ica tio n s in clu d in g th e required param eters for th e flo w

U A R T .c

con trol.
U A R T 8051.C

The ring b u ffer u tiliz e d to c o lle c t an d transm it th e data is e sta b lish ed in this m o d u le.

A D C .c

E n ab les the o n -b oard A D C o f the m icro co n tro ller. S e le c t the a n a lo g c h a n n e l’s port to be
u sed. P ro v id es a g en era l co n fig u r a tio n fo r the a n a lo g to d ig ita l con verter (A D C )

5.2.4.

Code Timeline. This software development started as a senior design

project at the University of Missouri - Rolla, as were pointed out in previous section of
this chapter. After this senior design project was discover the great potential and
promised functionality offered by the Bluetooth technology.
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5.2.5.

The successfully interfacing with the popular 8051 microcontroller lead to

developers to become more ambitious trying to refine the source code developed by the
senior design team. The next series o f timeline will help the reader to understand the
phases for this project become a reality. Two timelines are presented here the first is for
the senior design team and the second for this thesis work.
Table 5.2 shows the first timeline showing the results obtained by the senior
design team. Their project goal was to demonstrate basic communication between an
8051 microprocessor and a PC or other 8051 microprocessor using Bluetooth technology.

1.
Research wireless networking suppliers, sensor suppliers, possible sensor
implementations and compatibility. Look for suitable PC software and any possible
microprocessor software from which to base our design.
2.
Get the required hardware and look into needed software. Try to get donations of
existing components for the prototype.
3.
Put the design plan together given the project goal and resources. Determine the
best course of action that would give us a working model to demonstrate basic
communication between microprocessors and between a PC and microprocessor.
4.
Put the pieces together to enable communication. Most o f the hardware was pre
made, all that needed to be added was cabling, RS-232 support and debugging.
5.
Add software to the existing hardware components. Develop and modify existing
software to slim line the application.
6.
Document design procedure. Determine and eliminate bugs in software
initialization and communications routines.
7.
Bring the design together with test info and create a summary presentation to
finalize the project. Finalize documentation.
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Table 5.3 depicts the second timeline discussed and it is the one covering the
entire year after the senior design work performed.

Table 5.3 FRA project timeline 2002

1.
During these months several meetings with the FRA project’s team members took
place. Investigator in charge recommends testing techniques for the Teardrop Bridge
testing.
2.
The required parts for SWSeC were acquired during the first two weeks of
January.
3.
A design plan for SWSeC’s prototype was proposed including goal and resources.
The plan for the design o f a solar-based power supply (SoPS) was first proposed during
this time.
4.
Due to the simplicity of the hardware to be integrated on hand; SWSeC was
completed in just three weeks.
5.
During this time Rana Basheer, a graduate student helps the team to develop a
friendly front end for data-plotting purposes. Bugs were encountered and fixed. The dark
cells show the team work development at UMR.
6.
Testing was performed and data was acquired wirelessly on a steel Bridge called
Teardrop by using SWSeC.
7.
A presentation of the HMS solution was presented to a representative o f the
Federal Railroad Administration.

After a successful demonstration o f SWSeC a more ambitious design was
proposed pointing out the need for more clusters to form a network topology. FRA team
leader suggested the creation for new clusters. Due to the budget and power performance
obtained from the prototype a new design became a reality: ASUL. The remaining
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timeline is shown on Table 5.4 and it will address each of the subsequent work performed
during the final stage of the FRA project.

Table 5.4 FRA project timeline 2002/2003

1.
Numerous meetings with the FRA team still happen to show results and current
state o f the research for these last months.
2.
After designing the autonomous smart unwired sensor (ASUL) an ordering parts
was placed and took close to two weeks to acquire them.
3.
After investigation o f different CAD tools, Eagle version 4.0 was acquired and
during this months of work ASUL was completed.
4.
With all pieces on hand including the parts and the PCB board the hardware
integration started. Two boards had made during this time, lab testing to prove design
functionality were performed. During the last week of November ORAP has been
integrated.
5.
Parallel to the Hardware integration the software was re-revised and re-designed
according with the new hardware on hand.
6.
Documentation for all process involved including software and hardware
integration was organized and archived.
7.
Put documentation together and the creation of final presentation are performed
during this time. Finalize documentation. Thesis defense.

5.3. SOFTWARE OPERATION
The background which led to this software operation has been discussed
previously. First of all, the microcontroller should be able to establish communication
and take control o f the Bluetooth-based radio.
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Flow control and especial parameters for interfacing the 8051 and the controller
are presented. Next, one o f the most difficult components programmed is the host
controller interface (HCI), and its state diagram is presented. After that, the process that
takes place for the connection establishment is explained.
The final software operation that is addressed is the power management which
serves to provide low power functionality to the system.
5.3.1. 8051 & Radio Communication. The UART used supports data rates such
as: 300, 600, 900, 1200, 1800, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 230400, and
460800 bps. The UART speed that was chosen is 57.6 Kbps; this in order to match ADC
sample rate and the 8051 microcontroller speed.
The first component called from main program enable the external crystal; this
component will setup the controller’s UART speed for 57.6 kbps. The firmware written
for the Bluetooth-based radio has been programmed to default 57.6 kbps after applying
any source o f reset.
After the physical link for the radio and the controller has been setup (bandwidth
57.6 kbps), then the radio and the controller are ready to send/receive instructions.
5.3.1.1 Little endian format. According with the Bluetooth specification
version 1.1 all the required parameters must be sent or received in this little endian
format. The compiler utilized for this HMS project currently utilizes big-endian format
thus, any parameter before it can be sent or received should be translated into little endian
format. The bit ordering when defining packets and messages in the baseband, follows
the little endian format. A set o f rules have been established for this format. LSB is the
least significant bit and corresponds to

; after that the link controller interprets the first

bit arriving from a higher software layer; this is the first bit to be sent over the air; a
graphical depiction is shown in Figure 5.4.
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The packet type header is sent over the line using little endian format as described
earlier. In the current application a negotiation packet is shown in equation 32, and the
way it is transmitted is depicted in equation 33.

0 x 06 = (MSfl)OOOOOl 10 (LSB)
0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0

(32)
(33)

The packet format that travels inside a formed piconet consist o f three entities: the
access code, the header and the payload. The access code basically recognize from which
piconet the packet has been sent.
The packet header should have all the required link control parameters, while the
payload for this system will send all the ACL data packets.
5.3.1.2

Flow control. A discussion for the need o f flow control has been

presented during previous chapters. The implementation for the flow control that will
takes place between the communication o f the radio and the controller is quite easy to
implement.
A block diagram presented in Figure 5.5 displays the sequence that the program
follows in order to establish data flow control.

Figure 5.5 F low control block diagram
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According with the flow control diagram presented, an operation mode for the
software will be explained next. First, assuming a hard reset to the HMS system the
module starts from the idle mode.
The first step is to enable the flow control functionality; this can be done by
issuing a Set_Host_Controller_To_Host_Flow_Control=T. Now the Bluetooth device is
able to receive flow control. Then the controller sends an HCI Read Buffer Size
command; this serve to read the maximum size o f the ACL packet that can be transmitted
from the microcontroller to the Bluetooth device according with the buffer capacity that
supports.
Upon completion o f the previous state the microcontroller sends the
HCI Host Buffer Size command to inform the Bluetooth device about the maximum
size o f the ACL packet that can be transmitted. After that, the devices are ready to start
transmitting or receiving data with flow control ensuring a reliable transmission/reception
o f it.
5.3.2. HCI Link Controller. After the UART baud rate and flow control has
been setup and the devices are ready to send or receive information; the next step of the
software operation is to setup the HCI link controller. All possible states that a software
component can take, events that trigger the transition from one state to the next are
depicted in Figure 5.6, as a state transition diagram.
The start point o f the HCI is right after a reset source triggers the system.
Immediately the HCI link controller enables the Inquiry Scan module. After that, it waits
for a predefined time limited to 30 seconds; in order to reduce power this module waits a
random time before starting other Inquiry Scan process again.
If a wireless physical connection has been successfully established the controller
respond with a Link Complete State (LCS). During LCS, ACL data could be
transmitted/received on the baseband link. Power operation modes such as hold, sniff,
park, or sleep can take place on this module without affecting the HCI operation.
The major power conservation that could be performed is shutting down the radio
while it is not needed, just remaining timers running in the microcontroller and wake up
the radio again after timers expires.
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5.3.3. Connection Establishment. After the host controller interface has been
defined this section will show how the software acts during the connection establishment
in more detail between two Bluetooth-based modules. Similarly a state transition diagram
will describe the overall description for the connection establishment process.
The connection establishment process involves inquiry and paging routines from
both devices. First, the m aster performs the inquiry routine to discover other active
Bluetooth devices in range. In the mean time, ASUL which is running into inquiry scan
will respond with an FHS packets carrying its own Bluetooth address and clock
information. After receiving the FHS packet from all active slaves in the area, the master
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can choose to connect to the slave devices by carrying out paging routines with ID
packets derived from Bluetooth addresses provided by the slaves.
In the mean time, the slave device will listen to its own access code and reply
with an ID packet. Following this, the master transmits a FHS packet to the slave device
and both devices move to the master device's hop sequence, ready for connection. The
master then polls the slave device with a POLL packet to verify that a connection exists
with the slave device. The connection establishment process is depicted in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7 C onnection establishm ent state transition diagram
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5.3.4. Power M ode Operation. As described earlier the power mode operation
module is added after the link complete state has been successfully implemented. This
power mode operation is in charge o f enabling low power modes. An extra module is
added to the state transition diagram presented on the HCI link controller and it is
illustrated in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8 Power m ode operation state transition diagram

If a wireless physical connection has been successfully established the controller
respond with a Link Complete State (LCS). During this m odule’s operation power
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management plays an important role here for saving battery power. This state will receive
a Command Complete event saying that the connection has been established. The way
power conservation mode has been program m er for Taiyo Yuden version 1.1 principally
sends a command event to the module active and starts a timer; then checks this timer
until it expires. After the timer expired the radio is shutdown and the controller is idle. A
new tim er is started and again after this timer finish a software reset is issued; then the
system is restarted. One digital output is used to shutdown the EYSF2SAXX.

5.4. SUMMARY
This chapter covered the software developed to be used for the health monitoring
system clusters; including the SWSeC and ASUL.
The main states and components o f the software have been reviewed and
explained. Flow chart, state transition diagrams helps the reader to easily understand the
way this software operates.
Explanation o f each o f the modules that composes the main program utilized for
ASUL is depicted on a hierarchy diagram including a short description o f each one.
From creating a simple connection to the complex host controller interface has
been covered as well. This software has been sub-divided into different timelines
showing the effort that programmers have been made.
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6. TESTING TH E SYSTEM

6.1. INTRO DUCTIO N
During this chapter the reader should understand the series o f tests that were
perform ed for the different equipm ent that composes the proposed health monitoring
system (HMS). The discussion starts w ith a test plan which basically provides an
overview about the hardware/software to be tested included those im portant features for
the right im plem entation o f the HM S system described in previous chapters. The next
section will cover an extensive range o f tests that have been done for the prototype sensor
(SW SeC), including installation test perform ed on an old steel Bridge. After that, the
testing o f the autonom ous smart unwired link (ASUL) is presented. D ifferent test
conditions and setups were approached on ASUL and this section will cover in detail the
relevant param eters tested according w ith the HM S proposal. Finally, the last section o f
this chapter covers the pow er issues which are one o f the relevant features o f this
proposed system , including RF output and testing o f the ASUL solar com ponents. Each
o f the tests performed includes a test analysis section that w ill explain expected system
response and results.

6.2. PRO CEDURE DESCRIPTIO N
This section will cover the tests and present a discussion o f the results conducted
on the hardware that integrates the proposed health m onitoring system. The tests are
divided into laboratory and on-site.
6.2.1.

T est Plan. The proposed health monitoring system (HM S) is com posed o f

several pieces o f hardware/software that needs to be integrated and tested. Since the main
goal o f the HMS is to provide a reliable wireless data acquisition based on low power
consumption, testing will be focused on these features.
The test plan is divided into three phases which are: (a) prototype testing, (b) final
design testing, and (c) pow er testing. The first phase consists on testing the prototype
cluster (SW SeC). Basically hardw are integration and data transm ission reliability are
tested during this phase.
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The second phase o f the plan will cover the final design (ASUL) testing.
Moreover, regression testing will be performed in order to ensure that the new system’s
performance covers or exceeds the prototype system’s functionality.
Since the HMS solution is to be a complete wireless data acquisition system, this
series o f testing includes the on-site remote access point (ORAP).
In addition to the data reliability tested on ASUL and ORAP, the third phase of
the testing plan addresses the power implications that overcome on the system, this in
order to ensure that ASUL provides portability and long battery life duration as proposed.
Here is where the overall power consumption for ASUL and its solar-based power supply
(SoPS) are tested.
6.2.2. Test Tools. During the testing phases (as described on the test plan) the
functionality for the HMS system’s hardware and software counterparts diverse test tools
are needed. Testing tools are divided into two categories: (a) testing tools for hardware,
and (b) testing tools for software. The testing tools to be used on hardware testing include
the use o f laboratory equipment such as, oscilloscope, signal generator, spectrum
analyzer, variable power supplies, and multi-meters. Testing tools which are utilized
during software testing include: Bluetopia version 1.2.3, Ericsson stack program,
Intuilink, Cygnal IDE, Keil compiler. A short description o f each testing tool will be
presented on how it has been utilized.
6.2.3. Features to be Tested. As described earlier the principal features to be
tested are focused on the effective data acquisition and reliable transmission o f it.
Because the SWSeC is a prototype the first test to be conducted is the
intercommunication o f the microcontroller and the Bluetooth-based radio. At this time
power conservation was not on the main issue. Instead the operability o f the system was
tested including features like: external crystal frequency, analog to digital converter
(ADC) resolution multiplexing o f analog channels, discoverability and range between
two Bluetooth devices.
On ASUL the main features to be tested are those included for the prototype
(SWSeC) plus a depth study o f the power conservation behavior. This power
conservation is based on the system’s response under different conditions. Features tested
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for this purpose include RF power output and power consumption at inquiry,
transmitting/receiving, and sleep modes or operation.
ASUL gets the power from the solar-based power supply (SoPS) and one
important feature to be tested is the power acquired from the solar panel that SoPS
utilizes. The on-site remote access point (ORAP) is part o f the HMS solution and the
principal features to be tested on ORAP are to say, the wireless link between the wireless
clusters and the wireless link for the IEEE 802-1 lb.
6.2.4.

Test Process. A series o f steps were conducted during the testing process.

These steps are illustrated in Figure 6.1 and lead to conduct a series o f tests for the
prototype and the final design.

S y s te m fu n c tio n a l

S o ftw a r e r e q u ir e m e n ts

S p e c if ic a tio n

E n v ir o n m e n t

S y s te m

S y s te m

c o m p o n e n ts

re a d y

Figure 6.1 Steps in the testing process

Each step has a different focus, and each o f the steps has its own goal or
objective. The first step checks that each o f the program components performs its
functions as expected (e.g. external crystal functionality). According with the software
requirements the performance test basically compares the integrated components with the
nonfunctional system requirements. For instance, a performance test evaluates response
time to inquiry, the maximum range in between two Bluetooth devices, and its average
power consumption. The next step in this process is the acceptance test which basically
ensures that the system developed can be used for a reliable wireless data acquisition to
be used to monitor the health o f civil infrastructure.
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6.3. PROTOTYPE TEST
The next series o f laboratory and on-site tests were conducted for the smart
wireless sensor cluster (SWSeC) prototype. This section discusses the diverse testing
performed on SWSeC and its results.
6.3.1. Scope. Prototyping means building a small version o f a system. Sometimes
a prototype does not have the required functionality but it is the start for a successful
development of a system. According with the waterfall model with prototyping that
follows this system, the main scope is to demonstrate feasibility o f its hardware
integration in order to ensure functionality o f each o f the components that integrates the
SWSeC prototype. The various tests conducted for the prototype have begun from the
laboratory testing and ending up with an on-site data collection, test performed on a steel
bridge. For the prototype four tests setup have been conducted. The first three tests were
conducted on a laboratory under ideal conditions, while test four tests were conducted on
a steel bridge.
6.3.2. User Interface. The user interface which allows the user to have full
control on each o f the deployed sensor clusters is depicted in Figure 6.2

Figure 6.2 B lue-Scope Interface (Front End)
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6.3.3.

Lab Setup I. The first setup conducted at the laboratory is used to test the

data transmission between the SWSeC and one Bluetooth device acting as a host. Figure
6.3 shows this basic setup.

Figure 6.3 SWSeC Setup 1

Test conditions including equipment utilized are shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.1 SWSeC Test 1 conditions (* Front End)
P a r a m e te r

V a lu e

S ig n a l G e n e r a to r

H P -3 3 1 2 0 A

W a v e fo r m

S q u are

F requ en cy

30 Hz

V o lt a g e ( p - p )

2 v o lts

V o lt s /D iv *

1

S a m p lin g R a te*

1 KHz

S e n s o r C h a n n e l*

1

D u r a tio n

3 0 m in

L o g F ile

L o g l .t x t

B lu e to o th ( S la v e )

SW SeC

B lu e to o t h (M a ste r )

R O K 101007

L in k R a n g e

6 m eter s

The wirelessly acquired data obtained from this test setup was plotted using
Matlab. It is clear to see a data gap in Figure 6.4.
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Squm W w i

Figure 6.4 SWSeC Setup 1 data gap

The square wave seen is not similar to the reproduction o f the square generated
from the signal generator but at that time was not a big concern. The main issue that
overcomes from this setup was a gap encountered on the data received. Loosing data is
just not permitted for a HMS system. The gap seeing in the figure above occurs due to
transmission time while no data is being sampled. Measurements made on the data appear
to show a buffer size o f 250 samples. The transmission gaps appear to range between 156
and 187 mSec. The first test result shows data gaps which a clear problem was seeing
during data transmission. After the revision o f the source code, the problem was found in
the way the buffer was collecting and sending the data. By implementing a ring buffer the
problem was solved; basically the roundtrip transmit time was estimated by calculating
the difference between fill and empty pointers at the time the empty pointer is updated
after a transmission. Then it is used to synchronize the local clock to the nearest
millisecond (Tsamp). The voltage level shown in the results seemed to be correctly
according with the input source setup provided for channel 1. The next test setup was
conducted in order to test if this data gap transmission problem was solved.
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6.3.4.

Lab Setup II. Vibration is an important parameter that the SWSeC should

be able to measure. During this second setup the LDTO which is a PVDF sensor was
selected for this test, this is order to test the feasibility to use this sensor on civil
infrastructure. Some o f the most important features for the LDTO are provided on Table
6 .2 .

Table 6.2 LDTO characteristics
P ara m eter

V a lu e

F requ en cy resp on se

0 .0 0 1 H z to 1 0 9 H z

V o lt a g e ou tp u t

0 .0 0 1 m V t o 5 0 v o lts

M e c h a n ic a l stre n g th a n d im p a c t r e sista n c e

i

H ig h sta b ility

< 0 .0 2 % m o istu r e a b so r p tio n

P la c e m e n t

G lu e d w ith m o s t c o m m e r c ia l a d h e s iv e s

a

10

9

P a sc a l m o d u lu s

The purpose o f conducting this second test is to test the response o f the PVDF
sensor (LDTO) and check if the data gaps problem has been fixed correctly. This test is
shown in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5 SWSeC Test Setup 2

Since SWSeC has four differential channels a different channel was used for this
setup. The second test setup is quite similar but the system response to be measured is
different primarily because a sensor to detect vibration is being used. Table 6.3 shows the
test conditions during this second testing.
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Table 6.3 SWSeC Test 2 conditions (*Front End)
P aram eter

V a lu e

S e n so r

P V D F (L D T O )

W a v e fo r m

R a n d o m S in

S e n so r lo c a tio n

S c a le m o d e l B r id g e

V o lt s /D iv *

1

S a m p lin g R a te *

1 KHz

S e n so r C h a n n e l*

4

D u r a tio n

5 m in

L o g F ile

L o g 2 .tx t

B lu e to o th ( S la v e )

SW SeC

B lu e to o th (M a ste r )

R O K 101007

L in k R a n g e

7 .5 m e te r s

For this test the PVDF (LDTO) sensor was mounted on a predefined location o f a
scale model Bridge, and connected to channel four. After setup the communication link
the system started collecting data, then a load was applied to the structure while was hit
by a hammer. Figure 6.6 shows the plot obtained from the raw data wirelessly acquired.

PVDF Sensor Teat

Figure 6.6 SW SeC Setup 2 DC offset
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The LDTO was able to detect the vibration when happened at the Bridge replica.
The sensor works as expected. After analysis on the results obtained, the data gaps due to
transmission errors was corrected, but new problems arise. The first problem encountered
is an exponential decrease on the output generated right after starting the data collection.
The problem was not on the source code, this problem arises due to the wrong placement
of the sensor. The second problem encountered was a DC offset that appears several
times on the raw data.
The first though was that the sensor implements some source o f noise or DC
offset, but after looking at the equivalent circuit for the LDTO depicted in Figure 6.7 it is
clear to see that there is no way o f having a DC offset.

The DC offset was not coming from the sensor; thus a revision o f the code was
necessary. The problem was encountered on a value given wrong by mistake on the ADC
resolution. In other words the ADC that utilizes the SWSeC is 12 bit and the hexadecimal
value was setup to 0X7ff. The problem was clear and the value was changed to the
hexadecimal value o f Oxfff. The next and final laboratory testing will serve to ensure that
neither data gaps nor DC offset problems arise again. Data transfer reliability is shown
during the next test conducted on the Smart Wireless Sensor Cluster (SWSeC).
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6.3.5.

Lab Setup III. This is the final test conducted on the laboratory and

consists on the same test setup 1 depicted in Figure 6.3 but with different test conditions
shown on Table 6.4.

Table 6.4 SWSeC Test 3 conditions (*Front End)
P ara m eter

V a lu e

S ig n a l G e n e ra to r

H P -3 3 1 2 0 A

W a v e fo r m

S in

F requ en cy

10 H z

V o lta g e (p -p )

2 v o lt s

V o lt s /D iv *

1

S a m p lin g R a te *

1 KHz

S e n s o r C h a n n e l*

2

D u r a tio n

10 m in

L o g F ile

L o g 3 .tx t

B lu e to o th (S la v e )

SW SeC

B lu e to o th (M a ste r )

R O K 101007

L in k R a n g e

7 m e te r s

This is the last of a series o f laboratory testing conducted on SWSeC and after re
revising and debugging the source code. A plot was generated from its respective log file
by using Matlab and it is shown in Figure 6.8.
It is clear to see how the waveform was formed equal to the one formed by the
signal generator. The voltage output shows the same output (2volts p-p) that the original.
No data gaps were found and no the exponential decrease no longer exist. This sinusoidal
waveform shows the same waveform generated by the signal generator according with
the test conditions.
The smart wireless sensor cluster (SWSeC) then is ready to start collecting
vibration data from the real environment (e.g. steel Bridge).
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Figure 6.8 SWSeC Setup 3 Sinusoidal waveform

According with the results obtained during these three laboratory tests conducted
for the prototype cluster it is possible to say that the SWSeC is ready for on-site
operation. The next section addresses one o f the most important tests conducted on a steel
Bridge using true loads, testing performed under real environment conditions.
6.3.6.

On-Site Setup. In order to test the smart wireless sensor cluster (SWSeC),

diverse test setup were accomplished at the Teardrop Bridge, which is an old highway
steel Bridge located at the old route 66. Figure 6.9 shows the fourth test setup.

Figure 6.9 SW SeC Fourth test setup
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Figure 6.10 shows the Teardrop Bridge and Figure 6.11 illustrates one o f its
structural members.

Figure 6.10 Teardrop Bridge

Figure 6.11 Structural member

This test is conducted at the Teardrop Bridge as described earlier. Basically a
driving force was applied to the Bridge by simply driving a vehicle which serves as a
load over the Bridge at various speeds ranging from 10 to 20 mph. The PVDF sensor was
mounted using a clamp tool on a strategic structural member and it is shown in Figure
6.12. The load applied during this testing is depicted in Figure 6.13.
Data was captured continuously for different given times. Data collected acquired
wirelesses show precise plots where vibration occurs at different loading and speed
conditions. Figure 6.6 point out the test conditions o f the fourth test.

Figure 6.12 SW SeC location

Figure 6.13 Load applied
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Table 6.5 SWSeC Lab test IV test conditions (*Front End)
P a ra m eter

V a lu e

S en so r

P V D F (L D T O )

S e n s o r lo c a tio n

T eard rop B r id g e S .M .

V o lt s /D iv *

1

S a m p lin g R a te*

1 KHz

S e n s o r C h a n n e l*

4

D u r a tio n

2 h o u rs

L o g F ile

L o g 4 .tx t

B lu e to o th ( S la v e )

SW SeC

B lu e to o th (M a ste r )

R O K 101007

L in k R a n g e

9 .5 m eter s

Load

P ic k u p F o r d ran ger

S peed

15 m p h

M e a su r e m e n t e q u ip m e n t

F lu k e m u ltim e te r

Power issues were not considered during the laboratory testing, but during
tests conducted on the Teardrop Bridge it was observed that the prototype rapidly drained
the battery pack consisting of 4 AA batteries rated at 1.5 volts with a peak current of
1300mA. A Fluke multimeter serving as an ampmeter was connected in series between
the battery pack and the SWSeC. This in order to measure the current consumption for
three power modes: (a) during the inquiry mode, (b) connection establishment and (c)
transmitting/receiving mode. Table 6.6 shows the results read during testing from the
ampmeter.

Table 6.6 SWSeC power consumption results
P a ra m eter

V a lu e

O p e r a tin g v o lt a g e

5 .7 v o lts

In q u iry m o d e

180 m A

T r a n s m ittin g /R e c e iv in g m o d e

155 m A
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A plot is presented in Figure 6.14 and shows the results obtained with a car
driving from South to North and vice versa, at a predefined speed of 15 mph. It is clear to
see a peak o f vibration o f about 1.5 volts peak to peak occurs when the vehicle was
driving from north to south. The peak was detected as well when the car approached from
south to north with a peak o f vibration o f about 1.3 volts peak to peak. The plot shows a
small exponential decrease and after analysis the conclusion is that is due to the way the
sensor is placed on the structure and its natural frequency. Since during lab testing this
exponential decrease was not observed after the code were revised.

Teardrop Bridge Testing 15 mph

Figure 6.14 SWSeC Teardrop testing results

6.4. FINAL DESIGN TEST
After the revision o f the results obtained from testing the prototype this section
will follows several tests conducted on ASUL, the final design. Agilent technologies
provides a useful test tool called Intuilink which serves to acquire data from the signal
source before it is transmitted, thus providing an easy step for testing efficient data
transmission.
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6.4.1. Scope. Faults and improper functionality were detected and corrected while
the wireless cluster was a prototype (SWSeC), as explained in previous section.
A final wireless sensor cluster design should be able to achieve efficiently the
expected performance required for a good implementation of a HMS. In this case the
final product is a wireless sensor cluster called ASUL, which has a wide range o f features
such as: low power consumption, low cost, and reliable data transmission.
The main goal on this section is to demonstrate that the autonomous smart
unwired link (ASUL) is able to collect and transmit efficiently sensor data, to be used for
the proposed health monitoring system (HMS). The efficiency of ASUL is demonstrated
by testing key parameters and resources such as low power consumption, portability, low
cost, reliable data transfer.
6.4.2. Lab Setup IV. The first test conducted on ASUL consists on having a
signal generator connected to the analog channel one, then the connection is established
between ORAP and ASUL. ORAP begin collecting, storing and sending (FTP) the raw
data through the internet (e.g. IEEE 802.1 lb). Note that an existing wireless campus
network infrastructure exists where this test was conducted. This test setup is shown in
Figure 6.15. Agilent Intuilink waveform generator is utilized to design a specific
waveform which will be generated with the HP33120A. In order to be able to have
further comparisons of the data transmitted a serial communication exists between a pc
and the HP33120A for storing the waveform that has sent.

Figure 6.15 Lab setup IV
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The test conditions selected for this test are presented in Table 6.7. The priority
during this test is to ensure that the cluster is capable o f sampling low frequencies.

Table 6.7 ASUL Lab test IV conditions (*Front End)
P aram eter

V a lu e

S ig n a l g e n e r a to r

H P33120A

W a v e fo r m

S in

F requ en cy

0 .0 1 H z

V o lta g e (p -p )

2 v o lts

V o lt s /D iv *

1

S a m p lin g R a te *

1 KHz

S e n so r C h a n n e l*

1

D u r a tio n

10 m in

L o g F ile

L o g 5 tx t

B lu e to o th ( S la v e )

A SU L

B lu e to o th (M a ste r )

ORAP

The sin waveform (Agilent Intuilink) depicted in Figure 6.16 has been sent
utilizing the test conditions described earlier.

Figure 6.16 H P33120A sin waveform
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Raw data was successfully received on the predefined web site. Furthermore, the
data was plotted using Matlab and it is clear to see in Figure 6.17 that the waveform
generated with the Agilent software was successful received.

ASUL T#st Freq* 10mHz Vo».« 2 voRsfp?)

Figure 6.17 ASUL 10 mHz test results

Results obtained from this test shows that the data was transferred
correctly and a main point to focuses is that the system is capable to sample data in the
order of millihertz. The voltage conversion of the raw data has been successfully
implemented as its seeing. This section described how the system is able to have a
smooth data transfer working with frequencies on the range of 10 mHz. The next lab test
presented addresses the need for a visual proof that the system is transferring the data in a
proper way. Utilizing Agilent Intuilink and an HP6200B oscilloscope this proof could be
done. LDTO is the sensor that will generates the signal input to be transferred, then
Intuilink is utilized to save an image coming from the HP oscilloscope for the
waveform generated by the PVDF sensor.
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6.4.3.

Lab Setup V. This test was prepared for testing the data transmission from

a PVDF (e.g. LDTO) mounted on predefined structural member o f the lab Bridge
specimen. The LDTO serve as a vibration sensor and it is connected to channel 4 on
ASUL. The test consist on apply a load at a given time (e.g. hit the Bridge with a
hammer); this can be done after the ORAP has been established a communication with
ASUL, and sampling data from its analog channels. Figure 6.18 shows the lab setup
conducted. Table 6.8 displays the test conditions considered during this lab test.

Figure 6.18 ASUL lab setup V

Table 6.8 ASUL Lab setup V conditions (* Front End)
P a ra m eter

V a lu e

S e n so r

P V D F (L D T O )

F req u en cy

0 .0 0 1 H z to 1 0 9 H

V o lta g e (p -p )

0 .0 0 1 to 4 5 v o lts

V o lt s /D iv *

1

S a m p lin g R a te*

1 KHz

S e n so r C h a n n e l*

4

D u r a tio n

5 m in

L o g F ile

L o g 5 .tx t

B lu e to o th ( S la v e )

A SU L

B lu e to o th (M a ste r )

T a iy o Y u d e n

L in k R a n g e

11 m eter s

L oad

H am m er

M e a su r e m e n t e q u ip m e n t

H P54600

z
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Data received at the web site was plotted using Matlab. Clearly seen in Figure
6.19 is the peak vibration saved on the HP oscilloscope and it is the same at the one
sampled by ASUL displayed in a Matlab plot shown in Figure 6.20.

A8LH.TMtPVDF

Figure 6.20 ASUL test V results
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Results during this testing have shown that the peak vibration detected from the
LDTO has been transferred without any losses. Note that two wireless communication
links occurs during transmission: one is for acquiring the data from ASUL and the other
link is when the data is send to a web site through the IEEE 802. l ib .
So far the power consumption issues were not tested. The final design ASUL
provides low power consumption and the next section covers a wide range o f lab testing
conducted for power analysis.

6.5. POWER TEST
Power level is a critical parameter to be measured in digital communication
systems like the HMS proposed. Power consumption is the priority feature to be
considered for a long operation o f the autonomous unwired sensor cluster (ASUL),
accordingly with the proposed HMS solution.
6.5.1.

Scope. The main purpose o f conducting tests measuring the power

consumption for ASUL and its counterparts is to have results supporting the expected
battery life performance according with the proposed HMS solution.
First o f all, the radio is the device which more power uses from the battery; a
series o f RF power output tests are conducted in order to see the ASUL’s required output
under device discoverability and transmission/reception of data. These tests help to
ensure that power levels are high enough to maintain links, yet low enough to minimize
interference within the ISM band and the main goal o f our proposed HMS system is to
maximize battery life. Parallel with the RF power test extra measuring equipment was
connected in order to extract current consumed during these power modes.
Finally a section presenting results obtained on the solar-based power supply
(SoPS). The SoPS is part o f ASUL and it provides power to maintain operability during
inquiry, transmission or sleep modes. The solar panel which is part of SoPS is tested; this
in order to ensure that the battery gets enough power during a sunny day to maintain the
battery power level. Next section, addresses a set o f RF tests conducted on the final
design; this in order to ensure and prove its maximum power consumption.
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6.5.1.1 RF power test. This section will covers the RF testing conducted for
ASUL using a spectrum analyzer. The section follows a series o f lab setups including its
results and analysis.
6.5.1.1.1 Lab setup VI. This is the first test to measure the ASUL’s RF power
during discoverability o f Bluetooth devices in its vicinity. This mode of power operation
is known as inquiry mode and according with the Bluetooth specification version 1.1 this
is the power mode that consumes more power. The RF test setup is depicted in Figure
6.21. The test conditions are given on Table 6.9.

RF

« < I n q u ir y » >

Figure 6.21 RF Power test setup « i n q u i r y »

Table 6.9 RF test conditions
P a ra m eter

V a lu e

P a ck et ty p e

DM1

F requ en cy

2 .4 G H z

P ow er m ode

In q u iry

T im e d u r a tio n

3 0 0 sec

S p e c tr u m A n a ly z e r

H P8594E

R e f.

.0 d B m a t 10 d B

Span

1 0 7 .0 M H z

SW P

2 0 m sec

V i e w b a n d w id th ( V B W )

300 KHz

R e s . B a n d w id th

1 .0 M H z

D C S u p p ly

H PE3631A
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Bluetopia version 1.2.3 was the software utilized for putting the master into
inquiry mode operation. A test sample program which is user configurable was used
during RF testing. A plot was generated showing the current consumed while the Taiyo
Yuden radio (located inside ORAP) was running into inquiry mode. Plot is shown in
Figure 6.22.

Currentconsumption during «anqufcy»

Figure 6.22 ASUL current consumption « i n q u i r y »

The current consumption during inquiry mode is shown and according with the
results, a maximum peak o f 107 mA occurs when the device is being discovered and its
address is acquired. The minimum peak current consumption o f 83 mA occurs after the
device was found and enters to the connection process. The average current computed is
85 mA; this consumption matches the expected results according with the specifications
and manual o f the components utilized.
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Table 6.10 displays the results obtained and a picture taken o f the screen on the
spectrum analyzer.

Table 6.10 RF power results « i n q u i r y »
F r e q u e n c y (M H z )

A m p litu d e

1 )2 4 7 7 .6

- 1 5 .5 2 d B m

2 ) 2 4 6 5 .3

- 1 6 .2 9 d B m

3 ) 2 4 4 9 .2

- 1 6 .5 0 d B m

4 ) 2 4 4 3 .4

- 1 6 .7 7 d B m

5 ) 2 4 6 3 .4

- 1 6 .8 7 d B m

6 ) 2 4 7 5 .2

- 1 6 .8 7 d B m

7 ) 2 4 5 3 .3

- 1 6 .8 8 d B m

8 ) 2 4 7 3 .6

- 1 7 .0 8 d B m

9 ) 2 4 5 7 .3

- 1 7 .2 3 d B m

1 0 ) 2 4 4 1 .5

- 1 7 .2 4 d B m

6.5.1.1.2

Lab setup VII. A second test to measure the ASUL’s RF power during

transmission/reception (TX/RX) o f data packets is conducted. The m ain goal is to prove
that the RX/TX is the second major power consumption mode o f operation o f the Taiyo
Yuden radio. A test setup diagram is shown in Figure 6.23.
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Test conditions utilized during this testing are given on Table 6.11.

Table 6.11 RF test setup conditions « T X / R X »
P a r a m e te r

V a lu e

P ack et ty p e

DM1

F req u en cy

2 .4 G H z

P ow er m od e

T X /R X

T im e d u r a tio n

3 0 0 sec

S p e c tr u m A n a ly z e r

HP

R e f.

.0 d B m at 10 d B

Span

1 0 7 .0 M H z

SW P

2 0 m sec

V ie w b a n d w id th ( V B W )

300 KHz

R e s . B a n d w id th

1 .0 M H z

D C S u p p ly

H PE 3631A

Table 6.12 RF test results « T X / R X »

During TX/RX state data were acquired and Figure 6.24 depicts its M atlab plot,
matching the results observed for the RF test.
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Currant consumption during «T X /R X »

Figure 6.24 ASUL current consumption during « T X / R X »

The decibel (dB) is the standard measure used to denote power gains and losses. It
represents one tenth o f a bell. In the world o f communications testing a lm W signal
occurs at 800 Hz. Thus, a decibel milliwatt is shown in equation 32.

dBm = log10 °u>put _ power
\m W _ in p u t

(32)

From equation 32 it is possible to calculate the output power; the resulting equation is
shown in equation 33.

output _ p o w e r = 1ot» ,

x

1 0 <‘®” /io)

(3 3 )

Considering the maximum peak detected during inquiry mode and solving with equation
33, the power output is equal to 28.05 microwatts shown in 34.
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output _ power = \m W x \ 0 {-'552dBmno) =28.05p W

(34)

After calculated the maximum power taken during inquiry, the minimum power
during TX/RX is calculated and the result is 8.27 microwatts and the calculation is shown
in 35.

outpu t_ p o w er = 1m W x io<-2082‘®'”/,0> = 8.27p W

(35)

According with the results obtained has been proved that the maximum power
consumption occurs during inquiry. In addition the second power consumption is when
the radio is transmission/reception. The frequency hopping was observed during this RF
analysis, hopping from the minimum frequency o f 2401.9 MHz to a maximum of 2480.5
MHz with a 1MHz long in between.
6.5.1.1.3 Lab setup VIII. This section addresses the power drawn under the
different power operation modes for the autonomous smart unwired link (ASUL). A
series o f testing were conducted utilizing software provided by Agilent technologies.
Two main states are analyzed and are: (a) the cluster is on TX/RX mode then going to
sleep and (b) the cluster is running on inquiry mode then starts sampling data (TX/RX),
after that it goes to sleep mode, and finally it wakes up and start the cycle again.
Following the same test setup VII and its conditions data were acquired and using Matlab
two plots were created and are analyzed in this section.
The first mode o f operation is when ASUL is running TX/RX mode then after 300
seconds it goes to sleep. The corresponding plot is shown in Figure 6.25.
In the resulting plot it is possible to appreciate the power transition that occurs
when the power mode is switched from regular transmission/reception o f data packets to
a low power consumption mode such as sleep mode.
This plot was generated using the log file generated by Blue-Scope and utilizing
Matlab as the ploting tool. The software was setup to run the hardware into two power
modes for a fixed time.
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Figure 6.25 ASUL current consumption « T X / R X » t h e n « S l e e p »

The second test conducted happens when the cluster is running on inquiry mode
then starts sampling data (TX/RX), after that it goes to sleep mode, and finally it wakes
up and start the cycle again. The plot acquired for showing the results obtained is shown
in Figure 6.26.

Current consumption «Scan>»«T X **X »«Sleep»»-«S can»»«< T X A JX »»

Figure 6.26 ASUL current consumption < < S c a n » « I n q u i r y » « S l e e p »

I ll

Results obtained support the proposed solution for a low power operation. The
plot above basically shows the big picture on the power consumption for the autonomous
smart unwired link (ASUL). However, the system should be running for 23 hours into
sleep mode and 1 hour on transmitting/receiving mode.
6.5.1.1.4

Lab setup IX. This is the final test and covers the final and most

important device that ensures that the ASUL will remain active for a year minimum; this
is to say the solar-based power supply (SoPS). After all power consumption, RF power
output, current drawn under different modes testing performed on ASUL a final test is
conducted on SoPS which support all theory given for the proposed health monitoring
system. The test consist on having the solar panel charging the battery pack while a
predefined fixed load was applied. The test setup is illustrated in Figure 6.27. The test
conditions are presented on Table 6.13.

Diode to prevent reverse current flow

Figure 6.27 SoPS test setup

Table 6.13 SoPS test conditions
P a r a m e te r

V a lu e

B a tte r y p a c k

4 .8 v o lt s @ 1 8 0 0 m A

P ow er m ode

T X /R X

T im e d u r a tio n

2 4 hours

A m p m e te r

R a d io s h a c k 2 2 8 0 5

O p e r a tin g V o lta g e

5 v o lts
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Matlab has been used and Figure 6.28 depicts the plot obtained from the log file
generated by the software scope view. The results observed shows that the solar panel
was able to generate for about 5.5 hours the voltage required for charging the battery
pack and providing an average current of 168 mA. ASUL was running for 23 hours into
sleep mode and only one hour sampling data, according with the proposed power
operation. These results should meet the required current consumption in continuous
mode o f operation. However during the calculations for the solar panel we assume a
minimum o f 4 hours average per day based on available average daily irradiation
information.

Figure 6.28 Solar test results

6.6. SUMMARY
During this chapter a series o f tests were conducted on the HMS components. The
tests started from Lab Test I through Lab Test IX. Firs o f all, three lab tests were
conducted for the SWSeC prototype, and after a successful data transfer observed a final
test were conducted on a steel Bridge. After that several tests that showed the
performance and reliable data transfer were conducted on the final design ASUL. All the
components that integrate the proposed HMS were tested.
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7. CONCLUSION

There is presently a need for a reliable health monitoring system with an
extensive range o f features providing a safe operation o f civil engineering infrastructure.
If the present speed o f evolution in wireless based networks is going to be utilized on
HMS systems then engineers must continue to seek ways of improving such
technologies.
The set o f tools developed here creates a convenient solution for the health
monitoring o f civil infrastructures. The final design hardware that has been developed
combines two o f the newest, fastest growing technologies in the area o f wireless
technology and microcontrollers. In addition the components o f the final design are
generic enough to be used in a variety o f HMS applications. Along with the final design
and its required software the extra tools needed have been developed for the sole purpose
o f integrating a wireless data acquisition system.
The wireless cluster that has been developed (ASUL) has proved its reliability
under different tests conducted for it and it is a generic product which will allow future
changes to add extra functions for a better HMS implementation.
During this thesis the concept behind an integrated distributed sensor network for
civil infrastructure health monitoring has been presented during its various stages o f
development. The realization o f structural monitoring systems requires the use o f newer
technologies, and the selected Bluetooth wireless technology promises a bright future.

APPENDIX A

TAIYO YUDEN VERSION 1.1 [8051] C SOURCE CODE
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//■
// University o f Missouri - Rolla
// Electrical and Computer Engineering
// Program: ADC.c
/ / -----------------------------------------------------------// Includes

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------# include ". Acommon\h\c8051f.h"
#include "..\common\h\common.h"
# include *'..\sensor\h\ADC.h"
U include M
..\bluetooth\hci\h\HCI.h"
H U include "..\NetworkLayer\h\nwlayer.h"

//----------------------------------------------------------------------// Defines

//----------------------------------------------------------------------#define INT DEC 116
//extern int main_temp(void);
//extern u8 extemal_destination;

// integrate and decimate ratio

//----------------------------------------------------------------------// Functions

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------static u8 converted_value[INT_DEC];
void ADC_init (void) {
ADCEN = 0;
REFOCN = 0x7;
AMX0CF=0xFF;
AMXOSL = 0x00;
ADC0CF = 0x80;

// ADC disabled
// enable temp, sensor, on-chip bias generator
// for differential mode input
// select temp, sensor as ADC mux output
// ADC conversion clock = SYSCLK/16 for
//22.1184MHz;
// PGA gain = 2
// ADC disabled; low power tracking mode; ADC
// conversions are initiated when ADBUSY goes
// high; left-justified output data
// enable ADC interrupts (normal priority)
// enable ADC

ADC0CN = 0x40;

EIE2 |= 0x02;
ADCEN = 1;

}

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------// ADCOISR

//
//
//
//
//

//

ADC0 end-of-conversion ISR
Here we take the ADC0 sample, add it to a running total <accumulator>, and
decrement our local decimation counter <int_dec>. When-<int_dec> reaches
zero, we post the decimated result in the global variable <temperature>.

void ADC0_ISR (void) interrupt 15 using 2

{
static unsigned int xdata cur_pos=0;
ADCEN=0;
ADBUSY = 0;
ADC INT = 0;
converted_value[cur_pos-H-]=ADCOL;
converted_value[cur_pos++j=ADCOH;
if(cur_pos>=INT_DEC)

// clear ADC control bit
// clear ADC conversion complete
//&0xFF;
//((ADCO&OxFFOO)»8);

{
HCI_broadcast(converted_value,INT_DEC);
cur_pos=0;

}

switch(AMXOSL)

{

>

case
case
case
case

ADCEN=1;

}

0: AMXOSL =
1: AMXOSL =
2: AMXOSL =
3: AMXOSL =

0; break;
1; break;
2; break;
3; break;
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/ / ........................................................................................................................ ...............

// University of Missouri - Rolla
// Electrical and Computer Engineering
// Program: BLUE T.c
//—..................................... ..................................... .................................
// Includes

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------# include
#include
//include
#include
//include
//include
//include
//include

".A.ASensorCapture\h\blue_t.h"
".Acommon\h\c805 lf.h"
".Acommon\h\common.h"
".Acommon\h\tools.h"
"..\sensor\h\adc.h"
",ANetworkLayer\h\nwlayer.h"
".Acommon\h\timer.h"
"Abluetooth\hci\h\HCI.h"

// SFR declarations

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------// Defines

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------//define TC_22MHz_lms 1834
// Global Variables
// External Variables
// Functions
void bt init ()

{

// approx, number o f counts o f 22 .1 189MHz/12 to get 1ms

//host control interface_layer_init();
HCI_init();
TMR2_init(100);
HCI_reset();
// Wait for command complete event
//wait_for_data();
// Send read buffer size command
HC I r e a d b u f fe r s ize();
// Wait for command complete event
//wait_for_data();
// NOTE: If using host controller to host flow control we need to update the
//
host controller as to what can be sent to the host using the
//
Host_Number_Of_Completed_Packets periodically.
// Set flow control... flow control on for ACL data, o ff for SCO data
HCl_set_host_controller_to_host_flow_control( 0x01 );
// Send host buffer sizes to the host controller
HCI_host_buffer_size( 220, 0, 1 ,0 );
// Wait for command complete event
//wait_for_data();
// Leave all events enabled ...
// Leave SCO flow control disabled ...
// Leave Authentication disabled ...
// Leave Encryption disabled ...
// Set connection accept timeout to 5.06 seconds
HCI_write_connection_accept_timeout( OxlFAO );
// Wait for command complete event
//wait_for_data();
// Write page timeout to 5.12 seconds
HCl_write_page_timeout( 0x4000);
// Wait for command complete event
//wait_for_data();
// Write scan enable ...
//Now the device is ready to accept incoming connection
HCI_write_scan_enable( 0x03 );

}
void bt_loop (void) reentrant

{
w hile(l)

{
u l6 length = 0;
ul 6 handle = OxFFFF;
u8 *databuf = HCI_receive_data(&handle,&length);
if(databuf!=NULL)
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process_data(databuf,length);

}

}

sbitLED = P lA6;
void processdata (u8 *buffer,u8 count) reentrant

{
u l6 sampling_rate=TC_22MHz_lms;
LED = LED70:1;
//delay_ms(100);
//LED=0;
if(b u ffer[3 ]= l)

{

//For adjusting the gain
ADC0CF&=0xF8;
ADC0CF|=(buffer[0]&0x07);

//For selecting the channel
AMXOSL&=OxFO;
AMXOSL|=(buffer[ 1]&0x0F);
//TMR3 init(sampling rate);
//Setting the sampling rate
if*buffer[2]>0)

{

TMR3_stop();
sampling_rate=0>uffer[2])*(TC_22MHz_ 1ms);
TMR3_init(sampling_rate);

}
}

else
if(buffer[3]=2)

{

HCI_hold_mode( 1,10,5);
//main_tempO;
//HCI_sniff_mode( 1,7,1,1,1);

}
else
if(buffer[3]=3) //this will put the entire system on sleep for a predetermined time

{
ul 6 timer = buffer[4]*SLEEP_MULT;
ul 6 count = buffer[5]+(buffer[6]«8);
disconnectO;
HCI_reset();
sleeping - 1;
TMR3_init(timer);
while(count-H-)

{
//set_805 l_sleep0;
Power_idleO;
delay 10;

delay20;
delay30;

}
//P2 = 0x00;
//ADC0CN = 0x00;
sleeping = 0;
P2=0xl0;
RSTSRC = 0x10;
bt_init 0;

}
else
ifl[bufTer[3] = 0)
bt_init 0;

TMR3_stop0;

}
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ti
ll University o f Missouri - Rolla
// Electrical and Computer Engineering
// Program: H MON.c
II// Includes
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"A.\SensorCapture\h\blue_t.h"
"..\common\h\c8051f.h"
"..\common\h\local.h"
"..\uart\h\uart.h"
"..\bluetooth\hci\h\HCI.h"
".,\NetworkLayer\h\nwlay er. h”

//-----------------------------------------

// Functions

//------------------------------//sbit UART_RTS = P2A6;
//sbit UART CTS = P2A7;
extern hci_controller hci_ctrl;
void WaitToConnect()

{

// Pin on which RTS is connected
// Pin on which CTS is connected
//This structure holds all the Bluetooth connection

u8 i;
w hile(l)

{

for(i=0;i<MAX_NBR_OF_CONNECTIONS;-H-i)

{

iflhci_ctrUon[i].state=UNIT_ACTIVE)
return;

}
void main (void)

{

//LED=0;
// Initialize processor
c8051_init();
//temp_main();
bt_init();
// Initialize Bluetooth module
//HCI_inquiry(4,8);
//W aitToConnectO;
//LED=1;
//while(l)
//nw_send( 133,13,"pong",4);
//wait on the eternal loop
bt_loop();

>
I I University o f Missouri - Rolla

// Electrical and Computer Engineering
// Program: HCI.c

//-----------------------------------------------------// Includes

//--

^include "..\common\h\common.h"
^include ".Acommon\h\tools.h"
^include "..\uart\h\UART.h"
^include "..\bluetooth\hci\h\HCI.h"
#ifdef WIN32
^include <windows.h>
#else
^include "..\common\h\local.h"
#endif

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------// Global Variables

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------//static cmd_pkt c_pkt;

// Used to send commands
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static evt_pkt e_pkt;
//static acl_pkt a_pkt;
//static sco_pkt s_pkt;
hci_controller hci_ctrl;
//Temporary variables
static u8 inquiry_in_progress;
static u8 periodicjnquiryactive;
static u8 g_data_available=0;
static u l6 hci_acl_data_length=0;
static u l6 hci_connection_handle=0;
static u8 g_hci_buffer[255];
static u l6 acl_hdr = 0;
static u l6 g offset = 0;
static u l6 g_actual_packet_length=0;
void (*connected)(u8 *,ul6 handle) = NULL;
void (*disconnected)(u8 *,ul6 handle) = NULL;
void (* inquiry completedX) = NULL;

// Used to receive events
// Used to send ACL data
// Used to send SCO data
//This structure holds all the Bluetooth connection

//-----------------------------------------// Initialization and support functions

//---------------------------------------------------

//------------------------------------------// HCI_connection_init

//--------------------------------------------------void HCI_connection_init()

{

u8 i=0;
hci_ctrl.nbr_of_connections = 0;
for(i=0;i<MAX_NBR_OF_CONNECTIONS;-H-i)

{

hci_ctrl.con[i].state = NOT_CONNECTED;
hci_ctrl.con[i].c_hdl = -1;

>
//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// HCIJnit

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------u8 g h c i Jnitialized = 0;
void HCIJnit (void)

{

if lg h c i initialized =

{

}

0)

g_hci initialized = 1;
g data available = 0;
HCI_connectionJnitO;
// Here w e set the buffer sizes to zero, just to avoid that they should get
// undefined values if the initiating Read_Buffer_Size fails
hci_ctrl.hc_buf.acljen = 0;
hci_ctrl.hc_buf.acl_num = 0;
hci_ctrl.hc_buf.scoJen = 0;
hci_ctrl.hc_buf.sco_num = 0;
hci_ctrl.hc_buf.cmd_num = 1;
inquiryJn_progress=0;

}

void flush allO reentrant

{
u8 i;
for(i=0;i<MAX_NBR_OF_CONNECTIONS;-H-i)

{

if(hci_ctrl.con[i].state = UNITACTIVE)
HCI_flush(hci_ctrl.con[i].c_hdl);

>
>
//---------------------------------------------------------------// g c tlo c a lb d a d d r

//--------------------------------------------------------------u8 *get local bd addrO reentrant

{
>

return hc ic t r l.lo c a lb d a d d r ;
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//-------------------// HCI_receive_data

//-------------------u8 *HCI_receive_data (u l6 ♦handle,ul6 *length) reentrant

{

if(g_data_available)

{

♦handle = hciconnectionhandle;
♦length = g_actual_packet_length;
//mem_copy(NULL,buf,g_hci_buffer+4,hci_acl_data_length-4);
g data available = 0;
HCI_host_number_of_packets_completed(hci_connection_handle, 1);
return (g_hci_buffer+4);

else
return NULL;

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// checknew connection

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------u8 check_new_connection(u8 *bd_addr) reentrant

{

u8 i;
for(i=0;i<MAX_NBR_OF_CONNECTIONS;++i)

{

if(mem_cmp(NULL,hci_ctrl.con[i].bd_addr,bd_addr,6) = 0)
return i;

}

return hci_ctrl.nbr_of_connections++;

//----------------------------- -------------------------------// w aitforcom m andcom plete

//-------------------------------------------------------------u8 *wait_for_command_complete(ul6 command) reentrant

{

u8 Wogf;
u l6 Wocf;
u l6 Wopcode;
u8 *buf = e_pkt.param;
w hile(l)

{

while(hci_ctrl.hc_buf.cmd_num<=0)

{
#ifdef WIN32
Sleep(l);
#endif

}

//Power_idle();
Wopcode = le_bytes_to_ul6( buf{l], b u f[2 ]);
// Read OGF and OCF from OpCode (little Endian format)
W ogf = get_OGF( Wopcode );
W ocf = get OCF( Wopcode );
if(Wocf==command)
return (u8 *)(buf+3);
else

{

#ifdef WIN32
Sleep(l);
#endif

}

//----------// sendcm d

//-----------

void send cmd (u8 *cmd_pkt, u l6 len) reentrant

{

u8 pkt type = CMD PKT;
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// Wait until the host controller buffers are freed
//
iffwait)
//
while(hci_ctrl.hc_buf.cmd_num <=0);
UARTwritef &pkt_type, HCI_HDR_LEN );
UARTwritef cmd_pkt, le n );
hci_ctrl.hc_buf.cmd_num--;

}
// HCI_broadcast

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------void HCI_broadcast (u8 *info, u l6 length) reentrant

{
u8 i;
//u8 buf[255];
for( i=0; i<MAX_NBR_OF_CONNECTIONS; i++ )
iff hci_ctrl.con[i].state = UNIT_ACTIVE )

{
HCI_send_acl_data( info, hci_ctrl.con[i].c_hdl, 2, 0, length);

}

}

// HCI_send_to_bd_Addr

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------void HCI_send_to_bd_addr (u8 *bd_addr,u8 *info, u l6 length) reentrant

{
u8 i;
for( i=0; i<MAX_NBR_OF_CONNECTIONS; i++ )

{
iff mem_cmp(NULL,hci_ctrl.con[i].bd_addr,bd_addr,6) = 0 )

{
HCI send acl dataf info, hci_ctrl.con[i].c_hdl, 2 ,0 , length );
break;

}

>

}

// HCI_send_to_handle

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------void HCI_send_to_handle (u l6 c_hdl,u8 *info, u l6 length) reentrant

{

HCI_send_acl_data( info, c_hdl, 2, 0, length);

}

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// disconnect

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------void disconnect (void) reentrant

{
u8 i;
forf i=0; i<MAX_NBR_OF_CONNECTIONS; i+ + )
iff hci_ctrl.con[i],state = UNIT_ACTIVE)
HCI_disconnect( hci_ctrl.con[i].c_hdl, 0x13 );

// User disconnect

}

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// HCI_send_acl_data

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------void HCl_send_acl_data (u8 *info, u l6 c_handle, u8 pb_flag, u8 bc_flag, u l6 length) reentrant

{

u8 pkt type = ACL PKT;
acl_pkt a__pkt;
static u l6 Counter=l;
//Flow control for HCI layer
hci_ctrl .hc_buf. acln u m —;
// Create the ACL Header in reverse byte format
a_pkt.hdr = le_ul6_to_ul6((c_handIe+((pb_flag & 0x03)«12)+((bc_flag & 0 x 0 3 )« 1 4 )));
//(((c_handle « 8) & OxFFOO) | (fbc_flag & 0x03) « 6)
//I f(pb_flag & 0 x 0 3 ) « 4) | f(c_handle » 8) & OxOOOF));
// Copy the data to the ACL packet
a_pkt.info[0]=length&0xFF;
a_pkt.info[ 1]=(length&OxFFOO)»8;
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a_pkt. info[2]=Counter&0xFF;
a_pkt.info[3]=(Counter&OxFFOO)»8;
++Counter;
length+=4;
// Copy the length in reverse byte format
a_pkt. length = le_ul6_to_ul6(length);
UART_write( &pkt_type, HCI_HDR_LEN);
UART_write( (u8*)&a_pkt, 4 + ACL_HDR_LEN );
UART_write( info, length-4);

}

//This function implements the state machine for controlling Bluetooth module.
//The different states o f Bluetooth module are
//IDLE_STATE
//ACL_HDR_ST ATE
//AC L_D ATA_ST ATE
//SC O JID R STA TE
//SCO_DAT A_ST ATE
//CO M M ANDHDRSTATE
//COMMAND_D ATA_ST ATE

//--------------------------------

// HCI_event_handler
//---------------------------------------void HCI_event_handlerO reentrant

{

static u8 hci_current_state=IDLE_STATE;
if(!g_hci_initialized)
HCI_init();
//loop through the state machine until no more data is to be read from the buffer
do{
//Packet identifier
u8 pkt_identifier=0;
//ACL header
switch( hci_current_state)

{

case IDLE STATE:
if(U ART_receive_buffer_length()< 1)
return;
UART_read(&pkt_identifier, 1);
switch(pkt_identifier)

{

case ACL PKT:

hci_current_state=ACL_HDR_STATE;
break;
case SCO PKT:
hci_current_state=SCO_HDR_STATE;
break;
case EVT PKT:
hci_current_state=EVENT_HDR_STATE;
break;
default:
hci_current_state=IDLE_STATE;
break;

}
break;
//process ACL header extract the connection handle and the length o f data
case ACL_HDR_STATE:
// Read the connection handle and flags into die acl hdr variable
UART_read((u8*)&acl_hdr, 2 );
//Extract the connection handle from the acl_hdr
acl_hdr = le_ul6_to_ul6(acl_hdr);
hci connection handle =
acl_hdr&OxOFFF^/((acl_hdr&OxFFOO)»8)|((acl_hdr&OxOOOF)«8);
acl_hdr = (acl_hdr»12)&0x3;
UART_read((u8*)&(hci_acl_data_length),2);
// Length received in little Endian format convert to big endian format
//for the compiler to understand
h c ia c ld a ta le n g th = le_ul6_to_ul6( hci_acl_data_length);
//Now we are ready to receive the ACL Data
hci_current state=ACL_D ATA S T ATE;
if(acl_hdr==2)
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g_offset=0;
break;
// Store the ACL data on a buffer.
case AC L D A T A S T ATE:
//Store the ACL data read into our acl data buffer for further
UART_read(g_hci_buffer+g_offset,hci_acl_data_length);
if(acl_hdr=2)
g_actual_packet_length=g_hci_bufTer[0]+(g_hci_bufFer[ 1] « 8 ) ;
g_offset+=hci_acl_data_length;
if(g_ofTset>=g_actual_packetJength)
gd ataavailab le = 1;
else
HCI_host_number_of_packets_completed(hci_connection_handle, 1);
hci_current_state=IDLE_STATE;
break;
// HCI Data Packet... process SCO data currently processing SCO data is not implemented
case SCO HDR STATE:
case SCO DATA STATE:
// Wait for three more bytes
// Read the connection handle and data length
// Wait for data to be read ...
// Read the SCO data
// Process the data (?)
//process_sco_data( bu f);
// Return the number o f data bytes read
break;
// HCI Event header Packet... process event header
case EVENT_HDR_STATE:
// Read the event code and parameter length
UART_read((u8 *)&e_pkt, 2);
//Now we are ready for the event parameters to be received
hci_current_state=E V E N T D A T A S T ATE;
break;
// HCI Event Parameter Packet... process event Parameters
case EVENT_D ATA S TATE:
// Read the event parameters
UART_read(e_pkt.param,e_pkt.len);
// Process the event
process_event( e_pkt.param, e_pkt.e_code );
//Now we are ready to go to idle state
hci_current_state=IDLE_STATE;
break;
//Now we received some unknown packet type and we are not sure what to do.... just remain in idle state
//and hope things wil be ok
default:
hci_current_state=IDLE_STATE;
break;

}
}while(hci_current_state!=IDLE_STATE);

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------/ / process_event

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------void process_event (u8 ♦parameters, u8 event code) reentrant

{

//The case values have been arranged in ascending order for the compiler to optimize the switch instruction with
//short jumps
switch (event_code)

{
case INQUIRY_COMPLETE:
process_inquiry_complete( parameters);
break;
case INQUIRY_RESULT:
process_inquiry( parameters );
break;
case CONNECTION COMPLETE:
process_connection_complete( parameters );
break;

case CONNECTIONREQUEST:
process_connection_request( parameters);
break;
case DISCONNECTION_COMPLETE:
process_disconnection_complete( parameters);
break;
case AUTHENTICATION_COMPLETE:
break;
case REMOTE_NAME_REQUEST_COMPLETE:
process_remote_name_request_complete(parameters);
break;
case ENCRYPTION_CHANGE:
case CHANGE_CONN ECTION LIN K.KE Y_COM PLETE:
case MASTER_LINK_KEY_COMPLETE:
case READ_REMOTE_SUPPORTED_FEATURES_COMPLETE:
case READ_REMOTE_VERSION_INFORMATION_COMPLETE:
case QOS SETUP COMPLETE:
break;
case COMMAND COMPLETE:
process_command_complete( parameters);
break;
case COM M ANDSTATUS:
process_command_status( parameters);
break;
case HARDWARE ERROR:
break;
case FLUSH OCCURRED;
process flush_occured(parameters);
break;
case ROLE_CHANGED:
process_roIe_change(parameters);
break;
case NBR_OF_COMPLETED_PACKETS:
process_number_of_completed_packets( parameters);
break;
case MODE_CHANGE;
process_mode_change(parameters);
break;
case RETU RN LIN K_K£YS:
case PIN_CODE_REQUEST:
case LINK_KEY_REQUEST:
case LINK.KJEYNOTIFICATION:
case LOOPBACK COMMAND:
break;
case DATA_BUFFER_OVERFLOW:
process_data_buffer_overflow_event(parameters);
break;
case MAX_SLOTS_CHANGE:
case READ_CLOCK_OFFSET_COMPLETE:
case CONN ECTION_PAC KET_TYPE_C HANGE D:
case QOS_VIOLATION:
case PAGE_SCAN_MODE_CHANGE:
case PAGE_SCAN_REPETITION_MODE_CHANGE:
default:

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// Event handlers

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------void process_mode_change(u8 *parameters) reentrant

{
ifl(parameters [ 0 ] = 0 )

{

//if the mode change is Hold mode w e are now free to issue
//Inquiry request to find my clients
//if(parameters[3]— 1)
//
HCI_inquiry(5,0);
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void process_role_change(u8 ^parameters) reentrant

{
}
void process_flush_occured(u8 *parameters) reentrant

{
}
void process_data_buffer_overflow_event( u8 ^parameters ) reentrant

{
}
void process_number_of_completed_packets( u8 *parameters ) reentrant

{
u l6 length;
u8 i;
if(parameters[0])

{
for(i=0;i<parameters[0];i+=4)

{
length=le_bytes_to_ul6(parameters[i+3],parameters[i+4]);
hci_ctrl.hc_buf.acl_num+=length;

}
}
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// process_remote_name_request_complete

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------void process_remote_name_request_complete(u8 * parameters) reentrant

{
if(parameters[0]=0)

{
u8 i;
for(i=0;i<MAX_NBR_OF_CONNECT!ONS;++i)

{
if(mem_cmp(NULL,hci_ctrl.con[i].bd_addr,parameters+l,6) == 0)

{

//str_copy(N U LL,hci_ctrl .con [i].name, parameters+7);
hcictrl. con [i], name = number(parameters+7);
break;

}

}

// process_inquiry_complete
void process inquiry complete (u8 *parameters) reentrant

{
// Update the inquiry in progress variable
u8 index;
//inquiry_in_progress = 0;
for(index =0;index<MAX_NBR_OF_CONNECTlONS;++index)

{
ifi(hci_ctrl.con[index].state = UNITPASSIVE)

{
HCI_create_connection( hci_ctrl.con[index].bd_addr, 0x08, hci_ctrl.con[index].psrm,
hci_ctrl.con[index].psm, hci_ctrl.con[index].c_ofFset, 0x00);

}

}

inquiry_in_progress=0;
if(inquiry_completed!=NULL)
inquirycompletedQ;

//-----------------// processinquiry

//-----------------

//
void process inquiry (u8 * parameters) reentrant

{
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// If there was a response
if( parameters[0])

{
// Create the connection if allowed ... otherwise ignore
ifl; hci_ctrl.nbr_of_connections < MAX_NBR_OF_CONNECTIONS )

{
u8 index = check_new_connection(parameters+1);
// Set the state o f the remote device to active
hci_ctrl. con [index],state = UNIT_PASSIVE;
// Store the current connection handle ...
hci_ctrl.con[index].c_hdl = -1;
mem_copy(NULL, hci_ctrl.con[index].bd_addr, parameters+1, 6 );
hci_ctrl .con [index] .psrm=parameters [7];
hci_ctrl.con[index].pspm=parameters[8];
hci_ctrl.con[index], psm=parameters[9];
mem_copy(NULL, h cictrl. con [index],cod, parameters-*-10, 3 );
//mem_copy(NULL, (u8 *)&(hci_ctrl.con[index].c_offset), parameters-*-13, 2 );
hci_ctrl.con[index].c_offset = l e b y t e s t o u 16(parameters[ 13],parameters [ 14]);
// Store the connection holder and increment the number o f connections
//HCI_create_connection( hci_ctrl.con[index].bd_addr, 0xCC18,
hci_ctrl.con[index].psrm, hci_ctrl.con[index].psm, hci_ctrl.con[index].c_offset, 0x00 );
//
Beep( 1000,100);

}

}

}

//----------------------------------------------------------------------------// process connection complete

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------void process connection complete (u8 *parameters) reentrant

{

// If the connection succeded ...
if( parameters[0] =

{

0)

u8 i;
for(i=0;i<MAX_NBR_OF_CONNECTIONS;++i)

{
if(mem_cmp(NULL,hci_ctrl.con[i].bd_addr,parameters+3,6) =

0)

{

hci_ctrl.con[i].c_hdl=(le_bytes_to_ul6(parameters[l],parameters[2]) & OxFFF);
hci_ctrl.con[i],state = UNIT_ACTIVE;
//#ifhdef WIN32
HCI_host_number_of_packets_completed(hci_ctrl.con[i].c_hdl, 1);
//#endif
if(connected!=NULL)
connected(hci_ctrl.con[i].bd_addr,hci_ctrl.con[i].c_hdl);
break;

>
//--------------------------------------------------------------// process_connection_request

//--------------------------------------------------------------void process connection request (u8 ♦parameters) reentrant
if( hci_ctrl.nbr_of_connections < MAX_NBR_OF_CONNECTIONS )

{
u8 index = check_new_connection(parameters);
// Set the state o f the remote device to active
hci_ctrl.con[index].state = UNITPASSIVE;
// Store the current connection handle ...
hci_ctrl.con[index].c_hdl = -1;
mem_copy(NULL, hci_ctrl.con[index].bd_addr, parameters, 6 );
mem_copy(NULL, hci_ctrl.con[index].cod, &parameters[6], 3 );
// Store the connection holder and increment the number o f connections
HCI_accept_connection_request( hci_ctrl.con[index].bd_addr, 0x01);

}

//---------------------------------------------------------------// process_disconnection_complete

//---------------------------------------------------------------void process_disconnection_complete (u8 ^parameters) reentrant

{

u8 i=0;
// If the disconnection succeded ...
if( parameters[0] ==0)

{
u 16 chandle;
// Get the connection handle o f the device (12 bits meaningful)
c handle = (le_bytes_to_ul6(parameters[l],parameters[2])) & OxOFFF;
// Look for the connection handle in our list
for( i=0; i<MAX_NBR_OF_CONNECT!ONS; i++ )

{

// If this connection was terminated
if( hci_ctrl.con[i].c_hdl = c_handle )

{

// Reset the connection holder
//HCI_flush(c_handle);
hci_ctrl.con[i]. state = UNITPASSIVE;
hci_ctrl.con[i].c_hdl = -1;
if(disconnected!=NULL)
disconnected(hci_ctrl.con[i].bd_addr,c_handle);
// Signal the disconnection
break;

>
}
//---------------------------------------------------------------// process_command_complete

//---------------------------------------------------------------// Parses the return parameters from the command complete event, see the
// Bluetooth specification part H:l, chapter 5.2.14 for a further
// description o f the command complete event,
void process_command_complete (u8 *buf) reentrant
{
u8 *r_val;
u8 ogf=0;
static u l6 ocf=0;
u l6 opcode;
//u 16 c_hdl;
// Num_HCI_Command_Packets event parameter specifies the number o f
// commands the host controller can support.
hci_ctrl.hc_buf.cmd_num = buffO];
// <buf> points at the start o f the event parameters o f the command
// complete event. The second and third byte (bufl 1] and bufl2])
// contain the op-code, which consists o f the OGF and the OCF values.
// See the Bluetooth specification part H: 1, chapter 4.4.1 for a
// description o f these.
o c f= 10;
// Extract OpCode from event parameters
opcode = le_bytes_to_u 16( bufl 1], bufJ2]);
// Read OGF and OCF from OpCode (little Endian format)
ogf = get_OGF( opcode );
ocf = get_OCF( opcode );
// r_val is set to point at the beginning o f the return parameters o f
// the command complete event
r_val = buf + 3;
switch( o g f) {
case HCI NOP:
// No OPeration ... ignore
break;
case HCI_LC:
switch( o c f ) {
case INQUIRY_CANCEL:
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if( r_val[0]) {

}
else
inquiry_in_progress = 0;
break;
case PERIODIC INQUIRY MODE:
if( r_val[0]) {

}

else
periodicinquiryactive = 1;
break;
case EXIT PERIODIC INQUIRY MODE:
if( r_val[0] ) {

}
else
periodicinquiryactive = 0;
break;
case L IN K K E Y R E Q U E ST R E P L Y :
case LINK_KEY_REQUEST_NEGATIVE_REPLY:
case PIN_CODE_REQUEST_REPLY:
case PIN_CODE_REQUEST_NEGATIVE_REPLY:
default:
// Unsupported OCF ... ignore
break;
break;
case HCI_LP:
switch( o c f) {
case ROLEDISCOVERY:
if(r_val[0]=0)

{

//if we are slave put the connection in hold mode
ifi(r_val[3]==0x01)

{

//c_hdl = (le_bytes_to_ul6(r_val[l],r_val[2]))&0xFFF;
//HCI_hold_mode(c_hdl, 12,12);

}
break;
case READ_LINK_POLICY_SETTINGS:
case WRITELINK_POLIC Y_SETTINGS:
default:
// Unsupported OCF ... ignore
break;

}
break;
case HCI_HC:
switch( o c f ) {
case SET_EVENT_MASK:
case RESET:
case SET_EVENT_FILTER:
break;
case FLUSH:
if(r_val[0]=0)
periodicinquiryactive = 0;
break;
case READ_PIN_TYPE:
case WRITE_PIN_TYPE:
case CREATE_NEW_UNIT_KEY:
case READ_STORED_LINK._K.EY:
case WRITE_STORED_LINK_KEY:
case DELETE_STORED_LINK_KEY:
case CHANGE_LOCAL_NAME:
case READ LOCAL_NAME:
case READ_CONNECTION_ACCEPT_TIMEOUT:
case WRITE_CONNECTION_ACCEPT_TIMEOUT:
case READ_PAGE_TIMEOUT:
case WRITE_PAGE_TIMEOUT:
case READ_SCAN_ENABLE:
case WRITE SCAN ENABLE:
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case READ_PAGE_SC A N A C TIV ITY :
case WRITE PAGESCAN ACTIVITY:
case READINQ UIRYSCANACTIVITY:
case WRITE_INQUIRYSCAN_ACTIVITY:
case W RITE_AUTHENTIC ATION ENAB LE:
case SET_HOST_CONTROLLER_TO_HOST_FLOW_CONTROL:
case HOST_BUFFER_SIZE:
default:
// Unsupported OCF ... ignore
break;

}

break;
case HCI_IP:
switch( o c f) {
case READ_BUFFER_SIZE:
// If read buffer size successfull
ifi( r_val[0]) {

}
else {
hci_ctrl.hc_buf.acl_Ien = le_bytes_to_u 16( r_val[l], r_val[2]);
hci_ctrl.hc_buf.sco_len = r_val[3];
hci_ctrl.hc_buf.acl_num = le_bytes_to_ul6( r_val[4], r_val[5]);
hci_ctrl.hc_buf.sco_num = le_bytes_to_u 16( r_val[6], r_val[7]);

}

break;
case READ BD ADDR:
if( r _ v a l[0 ]= 0 )
mem_copy(NULL,hci_ctrI.local_bd_addr,buf+l,6);
break;
default:
// Unsupported OCF ... ignore
break;

}
break;
case HCI_SP:
switch( o c f) {
default:
// Unsupported OCF ... ignore
break;

}

break;
case HCI_TC:
switch( o c f) {
default:
// Unsupported OCF ... ignore
break;

}
break;
default:
// Unsupported OGF ... ignore
break;

}
//---------------------------------------------------------------// process_command_status

//--------------------------------------------------------------void process_command_status (u8 ^parameters) reentrant

{

// If the command succeded ...
if( param eters[0]=0)

{

u8 ogf;
static u 16 ocf;
u l6 opcode;

// OpCode Group Field
// OpCode Command Field
// OpCode

// Update the number o f command packets that can be sent
hci_ctrl.hc_buf.cmd_num = parameters[l];
// Extract OpCode from event parameters
opcode = le_bytes_to_ul6( parameters[2], parameters[3]);
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// Read OGF and OCF from OpCode (little Endian format)
o g f = get_OGF( opcode );
o c f = get OCF( opcode );
switch( o g f) {
case HCI_LC:
switch( o c f ) {
case INQUIRY:
inquiry in_progress = 1;
break;
case REMOTE_NAME_REQUEST:
inquiryin_progress = 0;
break;
case CREATECONNECTION:
break;
default:
// Unsupported OCF ... ignore
break;

}
break;
default:
// Unsupported OGF ... ignore
break;

}
}
}
//----------------------// Link Control Commands

//----------------------// Start o f definitions for the functions performing all the different HCI commands.
// The functions will be defined in the same order as they are described in the HCI
// specification, part H:1 o f the Bluetooh core specification v l.l.

//-----------------------------// HCI_Inquiry

//-----------------------------// This function will cause the Bluetooth device to enter Inquiry Mode. Inquiry
// Mode is used to discover other nearby Bluetooth devices. The LAP input
// parameter contains the LAP from which the inquiry access code shall be derived
// when the inquiry procedure is made. The <inq_len> parameter specifies the total
// duration o f the Inquiry Mode and when this time expires, Inquiry will be halted.
// The <num_resp> parameter specifies the number o f responses that can be received
// before the Inquiry is halted.
// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l . l H:1 section 4.5.1 (pg. 561)
void HCI inquiry (u8 inq_len, u8 num resp) reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
if(inquiry_in_progress)
return;
else
inquiry in_progress = 1;
// Enter inquiry mode for the duration o f n * 1.28 seconds,
// n = [ 1,..., 48 ], that is up to ~62 seconds
if( in q jen = 0 )
in q jen = 1;
ifX inq_len > 48 )
in q je n = 48;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_LC, INQUIRY );
// 0x9E8B33: General/Unlimited Inquiry Access Code (GIAC). see
// Bluetooth Assigned Numbers, 1.1 THE GENERAL AND DEVICE-SPECIFIC
// INQUIRY ACCESS CODES (DIACS)
c_pkt.param[0] = 0x33;
c_pkt.param[l] = 0x8B;
c_pkt.param[2] = 0x9E;
c_pkt.param[3] = inqjen;
c_pkt.param[4] = num_resp;
// Command packet length
c_pkt.len = 5;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );

}
//------------------// HCI_Inquiry_Cancel
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//-----------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l . l H:1 section 4.5.2 (pg. 563)
u8 HCI_inquiry_cancel (void) reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HC1_LC, IN Q UIRYCANCEL);
// Command packet length
c_pkt.len = 0;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );
return *w a itforcom m an d com p l ete( INQU1RY_C AN CEL);

}
//-----------------------------// HCI_Periodic_Inquiry_Mode

//-----------------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l.l H:1 section 4.5.3 (pg. 564)
u8 HCI_periodic_inquiry_mode (u l6 m axjen, ul 6 m injen, u8 inqjen, u8 num_resp) reentrant
{
cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = getJe_OpCode( HCI_LC, PERIODIC_INQUIRY_MODE );
// Maximum period between inquiry mode for the duration o f n * 1.28 seconds,
// n = [ 3 ,..., 65535 ], that is up to ~23.3 hours
if( maxJ e n < 5000)
m axjen = 5000;
// Maximum period length to little Endian format
c_pkt.param[0] = (m axjen & OxFF);
c_pkt.param[l] = ((m axjen & OxFFOO) » 8);
// Minimum period between inquiry mode for the duration o f n * 1.28 seconds,
// n = [ 2, ..., 65534 ], that is up to -23.3 hours
if( minJ e n < 1 0 0 )
minJ e n = 100;
if( m in jen = OxFFFF )
min J e n = OxFFF;
// Minimum period length to little Endian format
c_pkt.param[2] = (m in jen & OxFF);
c_pkt.param[3] = ((min j e n & OxFFOO) » 8);
// 0x9E8B33: General/Unlimited Inquiry Access Code (GIAC). see
// Bluetooth Assigned Numbers, 1.1 THE GENERAL AND DEVICE-SPECIFIC
// INQUIRY ACCESS CODES (DIACS)
c_pkt.param[4] = 0x33;
c_pkt.param[5] = 0x8B;
c_pkt.param[6] = 0x9E;
c_pkt.param[7] = inqjen;
c_pkt.param[8] = num_resp;
// Command packet length
c_pkt.len = 9;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(PERIODIC JNQUIRY_MODE);

}

//-----------------------------------// HCI_Exit_PeriodicJnquiry_Mode

//------------------------------------

// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l . l H:1 section 4.5.4 (pg. 567)
u8 HCl_exit_periodic inquiry mode (void) reentrant
{
cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = getJe_OpCode( HCI_LC, EXIT_PER!ODIC_INQUIRY_MODE );
// Command packet length
c_pkt.len = 0;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(EXIT_PERIODIC_INQUIRY_MODE);

>
//-----------------------------// HCI_Create_Connection

//-----------------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l . l H:1 section 4.5.5 (pg. 568)
void HCI create connection (u8 *bd_addr, u l6 pkt_type, u8 psrm, u8 psm, u l6 c offset, u8 rol sw) reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = getJe_OpCode( HCI_LC, CREATE CONNECTION );
// Copy the Bluetooth device address as received ...
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mem_copy(NULL, c_pkt.param, bd_addr, 6 );
// Packet type to little Endian format
c_pkt.param[6] = (pkt_type & OxFF);
c_pkt.param[7] = ((pkt_type & OxFFOO) » 8);
// Page scan repetition mode
c_pkt.param[8] = psrm;
// Page scan mode
c_pkt.param[9] = psm;
// Clock offset to little Endian format
c_pkt.param[10] = (c offset & OxFF);
c_pkt.param[l 1] = ((c_offset & OxFFOO) » 8);
// Role switch parameter
c_pkt.param[12] = ro lsw ;
// Command packet length
c_pkt.len = 1 3 ;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN );

}
//-----------------------------// HC ^Disconnect

//-----------------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l.l H.l section 4.5.6 (pg. 571)
void HCI_disconnect (ul6 c handle, u8 reason) reentrant
{
cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI LC, DISCONNECT);
// Connection handle to little Endian format
c_pkt.param[0] = (c handle & OxFF);
c_pkt.param[l] = ((c_handle & OxOFOO) » 8);
// Copy the reason parameter
c_pkt.param[2] - reason;
// Command packet length
c_pkt.len = 3;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN );

}
//-----------------------------// HCI_Accept_Connection_Request

//------------------------------------

// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l .l H:1 section 4.5.8 (pg. 574)
void HCI_accept_connection_request (u8 *bd_addr, u8 role) reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_ie_OpCode( HCI_LC, ACCEPT CONNECTION REQUEST );
// Copy the Bluetooth device address as received ...
mem_copy(NULL, c_pkt.param, bd addr, 6 );
c_pkt.param[6] = role;
c_pkt.len = 7;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );

}
HCl_request_remote_name(u8 *bd_addr,u8 psrm,u8 psm,ul6 c offset) reentrant

{
cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_LC, REMOTE NAME REQUEST );
// Copy the Bluetooth device address as received ...
mem_copy(NULL, c_pkt.param, bd_addr, 6 );
// Page scan repetition mode
c_pkt.param[6] = psrm;
// Page scan mode
c_pkt.param[7] = psm;
// Clock offset to little Endian format
c_pkt.param[8] = (c offset & OxFF);
c_pkt.param[9] = ((c_offset & OxFFOO) » 8);
c_pkt.len = 1 0 ;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );

>
// Link Policy Commands

//-----------------------------------------------------------u8 HCl_hold_mode(ul6 c_hdl,ul6 max_interval,ul6 min_interval) reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;

c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI LP, HOLD MODE );
c_pkt.len = 6;
c_pkt.param[0] = chdl&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[l] = (c_hdl&OxFFOO)»8;
c_pkt.param[2] = maxinterval&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[3] = (max_interval&0xFF00)»8;
c_pkt.param[4] = mininterval&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[5] = (min_intervaI&0xFF00)»8;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );
return 0;

}

u8 HCI_switch_role(u8 *bd_addr,u8 role) reentrant

{
cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HC1_LP, SWITCH_ROLE );
c_pkt.len = 7;
mem_copy(NULL,c_pkt.param,bd_addr,6);
c_pkt.param[6] = role;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN );
return 0;

}

void HCI_role_discovery(ul6 handle) reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HC1_LP, ROLE_DISCOVERY );
c_pkt.len = 2;
c_pkt.param[0] = handle&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[l] = ((handle&0xFF00)»8);
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN );

}
//--------------------------------------------------------------------// Sniff Mode

//--------------------------------------------------------------------void HCI_sniff_mode(ul6 c_hdl,ul6 max_interval,ul6 min_interval,ul6 attempt,ul6 timeout) reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_LP, SNIFF MODE );
c_pkt.len = 10;
c_pkt.param[0] = chdl&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[l] = (c_hdl& 0xFF00)»8;
c_pkt.param[2] = max_interval&0xFF;
c_pkt.param[3] = (max_interval&0xFF00)»8;
c_pkt.param[4] = mininterval&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[5] = (min_interval&0xFF00)»8;
c_pkt.param[6] = attempt&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[7] = (attempt&0xFF00)»8;
c_pkt.param[8] = timeout&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[9] = (timeout&0xFF00)»8;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );

}

void HCI_exit_sniff_mode(ul6 c hdl) reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_LP, EXlT_SNIFF_MODE );
c_pkt.len = 2;
c_pkt.param[0] = c_hdl&0xFF;
c_pkt.param[l] = (c_hdl& 0xFF00)»8;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );

}

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------// Host Controller & Baseband Commands

//------------------------------------------------------------------------

//------------------------------

// HCI_write_inquiry_scan_activity

//------------------------------

// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l . l H:1 section 4.7.2 (pg. 622)
u8 HCl_write_inquiry_scan_activity(ul6 scan_interval,ul6 scan window) reentrant
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cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_HC, WRITE_INQUIRYSCAN_ACTIVITY );
c_pkt.len = 4;
c_pkt.param[0] = scaninterval&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[l] = ((scan_interval&0xFF00)»8);
c_pkt.param[2] = scanwindow&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[3] = ((scan_window& 0xFF00)»8);
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(WRlTE_INQUIRYSCAN_ACTIVITY );

}
//-----------------------------// HCI_write_page_scan_activity

//-----------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l .l H:1 section 4.7.2 (pg. 622)
u8 HCI_write_page_scan_activity(ul6 scan_interval,u 16 scan_window) reentrant
{
cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt. opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_HC, WR1TE_PAGESCAN_ACT1VITY );
c_pkt.len = 4;
c_pkt.param[0] = scaninterval&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[l] = ((scan_interval&0xFF00)»8);
c_pkt.param[2] = scanwindow&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[3] - ((scan_window&0xFF00)»8);
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(WRITE_PAGESCAN_ACTIVITY );

}
//-----------------------------// HCI_host_number_of_packets_completed

//------------------------------

// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l . l H:1 section 4.7.2 (pg. 622)
void HCI_host_number_of_packets_completed(ul6 handle, u l6 count) reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_HC, HOST NUMBER OF COMPLETED PACKETS );
c_pkt.len = 5;
c_pkt.param[0] = 1;
c_pkt.param[l] = handle&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[2] = ((handle&0xFF00)»8);
c_pkt.param[3] = count&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[4] = ((count& 0xFF00)»8);
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN );

//-----------------------------// HCI_change_local_name

//-----------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l.l H:1 section 4.7.2 (pg. 622)
u8 HCI_change_local_name(u8 *local_name) reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
mem_set((u8*)&c_pkt,0,sizeof(c_pkt));
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HC1_HC, CHANGE_LOCAL_NAME );
c_pkt.len = 248;
str_copy(c_pkt.param,local_name,str_length(local_name));
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c__pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(CHANGE_LOCAL_NAME );

//-----------------------------// HCI Reset

//-----------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l.l H: 1 section 4.7.2 (pg. 622)
u8 HCl_reset (void) reentrant
{
cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI HC, RESET);
c_pkt.len = 0;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(RESET);

}

// HCI_Flush
// For more information see Bluetooth specification v 1.1 H:1 section 4.7.2 (pg. 622)
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void HCI_flush (u l6 c hdl) reentrant

{
cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_HC, FLUSH );
c_pkt.len = 2;
c_pkt.param[0] = chdl&OxFF;
c_pkt.param[l] = ((c_hdl& 0xFF00)»8);
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );
wait_for_command_complete(FLUSH);

}
//-----------------------------// HCI_Set_Event_mask

//-----------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l.l H:1 section 4.7.3 (pg. 623)
u8 HCI_set_event_mask (u8 *param) reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_HC, SET EVENT MASK );
if(param!=NULL)

{

// Copy the parameter data ...
mem_copy(NULL, c_pkt.param, param, 8 );

}

else

{
c_pkt.param[0]=0xFF;
c_pkt.param[l]=OxFF;
c_pkt.param[2]=0xFF;
c_pkt.param[3]=0xFF;
c_pkt.param[4]=0;
c_pkt.param[5]=0;
c_pkt.param[6]=0;
c_pkt.param[7]=0;

}

c_pkt.len = 8;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(S ET_EVENT MAS K);

}
//-----------------------------I I HCI_Set_Event_Filter

//-----------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l . l H:1 section 4.7.3 (pg. 623)
u8 HCI_set_event_filter (u8 *param, u8 len) reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_HC, SET EVENT FILTER );
// Copy the parameter data ...
mem_copy(NULL, c_pkt.param, param, len );
c_pkt.len = len;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(SET_EVENT_FILTER);

}
//-----------------------------// HCI_Write_Connection_Accept_Timeout

//------------------------------

// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l . l H: 1 section 4.7.14(pg. 643)
u8 HCI_write_connection_accept_timeout (ul6 timeout) reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_HC, WRITE_CONNECTION_ACCEPT_TIMEOUT );
if( timeout = 0 )
timeout = 1;
if( timeout > 0xB540 )
timeout = 0xB540;
// Connection accept to little Endian format
c_pkt.param[0] = (timeout & OxFF);
c_pkt.param[l] = ((timeout & OxFFOO) » 8);
c_pkt.len = 2;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkf c_pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN);
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return *wait_for_command_complete(WRITE_CONNECTION_ACCEPT_TIMEOUT);

//-----------------------------// HCI_Write_Page_Timeout

//-----------------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l.l H:1 section 4.7.16(pg. 645)
u8 HCI write_page_timeout (u 16 timeout) reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HC1_HC, W RITEPAGETIM EOUT );
if( timeout = 0 )
timeout = 1;
// Page timeout to little Endian format
c_pkt.param[0] = (timeout & OxFF);
c_pkt.param[l] = ((timeout & OxFFOO) » 8);
c_pkt.len = 2;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(WRITE_PAGE_TIMEOUT);

}

//-----------------------------------// HCl Write Scan Enable

//-----------------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l.l H:1 section 4.7.18(pg. 647)
u8 HCI_write_scan_enable (u8 enable) reentrant

(

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_HC, WRITE SCAN ENABLE );
c_pkt.param[0] = enable;
c jjk t.len = 1;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(WRITE_SCAN_ENABLE);

}

//-----------------------------------// HCl_Write_Authentication_Enable

//------------------------------------

// This command will write the value for the Encryption_Mode parameter. The
// Encryption_Mode parameter controls if the local device requires encryption
// to the remote device at connection setup. At connection setup, only the
// device(s) with the Authentication Enable parameter enabled and
// Encryption Mode parameter enabled will try to encrypt the connection to
// the other device.
// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l .l H:1 section 4 .7 .2 4 (pg. 657)
u8 HCl_write_authentication_enable (u8 enable) reentrant

<
cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HC1_HC, WRITE_AUTHENTICATION_ENABLE );
c_pkt.param[0] = enable;
c_pkt.len = 1;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(WRITE_AUTHENTICATION_ENABLE);

}

//-----------------------------------// H C Iw riteen cryp tion m od e

//-----------------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l.l H:1 section 4 .7 .4 0 (pg. 680)
u8 HCI_write_encryption_mode (u8 mode) reentrant

{
cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_HC, WRlTE_ENCRYPT!ON_MODE );
c_pkt.param[0] = mode;
c_pkt.len = 1;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(WRITE_ENCRYPTION_MODE);

//-----------------------------------// HCI_write_SCO_flow_control_enable

//------------------------------------

// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l . l H:1 section 4 .7 .4 0 (pg. 680)
u8 HCI_write_SCO flow control enable (u8 enable) reentrant
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cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_HC, WRITE_SCO_FLOW_CONTROL_ENABLE );
c_pkt.param[0] - enable;
c_pkt.len = 1;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(WRITE_SCO_FLOW_CONTROL_ENABLE);

//-----------------------------------// HCI_write_SCO_flow_control_enable

//------------------------------------

// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l.l H: 1 section 4.7.40(pg. 680)
u8 HCI_write_current_IAC_LAP() reentrant

{

cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HC1_HC, WRITE_CURRENT_IAC LAP );
c_pkt.param[0] = 0x1;
c_pkt.param[0] = 0x33;
c_pkt.param[0] = 0x8B;
c_pkt.param[0] = 0x9E;
c_pkt.len = 4;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(WRITE_CURRENT_IAC_LAP);

}

//-----------------------------------// HCI_Set_Host_Controller_To_Host_Flow_Control

//------------------------------------

// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l .l H:1 section 4.7.40 (pg. 680)
u8 HCI_set_host_controller_to_host_flow_control (u8 enable) reentrant
{
cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_HC, SET_HOST_CONTROLLER_TO_HOST_FLOW_CONTROL );
c_pkt.param[0] = enable;
c_pkt.len = 1;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(SET_HOST_CONTROLLER_TO_HOST_FLOW_CONTROL);

//-----------------------------------// HCI_Host_Buffer_Size

//-----------------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l . l H:1 section 4.7.41 (pg. 682)
u8 HCI host buffer size (u l6 a c lle n , u8 sco len, u l6 acl_pkts, u l6 sco_pkts) reentrant
{
cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_HC, HOST_BUFFER_SIZE );
// Host ACL data data packet length to little Endian format
c_pkt.param[0] = (acl len & OxFF);
c_pkt.param[l] = ((acMen & OxFFOO)» 8);
// Host SCO data packet length
c_pkt.param[2] = sco_len;
// Host total number o f ACL data packets to little Endian format
c_pkt.param[3] = (acl_pkts & OxFF);
c_pkt.param[4] = ((acl_pkts & OxFFOO) » 8);
// Host total number o f SCO data packets to little Endian format
c_pkt.param[5] = (sco_pkts & OxFF);
c_pkt.param[6] = ((sco_pkts & OxFFOO) » 8);
c_pkt.len = 7;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD_HDR_LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(HOST_BUFFER_SIZE);

}

//-----------------------------------// HCI_Read_Buffer_Size

//-----------------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l . l H:1 section 4.8.3 (pg. 703)
u8 HCI_read_buffer_size (void) reentrant

{
cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_IP, READ_BUFFER_SIZE );
c_pkt.len = 0;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );
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return *wait_for_command_complete(READ_BUFFER_SIZE);

//-----------------------------------// HCI_Read_BD_ADDR

//-----------------------------------// For more information see Bluetooth specification v l.l H:1 section 4.8.3 (pg. 703)
u8 HCI_read_BD_ADDR (void) reentrant
{
cmd_pkt c_pkt;
c_pkt.opcode = get_le_OpCode( HCI_IP, READ BD ADDR );
c_pkt.len = 0;
send_cmd( (u8*)&c_pkt, c_pkt.len + CMD HDR LEN );
return *wait_for_command_complete(READ_BD_ADDR);

}
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//■
// University o f Missouri - Rolla
// Electrical and Computer Engineering
// Program: LOCAL.c
//■

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------// Includes
^include
^include
#include
#include
# include
#include
^include

".Acommon\h\c805 If.h"
"..\common\h\common.h"
"..\common\h\local.h"
"..\sensor\h\adc.h"
"..\uart\h\UART.h"
"..\common\h\Timer.h"
"..\common\h\tools.h"

// SFR declarations

// Functions
void set_8051_sleep()

{

P 2 =0x00;
ADCOCN = 0x00;
DAC0CN = 0x00;
DAC1CN = 0x00;
PCON |= 0x02;

// here we shutdown the radio when needed

}
void PoweridleO

{

P2 = 0x00;
ADCOCN = 0x00;
DAC0CN = 0x00;
DAC 1CN = 0x00;
PCON |= 0x01;

// here we shutdown the radio when needed

>

void WDT_disable (void) {
WDTCN = OxDE;
WDTCN = OxAD;

>

void Crossbar init (void) {
XBR0 = 0x04;
XBR1 = 0x00;
XBR2 = 0x40;

// HW UART routed to port pins PO O P0.1
// Reset value...
// Enable crossbar and weak pull-ups

}

void GPIO_init (void) {
PRT0CF = 0x01;
PRT1CF = 0x40;
PRT2CF = 0x40;
PRT3CF = 0x40;

//
//
//
//

Enable PO.O (TX), as a push-pull output
Enable PI .6 (LED) as a push-pull output
Enable P2.6 (RTS) as a push-pull output
Reset value...

}

//-----------------------------// XTAL_init (void)

//

// PRE: 22.1189 MHz XTAL is assumed to be attached to the board
// POST: Switches timing to external crystal oscillator

//----------------------------------------------------------------------void XTAL_init (void) {
// Enable the external crystal cscillator mode w/ frequency > 6.74MHz
OSCXCN = 0x67;
// Wait for the XTAL to stabilize
delay_ms(10);
// Poll XTLVLD and wait for XTAL Oscillator to become stable
while( !(OSCXCN & 0x80));
// Switch to external oscillator and enable missing clock detector
OSCICN |= 0x88;
// Disable internal oscillator
OSCICN &= OxFB;

}
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void c8051_init (void) {
// Disable watchdog timer
WDT_disable();
// Set up Crossbar
Crossbar_init();
// Set up General Purpose IO
GPIO_init();
// Initialize the external XTAL
XTAL_init();
// Initialize the UART and start Timer 1
UART_init();
// Set up and start Timer 3 using auto-reload to generate interrupts at
// 1ms intervals (used to eliminate switch bounce detection).
TMR3_init(0);
// Initialize the temperature sensor
ADC_init();
// Enable global interrupts
EA = 1;

}
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//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

// University o f Missouri - Rolla
// Electrical and Computer Engineering
// Program: Timer.c
// ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// Includes

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------#include "..\common\h\c805lf.h"
it include "..\common\h\timer.h"
# include "..\bluetooth\hci\h\HCI.h"
//#include "..\DataLinkLayer\h\data_link_layer.h"

// SFR declarations

// Defines
^define HOLD_MS
#define TC_2MHz_Ims
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// number o f msec between on-switch hold calls
// approx, number o f counts o f 1.9MHz/12 to get 1ms

// Global CONSTANTS

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------//sbit SWITCH = P1A7;
//sbit LED = P1A6;

// on-board switch: T = Closed; 'O' = Open

//u8 g_buffer[255];
u8 sleeping = 0;
// Functions
void TMR3_init (u l6 sampling_rate) reentrant

{

TMR3CN = 0x00;

// stop

Timer 3
if(sampling_rate !=0)

{
TMR3RLH = ( ( -sam pling_rate» 8) & OxFF);
TMR3RLL = ( -sampling_rate& OxFF);
TMR3H = OxFF;
// init Timer 3 to reload immediately
TMR3L = OxFF;

// init Timer 3 reload value

TMR3CN =0x04;
// start Timer 3
//EIP2|=0x03;

}
else
EIE2 =0x01;
// enable Timer 3 OVR interrupt

}
void TMR3_stop (void) reentrant

{
TMR3CN =0x00;
Timer 3

}

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------// Timer 3 Interrupt Service Routine
// This toggles the LED based on the switch press sampling at 1msec intervals
// to avoid switch bounce errors.

//

//extern u8 extemal destination;
void TMR3_ISR (void) interrupt 14 using 2

{

// stop
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u l6 handle=OxFFFF,length;
// If interrupt source is Timer 3 ...
if( TMR3CN & 0x80 )

{

if(!sleeping)

{

//Clear the interrrupt flag
TMR3CN &= ~(0x80);
TMR3CN =0x00;
//initiate data capture
//if(extemal_destination !=0)
ADBUSY=1;
//HCI_event_handler();
//if((length = HCI_receive_data(&handle,g_bufTer)))
//
data_linkJayer_receive(handle,g_bufTer,length);
TMR3CN =0x04;

void TMR2_init (ul6 sampling_rate) reentrant

{

ifi[sampl ingrate !=0)

{

}

CT2 = 0;
RCLK = 0;
TCLK = 0;
CPRL2 = 0;
CKCON|=0x40;
RCAP2H = 0xF8;
RCAP2L = OxDB;
TR2=1;
ET2 = 1;

}

void TMR2_stop (void) reentrant

{

TR2=0;

}

//------------------------------------------------// Timer 2 Interrupt Service Routine

//------------------------------------------------void TMR2_ISR (void) interrupt 5 using 3

{

u l6 handle=0xFFFF,length;
// If interrupt source is Timer 3 ...
if( T F2)

{
//Clear the interrrupt flag
TF2=0;
//LED=LED?0:1;
TR2 = 0 ;
HCI_event_handler();
//HCI_event_handler();
TR2 = 1;

}

}
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/ / -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

// University o f Missouri - Rolla
// Electrical and Computer Engineering
// Program: TOOLS.c
// -----------------------------------------------------------------------------// Includes

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------^include "..\common\h\tools.h"

//------------------------------------------------------------- ---------// Functions

//-----------------------------------------------------------------------void m em set (u8 ^buffer, s8 value, u l6 length) reentrant

{

u l6 i;
for(i=0;i<length;-H-i)
*(bufferH) = value;

}

void m em copy (u8 *dummy,u8 *dest, u8 *src, u l6 length) reentrant

{

u l6 i;
for(i=0;i<length;++i)
dest[i] = src[i];

}

u8 m em cm p (u8 *dummy,u8 *arrayl, u8 *array2, u l6 length) reentrant

{

u l6 i;
for(i=0;i<length;++i)
if(arrayl [i]!=array2[i])
return 1;
return 0;

}

ul6 min (u l6 vO, u l6 v l) reentrant

{

return (vO < v l ) ? vO : v 1;

}

ul6 max (ul6 vO, u l6 v l) reentrant

{

return (vO > v l) ? vO : v 1;

}
/* delay
*

ms (u l6 msec)

* PRE: 22.1189 MHz XTAL is assumed and XTAL_init() has executed

* POST: busy-wait o f <msec> milliseconds (if function is not interrupted)

* --------------------------------------------------------------------- */
void delay ms (u l6 msec) reentrant

{

u l6 j,i;
for(i=0;i<msec;++i)

{
for (j=0; j<922; j++);

void str_copy(u8 *str_dest,u8 *str_src,u8 count) reentrant

{
do{
*(str_dest++) = *(str_src++);
if(-count<=0)
break;
}while(*str_src!=0);
*(str_dest)=0;

}
void str_cat(u8 *str_dest, u8 *str_src,u8 count) reentrant

{

str_dest+=str_length(str_dest);
do{
*(str_dest++) = *(str_src++);
if(--count<=0)
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break;
}while(*str_src!=0);
*(str_dest)=0;

}

u8 str_length(u8 *str) reentrant

{

u8 length=0;
while(str[length++] !=0);
return --length;

}

u l6 number(u8 *str) reentrant

{

s 16 length = str length(str);
u32 d ecim a ls;
u8 number=0;
s8 i;
u l6 retval=0;
if(length<=0)
return 0;
forO^length-l ;i>=0;—i)

{

if(str[i]>='0'&&str[i]<—9')

{
//iflCstr[i]!=’0 ’)

number = (str[i]-'0');
//else
//

number = 0;

}

retval+=number*decimal;
decimal*=10;

}

return retval;

}

void tostring(u8 ^buffer, u l6 number) reentrant

{

u l6 counter=0;
u l6 val=number;
while(l)

{
-H -counter;

val/=10;
if(val<=0)
break;

}

buffeH-=counter;
♦(buffer--)=0;
while(l)

{

++counter;
♦(buffer--) = (number%10)+'0';
number/= 10;
if(number<=0)

s l6 indexof(u8 *str,u8 character) reentrant

{

u l6 i=0;
while(l)

{

}

}

if(str[i]=0)
return -1;
else
ifl(str[i]=character)
return i;
else
++i;

//--------------------------------------------------------------------------

// University o f Missouri - Rolla
// Electrical and Computer Engineering
// Program: UART.c
/ / -------------------------------------------------------------------------# include ”..\uart\h\UART.h"
#ifdef WIN32
in c lu d e H..\uart\h\UART_WIN32.h"
#endif
#ifdef_8051_
#include "..\uart\h\UART_8051.h"
#endif
u8 UARTJnit ()

{
#ifdef WIN32
return UART_WIN32_init();
#endif
#ifdef _8051_
return UART_8051_init();
#endif
#ifdef PALM
return UART_PALM_init();
#endif

}
u8 UARI transmit buffTer length (void)

{
#ifdef WIN32
return UART_WIN32_transmit_buffer_length();
#endif
#ifdef_8051_
return U A R T 8 0 5 l_transmit_buffer_length();
#endif

}
void UART read ( u8 *buf, u !6 cou n t)

{

#ifdef WIN32
U A R T W IN 3 2_read(buf,count);
#endif
#ifdef_8051_
UART_805 l_read(buf,count);
#endif

}
void UART_write( u8 *buf, u l6 count)

{
#ifdef WIN32
UART_WIN32_write(buf,count);
#endif
#ifdef _8051_
UART_805 l_write(buf,count);
#endif

}
u8 UART_receive_buffer_length()

{

#ifdef WIN32
return UART_WIN32_receive_buflfer_Iength();
#endif
#ifdef_8051_
return UART 805 l_receive_buffer_length();
#endif

}
void UART_close()

{

#ifdef WIN32
U ART_ W IN 3 2_close();
#endif
#ifdef 8051
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UART_805 l_close();
#endif

}

void UART_reset()

{

}

#ifdef WIN32
UART_WIN32_reset();
#endif
#ifdef _8051_
UART_805 l_reset();
#endif
#ifdef PALM
UART_P ALM_reset();
#endif
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//■
// University o f Missouri - Rolla
// Electrical and Computer Engineering
// Program: UART 8051.C
//■
^include "..\uart\h\UART_8051.h"
//^include "..\bluetooth\hci\h\HCI.h"
# include "..\common\h\c8051f.h"
#define _C 8051fx023
//#defme _C 80511x005
# define UART_TIMER_RELOAD 0xE8
# define UART_RX_BUFFER_H1GH_WATERMARK (ul6)(200)
# define UART_RX_BUFFER LOW_WATERMARK (ul6)(100)
#ifdef C 8051fx023
sbit U A R TR TS = P2A7;
// Pin on which RTS is connected
sbit UART_CTS = P2A6;
// Pin on which CTS is connected
#endif
#ifdef_C 80511x005
sbit UART RTS = P2A7;
// Pin on which RTS is connected
sbit UART_CTS = P2A6;
// Pin on which CTS is connected
#endif
#define TBUF_SIZE 256
/* DO NOT CHANGE */
#define RBUF_SIZE 256
/* DO NOT CHANGE */
static xdata u8 tbuf [TBUF_SIZE];
static xdata u8 rbuf [RBUFSIZE];
static xdata u8 t in = 0;
static xdata u8 t_out = 0;
u8 t_disabled = 0;
static xdata u8 r_in = 0;
static xdata u8 r_out = 0;
static void UART_805 l_isr (void) interrupt 4 using 1

{
u8 buffer_length=0;
/*----------------------------------Received data interrupt.

■*/

IE |= 0x10;
if (RI != 0)

{

RI = 0;
bufferlength = UART_8051_receive_buffer_length();

if(buffer_length>=UART_RX_BUFFER_HIGH_WATERMARK)
U AR TR TS = 1;
else
//if we have enough room for receiving the data indicate the other guy to start sending more data
if(bufFer_length<=UART_RX_BUFFER_LOW_WATERMARK)
U AR TR TS = 0;
rbuf [r_in++] = SBUF;
//
HCI_event_handler();

/*----------------------------------Transmitted data interrupt.

------------------------------------------ */
if (TI != 0)

{
TI = 0;
#ifdef _C805 lfx005
w hile(U A R T _C TS=l );
#endif
if (t_in != t_out)
SBUF = tbuf [t_out++];
else
t_disabled = 1;

}
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}

u8 UART_8051_init() reentrant

{
//Microcontroller specific initializtion routine for serial communication
//start
IP |= 0x10;
// UART set to high priority, so data is sent
// immediately
PCON |= 0x80;
// SMOD=l (HW UART uses Timer 1 overflow with no
// divide down)
TMOD = 0x20;
// Configure Timer 1 for use by HW UART
CKCON |= 0x10;
// Timer 1 derived from SYSCLK. (T1M=1)
TH1 = UART_TIMER_RELOAD;
// Timer 1 initial value
// Timer 1 reload value
TL1 = UART_TIMER_RELOAD;
TR1 = 1;
// Start Timer 1
SCON = 0x50;
// Configure HW UART for mode 1, receiver enabled,
// logic level o f stop bit is ignored and clear
// receive and transmit complete indicators
// (TI & RI)
// Initialize HW flow control pins
UART_CTS = 1;
U A R TR T S = 0;

/*----------------------------------Clear transmit interrupt and buffer.

------------------------------------------ */

UART_805 l_reset();
// Enable serial port interrupts
IE |= 0x10;
return 0;

}
u8 UART_8051_putchar (u8 c) reentrant

{

/*-----------------------------------------If the buffer is full, return an error value.

------------------------------------------ */
if ((TBUF_SIZE - UART_8051_transmit_buffer_length ()) <= 2)
return (-1);

/*-----------------------------------------Add the data to the transmit buffer.

------------------------------------------ */

tbuf [t_in++] = c;
return (0);

}
u8 UART_8051_getchar (void) reentrant

{
u8 c;
if (UART_8051_receive_buffer_length () = 0)
return (-1);
c = rbuf [r_out++];
return (c);

}
u8 UART_8051_transmit_buffer_length (void) reentrant

{
return (t_in - t_out);

}
void UART_8051_read ( u8 *buf, u l6 count) reentrant

{
u l6 c=0;
//u8 buflfer_length=0;
for(c=0;c<count;)

{
ifl[UART_8051_receive_buffer_length()<=UART_RX_BUFFER LOW_WATERMARK)
UART_RTS = 0;
if(r_in=r_out)
continue;
buf[c++] = rbuf [rout-H-];

}

}
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void U A R T 8 0 5 l_write( u8 *dataArray, u l6 count) reentrant

{
u l6 i;
for(i=0;i<count;++i)
while(UART_8051_putchar(dataArray[i])=-l)
//The buffer is full send some data
if (tdisabled)

/ * if transmitter is disabled * /

{
td isab led = 0;
TI = 1;

/* enable it */

//If the UART is not sending any data start tmsmitting
if (t_disabled)
/* if transmitter is disabled * /

{

tdisabled = 0;
TI = 1;

>

/ * enable it * /

}

u8 UART_8051_receive_buffer_length() reentrant

{

return (r_in-r_out);

}
void U A R T 8 0 5 l_reset() reentrant

{

TI = 0;
t i n = 0;
t_out= 0;
r i n = 0;
r o u t = 0;
tdisabled = 1;

}

void UART_805 l_close() reentrant

{
}

UART 805 l_reset();

/ * clear transmit interrupt */
/ * empty transmit buffer * 1

/ * disable transmitter * /

APPENDIX B

BLUE-SCOPE [FRONT END] C++ SOURCE CODE
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/ / -------------------------------------------------------------------

// University o f Missouri - Rolla
// Electrical and Computer Engineering
// Program: Graph.cpp
/ / --------------------------------------------------- --------------// Graph.cpp : implementation file

//

# include "stdafx.h"
#include "Interface.h"
^include "Graph.h"
#ifdef_DEBUG
# define new DEBUG NEW
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] = __FILE__ ;
#endif
// CGraph
CGraph::CGraph()

{

m d ata = NULL;
m_count=0;
m_max_data=l;
Initial izeCriticalSection(&m_Critical);
m_SingleData=0;
buffer_head=buffer_tail=flipped=0;

}

CGraph ::~CGraph()

{

SetData(NULL,0);
DeleteCriticalSection(&m_Critical);

}
BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CGraph, CEdit)
//{ { AFX_MSG_MAP(CGraph)
ON_WM_P AINT ()
//}} AFX_MSG_MAP
END_MESSAGE_MAP()
// CGraph message handlers
void CGraph: :OnPaint()

{

CPaintDC dc(this); // device context for painting
// TODO: Add your message handler code here
// Do not call CEdit: :OnPaint() for painting messages
CBrush brush;
brush.CreateSolidBrush(RGB(0,64,64));
RECT rect;
GetClientRect(&rect);
dc.FillRect(&rect,&brush);
brush.DeleteObject();
DrawLines(dc);
if(m_data!=NULL)
//Plot(dc,m_data,m_count);
//else
PlotXY(dc);

}
void CGraph: :DrawLines(CPaintIX: &dc)

{
CPen
CPen
CPen
CPen

CurrentPen(0 ,1,RGB(113,113,0));
*PreviousPen = dc.SelectObject(&CurrentPen);
*PreviousPenl;
*NewPen;

RECT rect;
//int j;
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GetC 1ientRect(&rect);
int width = rect.right-rect.left;
int height = rect.bottom-rect.top;
int dx = width/10;
int dy = height/10;
dc.MoveTo(rect.left,rect.top);
for(int x=0j=O;x<width;x+=dx,++j)

{
ifU = = 5 )

{
NewPen = new CPen(0 ,1,RGB(185,185,0));
PreviousPenl = dc.SelectObject(NewPen);

}
iffx!=0)
dc.MoveTo(rect.left+x,rect.top);
dc.LineTo(rect.left+x,rect.bottom);
if0 = 5 )
dc.SelectObject(PreviousPen 1);
NewPen->DeleteObject();
delete NewPen;

}

}

dc.MoveTo(rect.left,rect.top);
for(int y=0,k=0;y<height;y+=dy,++k)

{
if (k = 5 )

{

NewPen = new CPen(0 ,1,RGB( 185,185,0));
PreviousPenl = dc.SelectObject(NewPen);

}

if(y!=0)
dc.MoveTo(rect.left,rect.top+y);
dc.LineTo(rect.right,rect.top+y);
if (k = 5 )

{

}

dc.SelectObject(PreviousPenl);
NewPen->DeleteObject();
delete NewPen;

}

dc.SelectObject(PreviousPen);
C urrentPen.DeleteObj ect();

void CGraph: :PlotXY(CPaintDC &dc)

{
RECT rect;
GetC 1ien tRect(&rect);
rect. bottom—5;
int width = rect.right-rect.left;
int height = rect.bottom-rect.top;
//int dx = width/size;
//if(d x = 0 )
//
dx=l;
int x=rect.left,y=rect.bottom;
double factor = ((double)(height-20))/((double)1024);//((float)height-50.)/(float)m_max_data;
CPen CurrentPen(0 ,1,RGB(0,250,0));
CPen *PreviousPen = dc.SelectObject(&CurrentPen);
dc.MoveTo(x,y);
EnterCriticalSection(&m_Critical);
for(int i=buflfer_tail;i<width&& i!=buffer_head ;++i)

{
iffi!=0)
dc.MoveTo(x,y);
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x+=l;
iftx>rect.right)
break;
//y=rect.top;
y=(rect.bottom/2) - (m_data[i]*factor);
0)
dc.MoveTo(x,y);
dc.LineTo(x,y);
//dc.LineTo(x,rect.bottom);

}
if(buffer_head<=buffer_tail)

{

for(int i=0;i<buffer_head;++i)

{
if(i!=0)
dc.MoveTo(x,y);
x + = l;
if(x>rect.right)
break;
//y=rect.top;
y=(rect.bottom/2) - (m_data[i]*factor);
if(i==0)
dc.MoveTo(x,y);
dc.LineTo(x,y);
//d c.LineTo(x, rect. bottom);

}

}

LeaveCriticalSection(&m_Critical);
dc.SelectObject(PreviousPen);
CurrentPen.DeleteObjectO;

void CGraph: :Plot(CPaintDC &dc,int * data,unsigned int size)

{

RECT rect;
GetC 1ientRect(&rect);
rect.bottom—5;
int width = rect.right-rect.left;
int height = rect.bottom-rect.top;
int dx = width/size;
if(d x = 0 )
dx=l;
int x=rect.left,y=rect.bottom;
double factor = ((double)(height-20))/((double)0xFFFF)^/((float)height-50.)/(float)m_max_data;
CPen CurrentPen(0 ,1,RGB(0,250,0));
CPen ’ PreviousPen = dc.SelectObjectf&CurrentPen);
dc.MoveTo(x.y);
EnteiCriticalSection(&m_Critical);
for(int i=0;i<size;-H-i)

{

if(i!=0)
dc.MoveTo(x,y);
x+=dx;
if(x>rect.right)
break;
//y=rect.top;
y=(rect.bottom/2) - (data[i]*factor);
if(i==0)
dc.MoveTo(x,y);
dc.LineTo(x,y);
//dc.LineTo(x,rect.bottom);

}

LeaveCriticalSection(&m_Critical);
dc. SelectObject(Prev iousPen);
C urrentPen.DeleteObj ect();

void CGraph: :SetData(int *data,unsigned int count)
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{

EnterCriticalSection(&m_Critical);
if(m_data!=NULL)

{

free(mdata);
m d a ta = NULL;
m_count=0;

}

if(count>0)

{

m_count = count;
m data = (int *)malloc(sizeof(int)*m_count);
if(m_data!=NULL)

{

m_max_data = 1;
for(unsigned int i=0;i<m_count;++i)

(

}

}

m_data[i] = data[i];
iftm_data[i]>m_max_data)
m_max_data=m_data( i];

}

LeaveCriticalSection(&m_Critical);

}
void CGraph::AppendData(int *data, unsigned int count)

{

EnterCriticalSection(&m_Critical);
if(count>0)

{
m c o u n t += count;
m data = (int *)realloc(m_data,sizeof(int)*m_count);
if(m_data!=NULL)

{

memcpy(&m_data[m_count-count],data,sizeof(int)*count);
//m m a x d a ta = 1;
/*for(unsigned int i=0;i<m_count;++i)

{

}

}

m_data[i] = data[i];
if(m_data[ i] >m_max_data)
m_max_data=m_data[ i];

>*/

LeaveCriticalSection(&m_Critical);

void CGraph::SetSingleData(int data)

{

m_SingleData = data;

>
void CGraph::AddData(int data)

{

static first=l;
RECT rect;
GetC lientRect(&rect);
int width = rect.right-rect.left;
if(first)

{
first=0;
m_data = (int *)malloc(sizeof(int)*width);
memset(m_data, 1,sizeof(int)*width);
buffer_head=0;
buffer_tail=0;

}

m_data[buffer_head-H-]=data;

if(flipped)
buffer_tail=buffer_head+1;
if(buffer_tail>width)
flipped=0;
if(buffer_head>width)

{

flipped=true;
buffer_head=0;
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/ / --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

// University of Missouri - Rolla
// Electrical and Computer Engineering
// Program: Interface.cpp
//-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// Interface.cpp : Defines the class behaviors for the application.

//

^include "stdafx.h"
^include "Interface.h"
in clu d e "InterfaceDlg.h"
#ifdef_DEBUG
#define new DEBUG_NEW
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] = _ F I L E _ ;
#endif
// CInterfaceApp
BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CInterfaceApp, CWinApp)
//{ { A F X M SG_M AP(C Interface App)
// NOTE - the ClassWizard will add and remove mapping macros here.
// DO NOT EDIT what you see in these blocks o f generated code!
//}}AFX_M SG
ON_COMMAND(ID_HELP, CWinApp::OnHelp)
END_MESSAGE_MAP()
// CInterfaceApp construction
CInterfaceApp: :CInterfaceApp()

{

// TODO: add construction code here,
// Place all significant initialization in Initlnstance

}

// The one and only CInterfaceApp object
CInterfaceApp theApp;
// CInterfaceApp initialization
BOOL CInterfaceApp: :lnitlnstance()

{
if (!AfxSocketInitO)

{

AfxMessageBox(IDP_SOCKETS_INIT_F AILED);
return FALSE;

}

AfxEnableControIContainer();
//
//
//
//

Standard initialization
If you are not using these features and wish to reduce the size
o f your final executable, you should remove from the following
the specific initialization routines you do not need.

ClnterfaceDlg dig;
m_pMainWnd = &dlg;
int nResponse = dlg.DoModal();
if (nResponse = IDOK)

{
// TODO: Place code here to handle when the dialog is
// dismissed with OK

}
else if (nResponse == IDCANCEL)

{

// TODO: Place code here to handle when the dialog is
// dismissed with Cancel

}

// Since the dialog has been closed, return FALSE so that we exit the
// application, rather than start the application's message pump,
return FALSE;

}
//-----------------------------------------------------------------------// University o f Missouri - Rolla
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// Electrical and Computer Engineering
// Program: Interface.cpp

//------------------------------------------------------------------------// InterfaceDlg.cpp : implementation file

//

^include "stdafx.h"
# include "Interface.h"
#include "InterfaceDIg.h"
# include "lusterQueryDialog.h"
#ifdef_DEBUG
fldefine new DEBUG NEW
#undef THIS_FILE
static char THIS_FILE[] = __FILE__;
#endif
#include <LED.h>
extern CInterfaceApp theApp;
extern "C" void (*connected)(unsigned char *,unsigned short handle);
extern "C" void ("disconnected)(unsigned char *,unsigned short handle);
extern "C" char m_comport[10];
extern "C" void disconnect ();
extern "C" void HCI_broadcast (unsigned char "info, unsigned short length);
extern "C" unsigned char HCI_periodic_inquiry_mode (unsigned short m axjen , unsigned short m in jen , unsigned char
inqjen, unsigned char num_resp);
extern "C" unsigned char HCI sniff mode (unsigned short c h d l, unsigned short max interval, unsigned short
min interval, unsigned char attempt, unsigned short timeout);
extern "C" unsigned char HCI_exit_sniff_mode (unsigned short c hdl);
extern "C" unsigned char "HCI_receive_data (unsigned short "handle, unsigned short "length);
extern "C" void HCI_send to_handle (unsigned short c hdl,unsigned char "info, unsigned short length);
extern "C" int UARTJnit ();
extern "C" void UART_close ();
extern "C" void HCIJnit (void);
// Link Control Commands
extern "C" void HCIJnquiry (unsigned char inqjen, unsigned char num_resp);
extern "C" void createconnection (unsigned char "bd_addr, unsigned short pkttype, unsigned char psim, unsigned char
psm, unsigned short c_offset, unsigned char rol sw);
extern "C” void accept connection request (unsigned char "bdaddr, unsigned char role);
// Host Controller and Baseband Commands
extern "C" void HCI_reset (void);
extern "C" void HCI_set_event_filter (unsigned char "param, unsigned char len);
extern "C" void HCI_write_connection_accept timeout (unsigned short timeout);
extern "C" void HCI_write_page timeout (unsigned short timeout);
extern "C" void HCI_write_scan_enable (unsigned char enable);
extern "C" void HCI_write_authentication_enabIe (unsigned char enable);
extern "C" void HCI_setJiost controller tojiostjlow _control (unsigned char enable);
extern "C" void H C Ih o s tb u ffe r s iz e (unsigned short acl len, unsigned char scoJen, unsigned short acl_pkts, unsigned
short sco_pkts);
// Informational Parameter Commands
extern "C" void HCI_read_buffer_size (void);
void Connected(unsigned char "bd addr,unsigned short handle);
void Disconnected(unsigned char *bd_addr,unsigned short handle);
static CaptureMode=true;
unsigned char data[10];
int handle =0;
FILE "log_fp=NULL;
// ClnterfaceDlg dialog
CGraph
*g_Jgraph=NULL;
CListBox "m_SensorList;
CInterfaceDlg::CInterfaceDlg(CWnd* pParent /*=NULL*/)
: CDialog(CInterfaceDlg::IDD, pParent)

{
m h lc o n = AfxGetApp()->LoadIcon(IDR_MAINFRAME);
mThreadHandle = NULL;

>
void ClnterfaceDlg: :DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX)

{
CDialog::DoDataExchange(pDX);
//{ { AFX_D AT A_M AP(C Interface D1g)
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DDX_Contro!(pDX, IDOK, mCapture);
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_COMBO_FREQ, m_FreqCtrl);
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_COMBO_GAIN, m_GainCtrl);
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_SENSOR_LIST, m_Sensors);
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_COMBO_CHANNEL, m_Channel);
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC_COMPORT, m ComPort);
//}} AFX_D AT A_M AP

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(CInterfaceDlg, CDialog)
//{ { AFX_MSG_MAP(CInterfaceDlg)
ON_WM_P AINT ()
ON_WM_QUERYDRAGICON()
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDOK, OnFind)
ON_CBN_SELCHANGE(IDC_COMBO_CHANNEL, OnSelchangeComboChannel)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BUTTON_RUN, OnButtonRun)
ON_CBN_SELCHANGE(IDC_COMPORT, OnSelchangeComport)
ON_LBN_DBLCLK(IDC_SENSOR_LIST, OnDblclkSensorList)
ON_CBN_SELCHANGE(IDC_COMBO_GAIN, OnSelchangeComboGain)
ON_CBN_SELCHANGE(IDC_COMBO_FREQ, OnSelchangeComboFreq)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BUTTON, OnButton)
ON_BN_CLICKED(IDC_BULB, OnBulb)
ON_BN_DOUBLECLICKED(IDC_BULB, OnDoubleclickedBulb)
//} } AFX_MSG_M AP
END_MESSAGE_MAP()
// ClnterfaceDlg message handlers
BOOL ClnterfaceDlg: :OnlnitDialog()

{

CDialog::OnInitDialog();
// Set the icon for this dialog. The framework does this automatically
// when the application's main window is not a dialog
SetIcon(m_hIcon, TRUE);
// Set big icon
SetIcon(m_hIcon, FALSE);
// Set small icon
m graph. SubclassWindow(GetDlgItem(IDC GRAPH)->m hWnd);
m_led.SubclassWindow(GetDlgItem(IE)C_BULB)->m_hWnd);
mJed.OffO;
m_ComPort.SetCurSel(0);
m C h an n el.SetC urSel (0);
g_J?raph = <&m_graph;
m SensorL ist = &m_Sensors;
m_GainCtrl.SetCurSel( 1);
m_FreqCtrl.SetCurSel(0);
connected = Connected;
disconnected = Disconnected;
return TRUE; // return TRUE unless you set the focus to a control

}

// If you add a minimize button to your dialog, you will need the code below
// to draw the icon. For MFC applications using the document/view model,
// this is automatically done for you by the framework.
void ClnterfaceDlg: :OnPaint()

{

if (IsIconic())

{

CPaintDC dc(this); // device context for painting
SendMessage(WM_ICONERASEBKGND, (WPARAM) dc.GetSafeHdc(), 0);
// Center icon in client rectangle
int cxlcon = GetSystemMetrics(SM CXICON);
int cylcon = GetSystemMetrics(SMCYICON);
CRect rect;
GetClientRect(&rect);
int x = (rect.Width() - cxlcon + 1) / 2;
int y = (rect.Height() - cylcon + 1) / 2;
// Draw the icon
dc.DrawIcon(x, y, m_hIcon);

}
else

{
}

CDialog::OnPaint();
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}

// The system calls this to obtain the cursor to display while the user drags
// the minimized window.
HCURSOR ClnterfaceDlg: :OnQueryDragIcon()

{

return (HCURSOR) m hlcon;

}

void printError(char * Header)

<

LPVOID lpMsgBuf;
FormatMessage(
FORMAT_MESSAGE_ALLOCATE_BUFFER |
FORMAT_MESSAGE_FROM_SYSTEM |
FORMAT_MESSAGE_IGNORE_INSERTS,
NULL,
GetLastError(),
MAKJELANGID(LANG_NEUTRAL, SUBLANG_DEFAULT), // Default language
(LPTSTR) &lpMsgBuf,
0,

NULL

);

// Process any inserts in lpMsgBuf.

I I ...
I I Display the string.

MessageBox( NULL, (LPCTSTR)lpMsgBuf, Header, MB OK | MB JCONINFORMATION );
// Free the buffer.
LocalFree( lpM sgBuf);

}

DWORD WIN API ThreadProc(
LPVOID IpParameter // thread data

)
{

unsigned char *data=NULL;
unsigned short num_bytes;
int Counter=0;
//unsigned char bd_addr[6];
w hile(l)

{
unsigned short handle=OxFFFF;
if( (data= HCI_receive_data(&handle, &num_bytes))!=NULL )

{
/* if(CaptureMode)

{
((ClnterfaceDlg *)(theApp.m_pMainWnd))>m_C apture.Set WindowT ext("S top");
((ClnterfaceDlg *)(theApp.m_pMainWnd))>m_Capture.EnableWindow(true);
CaptureMode=false;

)*/
//TRACE("%d %d\n",Counter-H-,(short)(((data(5]«8)+data[4])«4));
//TRACE("%d %d %d
%d\n",Counter++,(short)((((data[5]«8)+data[4])«4)/16),data[5],data[4]);
for(int i=0;i<num_bytes;i+=2)

{
short datal = (short)((((data[i+l]«8)+data[i])«4)/16);
if(log_fp!=NULL)

{
fprintf(log_fp,"%d\nH,datal);
fflush(log_fip);

}
g_graph->AddData(data 1);

}
>
else

{
Sleep(l);

}

g_graph->InvalidateRect(NULL);

void ClnterfaceDlg::OnFind()

if(CaptureMode)

{

CaptureMode=false;
int index = m_Sensors.GetCurSel();
if(index<0)

{

AfxMessageBox("Please select the sensor cluster,
return;

}

CString BD;
m S e n so r s.GetText( index, B D);
index = BD.Find(" ",0);
if(index<0)
return;
handle = atoi(BD.Right(BD.GetLength()-index));

mCapture. Enable Window(false);
index = m_Channel.GetCurSel();
if(index<0)
index=0;
data[l]=index*2;
index = m_GainCtrl.GetCurSel();
if(index<0)
index = 1;
switch(index)
{
case 0:
index=7;
break;
case 1:
index=0;
break;
case 2:
index=l;
break;
case 3:
index=2;
break;
case 4:
index=3;
break;
case 5:
index=4;
break;
default:
index=0;
break;
}
data[0]=index;
index = m_FreqCtrl.GetCurSel();
if(index<0)
index=0;
switch(index)

{
case 0:
index=l;
break;
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case 1:
index=2;
break;
case 2:
index=3;
break;
case 3:
index=4;
break;
case 4:
index=5;
break;
case 5:
index=6;
break;
case 6:
index=7;
break;
default:
index=l;
break;

}
data[2]=index;
data[3]=l;
//DWORD tid;
//data[98]=l;
//m_ThreadHandle = CreateThread(NULL,0,CaptureProc,(LPVOID)data,0,&tid);
HCI_send_to_handle(handle,data,4);
mCapture.EnableWindow(true);
m_Capture.SetWindo wText(" Stop");

}

else

{

m_Capture.EnableWindow( false);
CTime time=€Time::GetCurrentTime();
CString CurrentTime = time.Format( "%H:%M:%S, %B %d, %Y" );
data[3]=0;
HCI_sendtohandle(handle,data,4);
//m_ThreadHandle = CreateThread(NULL,0,ThreadProc,NULL,0,&tid);
m_Capture.SetWindowText("Capture");
m_Capture.EnableWindow(true);//
//CaptureMode=true;
if(CaptureMode)///

{

if(log_fp!=NULL)
fprintf(log_fp,"Sampling started at %s\n",CurrentTime.GetBuffer(O));
CaptureMode=false;
//SendParameter();
m_CaptureSetWindowText("Stop");

}
else

{

}

if(log_fp!=NULL)
fprintf(log_fp,"Sampling ended at %s\n",CurrentTime.GetBuffer(0));
CaptureMode=true;
//SendParameter();
m_Capture.Set W indowText( "Capture");

}
>

void ClnterfaceDlg: :OnCancel()

{
// TODO: Add extra cleanup here
disconnect();
//if(log_fp!=NULL)

//

fclose(log_fp);

CDialog::OnCancel();

}
#define PACKET_SIZE 10
//define CHANNEL_SELECTION 1
void ClnterfaceDlg::OnSelchangeComboChannel()

{
int index = m_Channel.GetCurSel();
ifi[index<0)
index=0;
data[l]=index*2;
HCI_send_to_handle(handle,data,4);

}
void ClnterfaceDlg::OnButtonRun()

{
// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here
int index = m_Channel.GetCurSel();
if(index<0)
return;
m C apture.Set Wi ndo wText(" C apture");
m_Capture.EnableWindow(true);
CaptureMode=true;
/*if(m_ThreadHandle!=NULL)

{
TerminateThread(m_ThreadHandle,0);
mThreadHandle = NULL;

>*/
m S en so rs.ResetContent();
sprintf(m_comport,"COM%d",(m_ComPort.GetCurSel()+l));
UART_close();
if(!UART_init(»

{
printError("COM Port");
return;
else

{

if(log_fp!=NULL)

{

fclose(log_fp);
log_fp = NULL;

}

log_fp = fopen("log.txt","w");
ifl(log_fp=NULL)

{

AfxMessageBox("Unable to open log.txt");
return;

>
//disconnect);
BluetoothInit();
DWORD tid;
if(m_ThreadHandle=NULL)
m_ThreadHandle = CreateThread(NULL,0,ThreadProc,NULL,0,&tid);

}

void ClnterfaceDlg: :OnSelchangeComport()

{
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}
void ClnterfaceDlg: :OnDblclkSensorList()

{

// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here
int index = m_Sensors.GetCurSel();
if(index>=0)

{

//data[99]=index;

void ClnterfaceDlg: :OnSelchangeComboGain()

{
// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here
int index = m_GainCtrl.GetCurSel();
if(index<0)
index = 1;
switch(index)

{
case 0:
index=7;
break;
case 1:
index=0;
break;
case 2:
index=l;
break;
case 3:
index=2;
break;
case 4:
index=3;
break;
case 5:
index=4;
break;
default:
index=0;
break;

}
data[0]=index;
HCI_send_to_handle(handle,data,4);

}
void ClnterfaceDlg::OnSelchangeComboFreq()

{
// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here
int index = m_FreqCtrl.GetCurSel();
if(index<0)
index=0;
switch(index)

{

case 0:
index=l;
break;
case 1:
index=2;
break;
case 2:
index=4;
break;
case 3:
index=8;
break;
case 4:
index=16;
break;
case 5:
index=32;
break;
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case 6:
index=64;
break;
default:
index=l;
break;
data[2]=index;
HCI_send_to_handle(handle,data,4);

}
/*
void ClnterfaceDlg: :OnButton()

{
static mode=false;
// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here
//TerminateThread(m_ThreadHandle,0);
ifi(m ode=false)

{

mode=true;
HCI_periodic_inquiry_mode( 10,5,4,8);
GetDlgItem(lDC_BUTTON)->SetWindowText("Stop");

}
else

{
//HCI_exit_periodic_inquiry_mode( 10,5,4,8);
GetDlgItem(IDC_BUTTON)->SetWindowText("Periodic");
mode=faise;

}

DWORD tid;
//mThreadHandle = CreateThread(NULL,0,ThreadProc,NULL,0,&tid);

}

void ClnterfaceDlg::OnButton()

{
// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here
TerminateThread(m_ThreadHandle,0);
//char data[4];
data[3]=3;
data[4] = 35;
data[5] = 0;
data[6] = 4;
HC I_send_to_handle(handle,data, 7);
//void HCI_sniff_mode();
//HCI_periodic_inquiry_mode( 10,5,4,8);
DWORD tid;
m_ThreadHandle = CreateThread(NULL,0,ThreadProc,NULL,0,&tid);

}

void ClnterfaceDlg: :Bluetoothlnit()

{
HCI_init();
// Reset the Bluetooth module
//blink(2);
HCI_reset();
// Wait for command complete event
//wait_for_data();
// Send read buffer size command
HCl_read_buffer_size();
// Wait for command complete event
//wait_for_data();
// NOTE: If using host controller to host flow control.. . we need to update the
//
host controller as to what can be sent to the host using the
//
Host_Number_Of_Completed_Packets periodically.
// Set flow control... flow control on for ACL data, o ff for SCO data
HCI_set_host_controller_to_host_flow_control( 0x01 );
// Send host buffer sizes to the host controller
HCI_host_buffer_size( 220, 0, 1 ,0 );

// Wait for command complete event
//wait_for_data();
// Leave all events enabled ...
// Leave SCO flow control disabled ...
// Leave Authentication disabled ...
// Leave Encryption disabled ...
// Set connection accept timeout to 5.06 seconds
HCI_write_connection_accept_timeout( OxlFAO);
// Wait for command complete event
//wait_for_data();
// Write page timeout to 5.12 seconds
HCI_write_page_timeout( 0x4000);
// Wait for command complete event
//wait_for_data();
// Write scan enable ...
//Now the device is ready to accept incoming connection
HCI_write_scan_enable( 0x03 );
//if(mode = MASTER)
// Look for other devices for ~5 seconds
HCI_inquiry( 5, 0 );

}

void Connected(unsigned char *bd_addr,unsigned short handle)

{

char addr[40];
sprintfladdr, "%d%d%d%d%d%d
%d",bd_addr[0],bd_addr[l],bd_addr[2],bd_addr[3],bd_addr[4],bd_addr[5],handle);
((ClnterfaceDlg *)(theApp.m_pMainWnd))->m_Sensors.AddString(addr);

}

void Disconnected(unsigned char *bd_addr,unsigned short handle)

{

char addr[40];
sprintf(addr, "%d%d%d%d%d%d
%d",bd_addr[0],bd_addr[l],bd_addr[2],bd_addr[3],bd_addr[4],bd_addr[5],handle);
if(::IsWindow(((CInterfaceDlg *)(theApp.m_pMainWnd))->m_hWnd)=false)
return;
int index = ((ClnterfaceDlg *)(theApp.m_pMainWnd))->m_Sensors.FindString(0,addr);
ifl(index=LB_ERR)
return;
((ClnterfaceDlg *)(theApp.m_pMainWnd))->m_Sensors.DeleteString(index);

}

void ClnterfaceDlg::OnBulb()

(

// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here

}

void ClnterfaceDlg: :OnDoubleclickedBulb()

{

// TODO: Add your control notification handler code here
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//---------------------------------------------------------------

// University of M issouri - Rolla
// Electrical and Computer Engineering
// Program: LED.cpp
//--------------------------------------------------------------// CLED message handlers
void CLED::OnPaint()

{
CPaintDC dc(this); // device context for painting
RECT rect;
GetC 1ientRect(&rect);
CBrush brush;
if(m _m ode=OFF)
brush.CreateSolidBrush(RGB(0,0,0));
else
brush.CreateSolidBrush(RGB(0,255,0));
dc.FillRect(&rect,&brush);
brush.DeleteObject();

}
void CLED::OfJ0

{
m_mode=OFF;
InvalidateRect(NULL);

}
void CLED::On()

{

m_mode=ON;
InvalidateRect(NULL);
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/ / -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

// University o f Missouri - Rolla
// Electrical and Computer Engineering
// Program: ClusterQueryDialog.cpp
/ / ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------// ClusterQueryDialog.cpp : implementation file

//

^include "stdafx.h"
#include "Interface.h"
#include "lusterQueryDialog.h"
#ifdef DEBUG
#defme new DEBUG NEW
#undef THISFILE
static char THIS_FILE[] = _ F I L E _ ;
#endif
// ClusterQueryDialog dialog
ClusterQueryDialog: :ClusterQueryDialog(CWnd* pParent /*=NULL*/)
: CDialog(ClusterQueryDialog::IDD, pParent)

{

// {{A F X D AT A I N IT(Cl usterQuery Dialog)
// NOTE: the ClassWizard will add member initialization here
//}} AFX_DATA_INIT

}
void ClusterQueryDialog: :DoDataExchange(CDataExchange* pDX)

{

CDialog::DoDataExchange(pDX);
// {{A F X D AT A_M AP(C IusterQuery Di alog)
DDX_Control(pDX, IDC PROGRESS, m_ProgressBar);
//}} A F X D AT A MAP

}

BEGIN_MESSAGE_MAP(ClusterQueryDialog, CDialog)
//{ { AFX_MSG_MAP(ClusterQueryDialog)
//}} AFX_MSG_MAP
END_MESSAGE_MAP()
// ClusterQueryDialog message handlers
BOOL ClusterQueryDialog::OnInitDialog()

{
CDialog::OnInitDialog();
// TODO: Add extra initialization here
DWORD tid;
return TRUE; // return TRUE unless you set the focus to a control
// EXCEPTION: OCX Property Pages should return FALSE

}
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//-------------------------------------------------------------------------

// U niversity of M issouri - Rolla
// Electrical and Com puter Engineering
// Program: StdAfx.cpp
//------------------------------------------------------------------------// stdafx.cpp : source file that includes just the standard includes
//
Interface.pch will be the pre-compiled header
//
stdafx.obj will contain the pre-compiled type information
#include "stdafx.h"
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